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SCALE MODEL
PERMANENT WAY
for Gauge Railways

*_Or
Now AVAILABLE from SIod

NEWNES PRACT CAL MECHANICS

Easily the most realistic, durable and quietest running track made. (Note the new
slide -on chair-an exact fit on rail.) Available with book of instructions and special
jigs for easy assembly.

Scale Track parts for

RAILS, Steel 361n. lengths
5i- per doz. lengths

RAILS, Brass 36In. lengths
12/- per doz.

,6CHAIRS. Slide -on Pattern... 3 per 100
FISHPLATES ... 7d. per dozen
SLEEPERS. Sin. long ... 3'6 per 100
HOLDINI3-DOWN SPIKES... 8d. per 500

Gauge ' 0 ' Railways.

BATTENS. longitudinal 36in. lengths
6/- per doz.

PANEL PINS ... ... 6d. per packet
CONDUCTOR RAIL CHAIRS for electrifying

the track ... 8/6 per 100
INSTRUCTION BOOKLET ... 6d. each
TRACK LAYING GAUGE ... ... 1/6 each
CHAIR FIXING JIG 2,6 each

As an example of the low price of these materials, the cost for constructing 18ft. of track is
£1 8s. (with brass rails) -21s. (with steel rails). Brass conductor rails for electrifying the

above, 9s 6d.

"BASSETT-LOWKE PUBLICATIONS"
Send Id. stamp for BPII2 a new brochure giving details of all catalogues, booklets, etc.,

devoted to models and model -making.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD
NORTHAMPTON

London : 112, High Holborn, W.C.1.
Manchester : 28, Corporation Street.

THE "ZYTO" 15in. MOTORISED SAWBENCH
WITH TOTALLY ENCLOSED MOTOR

FOR CROSSCUTTING, RIPPING,
MITREING, BORING, GROOVING, etc.

Production of S. TYZACK & SON, Ltd.

EARLY DELIVERY.
PRICE AND FULL DETAILS
FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE " ZYTO " t5in. Motorised
Sawbench has been specially

designed to meet the demands
of the carpenter and builder,
handyman and for all general

woodwork. Sturdily constructed, with
heavy cast frame, ball -bearing spindle,
built-in dust chute, etc.

Brief Specification :
Saw -table 24in. x 18in., with rise and
fall motion for grooving, etc. Takes
15in. saw. Long ripping fence with fine
adjustment.
Heavy spindle bored to take dowel
bits, etc.
Fully guarded in accordance with Home
Office Regulations.
Vee rope drive with novel adjustment.
2 h.p. motor provided.
Supplied single, three-phase or D.C.
current.

PLEASE STATE VOLTAGE.

We are stockists of all types of
wood and meta! working machinery,

and welcome your enquiries.
IllustratedIllustrated leaflets of " Zyto " wood-
working machines free on request.

S. TYZACK & SON, Ltd 341 -345 OLD ST.,
 9 LONDON, E.C.1.

Telephones: CLERKENWELL £301 (Ten lines). Te!egrams : TYZGAR, FINSQUARE.

.161.

A FASCINATING
NEW PROCESS BY
WHICH AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPH ERS
CAN MAKE PRINTS
IN BRIGHT, RICH
COLOURS.

JOHNSON

COLOURFORM
By this process it is possible to make

prints in a very wide range of colours.
It is not a toning process nor are the
effects obtained by dying or staining.
Almost any colour can be predetermined

and actually formed by development. The exact shade can
afterwards be matched, with certainty, and repeated whenever it
is required. Every step is under perfect control. The colours do
not fade. This COLOURFORM process will appeal to amateur
photographers who wish to break away from conventional black
and white and produce results that will excite admiration by their
sheer beauty.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET GIVING
FULL DETAILS AND METHOD OF PROCEDURE

(Mention " Practical Mechanics ")

Charming purple -browns, cool olive -blacks, delicate yellow -greens,
mauves, blues of the richest quality and an endless variety of

browns, from the palest sepia
to the deepest nigger -brown,
are all attainable. The possibilities
are literally unlimited.

GET THIS OUTFIT
FROM YOUR DEALER

For those who wish to experiment with this
process the Johnson COLOURFORM OUTFIT
is available. It contains enough colour

developer to make up eight 10 oz. quantities. Three bottles containing the primary
red, yellow and blue colour-formers-to be added to the developer. One packet of
bleaching compound to make 20 oz. of solution (which maybe
used repeatedly). A glass measure and a book of instructions. PRICE 151- COMPLETE

JOHNSONS OF HENDON LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE CHEMICALS.

Established 1743.

LONDON. N

A ,ONG
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DRAWING and
SURVEYING

INSTRUMENTS

SLIDE RULES

DRAWING MATERIALS
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Bake
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FOR ALL PURPOSES WHERE A

LIQUID FLUX IS IMPRACTICABLE
Established 1834

SIR Wm. BURNETT X. CO, (Chemicals) LTD.

GREAT WEST ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX

BELFAST TORONTO MELBOURNE
JOHANNESBURG WELLINGTON N.Z.

Smee's

Air Ministry Surplus
FOLDING TRIPOD.-Treble extending lightweight,
ex -Air Ministry. Extends to 50M. Length folded, 21 in. Brass
top. Rigid construction. Ideal for photographers, engineers,
draughtsmen, surveyors, etc. Weight under 21b. 14/6(postage and packing, Ed.).

PLOTTING ARM.-Of brass
tubular construction, rigid, lock-
able in any position and carrying
Perspex protractor rule. Rail is
included for fixing to side of
drawing board, and plotting arm
slides freely on this. Ideal for
draughtsmen, engineers, etc. Im-
perial size,
Double Elephant size, 25'.
(post and packing, II.).

21/ -

VACUUM PUMP.-High
quality Air Ministry pump by lead-
ing British manufacturers. Spliced
shaft 2in. in length, flange mount-
ing, and has numerous industrial

and workshop uses. Dimensions approx.
6in. x 4in. x 4in. (post and packing, 116). 18/6

This amazing piece of electro-
pneumatic machinery contains the
largest assortment of gears ever
made available in one instrument.
Original cost over E300. Weight
901b., and contains over 100
assorted gear wheels, 2 motors
(24v.), with reversing friction
clutches and reduction gears, 800
assorted nuts and bolts, etc. (mostly
2, 4 and 6 B.A.), gyro instrument,
many aneroid capsules, sylphon
tubes, axles, switch, pneumatic
tubing, anti -vibration mounts, etc.
This complex machine has to be
seen to be believed. Parts can be
adapted to hundreds of model -
engineering laboratory uses-
many thousands sold throughout
Great Britain, and all have given
every satisfaction.

(Carriage paid.) 65/ -

BOMBSIGHT COMPUTER.
ANTIN

ROLLER
IBRAT ION FLEXIBLE EAR

MOUNTING naive

COMPLEX
MULTI-

.FuNCTIONA
GEAR
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DIAL

PITCH I
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STEEL FRAME
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SPIRAL
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WHEEL

OMPENSATED
LEVER
ECHANISM

CHAIN OF
REDUCTION GEARS

ELECTRIC REVERSIBLE
MOTOR FRICTION CLUTCH

AERO SPARES CO., Dept. 64,
71, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.
Head Office :
69, Church Street, Edgware Road, N.W.8

Tel . : AMBassador 4856 (all depts.)

Modelcraft

POWER BOAT
PLANS KITS
The WALTON' CRUISER
This is a facsimile of the kind of little ship
which so many have turned into a holiday
home nowadays. Bread and butter con-
struction. Suitable for electric drive.
Length, 23ins.
Plan No. A.F.101. //6

post 4d.

The 'DAYTONA' CRUISER
The modern streamlined American counter-
part of the ' Walton ' ; smart but not
over -modern. Bread and butter con-

struction. Suitable for electric drive.
Length, 33ins.
Plan No. A.F.103. 10/6

post 5d.

The , DIXIE' SPEED BOAT
Typical of the small, fast runabout developed
largely in the U.S.A. for racing and aqua-
planing. For powering with ' Electrotor '
or ' Revmaster.' Length, 12ins.
Plan No. AF.I05.

post 3d.

The COASTAL. CRUISER
A kit for building on aeromodelling
principles, but one with which many
beginners have achieved fine results.
The kit 'includes all the metal fitments,
gears, propeller, shaft and tube. Rubber
motor is provided, but hull is 0,y
suitable for electric drive. -I- IF PR

post II-

1110DELCRAFT LTD.
77(L), Grosvenor Rd., London, S.W.1

Shows the way to TECHNOLOGICAL SUCCESS
IN ENGINEERING BRANCHES AND PROFESSIONS

Throughout industry in every country,
but particularly in Great Britain,
technological success has become the
basis required for personal success.
Write now for this great guide to
careers in Engineering covering
Mechanical, Electrical, ChemiCal,
Production, Aeronautical, Auto-
mobile, etc., and which shows how to
become A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.Inst.C.E., A.M.I.Chem.E., etc.,
in which and other engineering institution
examinations T.I.G.B. home -study
students have gained OVER FIFTY
FIRST PLACES, to-

The Professional Engineering Tutors,

THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
OF GREAT BRITAIN,

218, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.O.

EVERYTHING FOR THE HANDYMAN
Wood Mouldings, Dowelling, Table and Chair Legs, Wheels.
Ornamental Pressings. Timber. Balsa Wood. Plastic and Metal

Handles and Knobs.
Sheet, Strip and Tubular Metal.

Hinges, Screws and Cabinet Fittings of All Kinds. Saws, Planes,
Vices, Braces, Drills, etc. Electrical Accessories.
Special Fittings obtained to Order within a few days.

SEND 3d. FOR LATEST ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

IT WILL PAY YOU TO PAY US A VISIT

B. KOSKIE
75 LEATHER LANE, HOLBORN, E.C.1
Closed I o'clock Sat. Phone : Holborn 4777

TEST YOUR WITS
Create Gadgets ! Useful Items

For Experimenters
CONTACTOR UNIT. A precision
clock movement Sin. x tin. mounted
on a 3 -stage filter used for sending impulses
by means of a switch operated by the
escapement. This valuable instrument is
fitted in a sound -proof case ; 12 or 24
volts. Brand new. 1516.
UNISELECTOR SWITCH. 8 pole 25
way continuous rotary switch with ener-
gising solenoids. 251- each.
THERMOSTAT SWITCH. Bimetal
type in sealed glass tube 2)in. x Iim 30°
Cent. 51- each.
GENERATORS Hand operated. Si-.
MICROPHONE & HEADPHONE
SET. Moving coil with switch. 716.
MICROPHONE. Electro magnetic
with switch, lead and connector. 216.
ROOM THERMOSTAT. Adjustable
45 to 75 Fahrenheit. 4216 each.
THERMOSTAT. Satchwell type W.O.
I2in. stem, 230 vt, 10 to 90 deg. Cent. 351-.
MUIRHEAD Slow Motion Drives, 716
each.
RHEOSTATS. Suitable for low voltage
model work. 216 each.
COCKPIT LAMPS with obscured domed
glass for S.B.C. Bulbs. Brand new with
switch. Diam. Sin. V- each.
VOLTMETERS. 01300 A.C. Moving
Iron. 2) in. flush. 1716 each.
MORSE KEYS WITH BUZZERS
on board with Battery Holder. 4111 each.
ELECTRIC MOTORS. With gearing
for 12 or 24 volts D.C. 151-. Similar type
suitable for conversion 'or 230 A.C. mains
operation. 1816.
A.C. INDUCTION MOTORS. Single
phase. 1,425 r.p.m. All voltages. Ideal for

workshop and
industrial
uses. Heavy
duty. Silent
running. No
radio inter-
ference.

I h.p. £6-15-6.
h.p. £7-5-8,

h.p. £8-17-0.

L. WILKINSON
204, Lower Addiseombe Road, Croydon
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HEADPHONES WHICH
UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE

TYPE 'K '

S. G. BROWN, Type 'K
Moving Coil Headphones supply
that High Fidelity Reproduction
demanded for DX work, monitor-
ing and laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS

D.C. RESISTANCE 47 Ohms

IMPEDANCE 52 Ohms at 1,033 c.p.s.

SENSITIVITY, 1.2 x 10-12 watts at 1 kc
.0002 Dyne/cm'-'.

PRICE £5.5.O PER PAIR

Your local dealer can supply.

Descriptive Literature on request.

*For details of other S.G. Brown Headphones (prices
from 301- to 631-) write for illustrated Brochure " P.M."

Telephone : Watford 7241
wirowin),..c a.

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS

CLYDESDALE
For Bargains in Ex -Services Electronic Equipment

BRAND NEW
6 Volt. 125 a.h.

Accumulator
Constructed in waxed
teak box, with hinged
lid and metal carrying
handles at sides.
Dimensions, length 151
in. ; height 11 in. ;

breadth 71 in.
CLYDESDALE'SCR /10

PRICE ONLY dm/.
each

CARRIAGE PAID
Or two packed in a wood
case, £11. carriage 'Paid -

BRAND NEW
12 Volt. 72 a.h.

Accumulator
Standard car type con-
struction. Moulded case,
wing nut terminals.
Dimeaeions, length 14
in. ; height 8 in. ;
breadth 7 in.
CLYDESDALE'S.G.G /1;

PRICE ONLY dJUI "
each

CARRIAGE PAID

PETROL ELECTRIC
GENERATOR

288 watts. 14132 volts, 9'15 amps.
J.A.P. 4 stroke, side valve, air cooled.
governed petrol engine. 1 R.H.P. driving
a shunt wound D.C. Generator. with con-
trol box, cut-out, fuse ampmeter and
length of screened cable.
Would light 14-25 watt or 6-60 watt lamps
at 24 volts.
Size 20 x 25 x 61 ins. Tested in operation
before despatch.
CPRICELYDESDALE

ONLY P'S

Cl£ CARAIDRIAGE

Large selection of Petrol Electric Genera-
tors available. Ask for special list.
Also ' available : suitable meters and

cut-outs. Ask for details.

BRAND NEW. In maker's rations.

A UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC MOTOR
for 200-250 volts, A.C. or D.C. mains, by simpleexternal wiring, full data supplied.

New method gives better
than 116 h.p.
Motor Generator Type 29.
Size, 11 x 51 x 54 in.
As generator : Input
24 v. 16 a. Output 1,200 v.
200 mia.
Ideal for light bench
work. a ltn. spindle is
available (when the fan
is removed) for driving.

CLYDESDALE'S 25/- eachPRICE ONLY
CARRIAGE

PAID

Send now for New IllustratedLists. Please print Name and Address

CLYDEs 4
ir SUPPLY

ASL
2 'MIDGE STREET

CO TD GLASGOW - C.5
'Phone : SOUTH 2706;9

VISIT OUR BRANCHES IN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
BRAND NEW GOVT. SURPLUS

STOCK
Mains Transformers, input 230v.
50 -cycle, output 50v. 11 amp., or with
little alteration. 100v. at 51 amp., 25;-,
carriage 5/-. Artificial Horizons,
contains " Sperry " gyroscope, 51-,
post 1 -. Altimeters, sensitive " Rolls -
man " type. 15', post Bd. Telephone
Stands (less handsets), consists of
hand generator, twin dome bell, induc-
tion coil and condo., length of 6 -way
cord with terminal block, 10/, post
1/4. Electric Pumps, centrifugal
self -priming immersion type, delivery
10 g.p.m., max, head approx. 25ft.,
two models, 12 or 24v. A.C./D.C.,
post 1/4. Accumulator charging
cut-outs, two models, 12 or 24v.. both
at 60 amp., 7.'6, post fid. Reflector
Gunsights, consists of lamp house.
s.b.c. lampholder, projection lens
System. etc:. post 9d. Mains
Motors 200/250v. A.C./D.C.. 1 amp..
Mtn tin, shaft. speed approx. 3.000
r.p.m.. continuous rating. 20/-, post
11, Berkshire motors, 12v. 4 amp.,
A.C./D.C., fitted reduction gearbox,
final drive 1,000 r.p.m., 15/, post 1/2.
ditto. 24-v.. 1.7 amp.. 10'-. Post 12.
Repeater Motors, small D.R. compass
type, can be adapted to run from A.C.
or D.C. L.T., 2/6, post 9d. Headphone
Cords fitted high or low impedance
matching transformer, 216, post 6d.
Telephone Sets, consists of two com-
bined microphones and phpnes, 25ft.
connecting Rex, provides perfect two-
way communication, self-energlsed,
no battery required. 7/8. Post 9d.
Gear Boxes, single to dual drive 1-1.
1'6, post '7d. Headphones, high
resistance super -sensitive balanced
armature type. 7/6, post 9d. Hand
Generators, 6v. 5 amp., complete
with handle and cut-out to charge
battery. 25/, Post 1/4. Crystal Valves,
the ideal crystal set rectifier. 3/8,
post 3d., crystal set variometers,
litz wound. medium waves, slow-
motion knob, only one of these together
with above crystal rectifier to make an
efficient set. 3/8, post 9d., circuit if
required. PRESS -ON press -off switches
11-. post 3d. Switches. bakelite.
5 -amp.. 1/-. post 3d. Also hundreds
of other interesting Radio. Electronic
and Mechanical items : send for our
new enlarged Jan./Feb. lists. 2d..
with s.a.e. Post orders over 30/ -
post paid, all carriage orders are charged
extra. Our C.O.D. service is cancelled
for the time being.

MOORPOOL CIRCLE,
BIRMINGHAM. 17.

Tel.: HARborne 1308 or 2664.

MODEL RAILWAY CLUB
EXHIBITION

EASTER WEEK, TUES. APRIL 19 to SAT. APRIL 23

The work of members of the Model Railway Club, over 3,000 models
of locomotives, coaches, wagons, signals and working tracks. Free
rides behind real steam engines.

CENTRAL HALL, WESTMINSTER
Tuesday, 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. Thereafter, II a.m. to 9 p.m.
ADMISSION - Adults 2/3, Children under 14, 1/3
Special terms for organised parties on application to R. C. Panton,

162a, Strand, London, W.C.2.

PLASTICS (MANCHESTER) LTD.
11, Whitworth Street, Manchester 1.

Tell Cen. 0272-1725.
THE LEADING PLASTICS STOCKISTS FOR
THE MODEL MAKER AND HOBBYIST

As Official Stockists for
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
ERINOID, LTD., and UTILEX, LTD.

WE STOCK I ! !

" PERSPEX" (Acrylic Sheet). Clear and all colours sheet and rod.
From tir6in. thick upwards (Standard I.C.I. prices).

" CRINOTHENE " (Brand of Polythene). This is a ductile embossed
sheet about .o15 thick in all colours. Sold by the yard, 34in. wide.
used for lampshades, bags, etc., etc.

" CASEIN " Sheet, Rod and Tubes, etc.
CAST RESIN in a variety of shades and forms.
P.V.C. SHEETING (Admiralty Specification) for Curtains, Aprons,

Rainwear, Shower Curtains, etc.
ACETATE FILM and SHEET. All colours, plain and embossed, for,

Lampshades, Fabricating, etc.
Lacquers and Dyes for " Perspex " (Acrylic Resin). Cements, Polishes,

Luminescent Powders, Transfers, Instructional Manuals, etc.
FREE PRICE LISTS AND INFORMATION ON REQUEST.

A NEW BENCH

MIRING MACHINE

FOR SMALL USERS
A Major contribution to the small
machinery market offered for
immediate delivery. The brief
specification given below will
interest all who have capacity
for this useful machine at a
modest price.

Table Length : I tin.
Cross Traverse : zlin.
Table Width : 3fin.
Vertical Movement : 6in.
Spindle Bore : No. 2 M.T.
Price : £20.

Countershaft: 85/- extra. Milling
Arbor (fin.) 25/-.

Machine Vice : zo/6.

INVITATION

You are invited to send for List
No. MB49. This contains full
details of the above and current
machinery offers, gladly mailed
on request.

T. GARNER & SON, LIMITED
Hand and Machine Tool Division
Redbrook Works, Gawber,
BAR NSLEY Phone: 2908
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ELECTRADIX RADIOS
For Best British Bargains

MAGNETS. New Swift Levick Alni.
instrument perm. magnets, circular I ,in.
dia., 91I6in. thick polar gap, lin. drilled
poles, lift 3 lbs., 316 each or 4 for 10/,
Alni disc. perm. steel magnets, in. dia.,

thick, 3116in. centre hole, 316. D.C.
Electro magnets, weight 10 ozs., 2-6 volts
will lift Il to 4 lbs.. new surplus, 716.
Powerful electro magnets, 6-25 volts D.C.,
with screw -in solenoid core, weight I lb.
10 ozs., will lift 7-28 lbs. (No. I), 41-;
(No. 2), with 3 separate windings, 416.
DYNAMOS. (Special Stocktaking re-
ductions for one month only.) 12 volt 10 amp.
car type, 1,400 r.p.m., circular body, as
new, 301-. Dynamos for Windmill work,
totally enclosed, 12-15 volts 10 amps.,
600-1,000 r.p.m. C.A.V. make, weight
24 lbs., 'Olin. x Sin. dia., double ended
Shaft for prop., 501-. 30 volts 5 amp. shunt
wound, 1,500 r.p.m., 551-. 24 volt 30 amp.,
2,000 r.p.m., 401-. 12 volt 30 amp., 2,000
r.p.m., 251-.

MOTORS. 1/12 h.p.
50 volt series wound,
totally enclosed with
shaft both ends and
fitted clutch, 351-. Auto
transformer, 230-50 v.
150 watts, 351-. Sewing

machine motors, new 230 volt A.G., 1-25
h.p., 5,000 r.p.m., with pulley belt and
bracket, £4 10s. Foot control, 551- extra,
MICROPHONES. Moving Coil Hand -
mike in bakelite case with switch and cord
and fitted pair of moving coil headphones,
101-. Tannoy handmike, multi carbon
type, with switch in handle, 716 ; ideal for
sports meetings and outdoor work.
TELEPHONES. House and office. Con-
structors' parts for your own set up. Ex-
G.P.O. wall type comprising bracket mike,
transformer and condenser, magneto bell
in walnut case 8in. x 6in. x 31in., fitted
terminals and connections, switch hook and
contacts, hand magneto generators and
single receivers, Bi- per pair, with wiring
diagram ; carriage and packing SI- extra.
TRANSFORMERS. B.T.H. double
wound 200-230-250 volts, 50 cy. input;
2 volts 20 amps. and 75 'volts 6 amps.
output with 15 taps, 551-. Transformer
cores with wire and lams., ex-G.P.O.
500 watts, 251-.
SWITCHBOARDS. 500 watt in metal
case, I5in. x 15in., with doors. 5 N.C.
Meters, 4 variable slider resistances, 3

enclosed cut-outs, switches, terminals, etc.,
£4, ex Battersea Stores.
BATTERY CHARGERS. Davenset D.C.3,
230 volts with 3 circuits 0.8 amps., 2 amps.,
5 amps. 3ft. x 2ft. x Ift. 6in. fitted 3 meters
I amp., 3 amps., 6 amps. Three charging
resistances, 3 D.P. switches, terminals, in
ventilated metal case, for charging 100
cells per circuit, £17.
LAMPS. A watt Neon lamps, 230 volts,
miniature type, with small bayonet cap,
316, postage 9d. extra : 5 -watt Standard
Neons, bayonet cap, 41-, postage 9d. ;
letter plate Neons with E.S. cap, 216,
postage 9d.
BATTERY CHARGER KIT, for home
charging from 230 volts A.C. double
wound transformer, metal rectifier, ballast
resistance, terminals and base plate, 2 volts

amp., 211-. 6 volt S amp., 351-, with
connection diagram.

HEADPHONES. For
use with crystal sets.
Bakelite case and caps,
light -weight with head-
band and cord, SI-.
Single L.R. phone with
headband and cord for
circuit testing, etc., 21-.

MORSE PRACTICE
KIT. Comprising adjust-
able morse key buzzer,
plated terminals and

battery holder on polished wood base
7in. x 6in., ex-A.M., 516.
METERS. Switchboard type, A.C., Sin.
dia. back connections, I/C 0-14 amps., 211-.
0-40 amps., 451, 0-60 volts, 451-.
ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS.
3,500 v., flush panel type, 2.' -,in. dia., 211-.
RELAY AND RECTIFIER ASSEM-
BLIES. Ex-W.D. stock S.P.C.O., D.C.
relay and metal rectifier, 516.
DIMMERS. Panel dimmers totally en-
closed for valves, small light controls, or
safety switches on test circuits, 100 ohms
I amp., 50 ohms A amp., 216 each.
SOLDERING IRONS. New 110 volt,
with flex and plug, 151-.

Please include postage for mail orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8

Telephone : MACaulay 2159. -

I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than Ever-Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such
as that acquired by I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE
TRAINED MEN ARE URGENTLY
NEEDED NOW -BUT THERE IS
NO WORTH -WHILE PLACE FOR

THE UNTRAINED
Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical

Engineering
Air and Vacuum

Brakes
Air -Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Auditing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Colliery Examiner's
Colliery Overman's
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Cotton Manufacturing

Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship

(State which branch)
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Light-

ing, Transmission,
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Free -Lance Journalism
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Hydro -Electric
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Internal Comb. Eng.
Joinery
Lettering
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineers
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Surveying
Mining Engineering

Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Eng.
Plastics
Plumbing
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Sales Management
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying

(State which branch)
Telegraph Engineering
Textile Designing
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodworking Drawing
Woollen and Worsted

Manufacturing
Works Engineering

And most of the Technical, Professional, Commercial and Civil Service
Examinations.

(I.C.S. students preparing for Examinations are coached till successful)
If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking -free and without
obligation. Let us send you our special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make ACTION your watchword

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Use this Coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me the free booklet describing your Courses in

Nam*

Address

(USE BLOCK LETTERS)
Age

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Egypt : 40, Sharia Malika Farida, Cairo.
India : Lakshmi Bldgs., Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd., Fort,

Born bay.
New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington.
South Africa : 45, Shorcmarket Street, Cape Town.

ICS

AMAZING OFFERS !
Fractional H.P. ex-R.A.F.
ELECTRIC MOTORS

1 8th BRAND :NEW, made
Irk num es.

ONLY

37/6
each. '!

plus 2/6Carr.

SMALLER AND CIIEAPER T
NOT TO BE CONFUSED,: Ws'
Size 11in. x 511n.x51in. Weight 18115s.
Volts 2001250 A.C., 2,000 r.p.m.

IDEAL FOR o4
POLISHING, GRINDERS. Etc., add
a doken uses. Existing Spindle Islip.
Main.. / in. long. All-purpose Fxto.
Spindles, to screw on, 7;6 pair extra.

PREFOCUS PROJECTOR
ELEC. LAMP BULBS
Brand New, ex-R.N. and R.A.F. Ring
makes, less than half price. Abbrevia-
tions : V. volts ; w. -watts ; T.
tubular bulb ; R. --round bulb; Os.-
Osram ; Maz.-Mazda ; Sie.-Siemens
Ed. -Ediswan. Postage extra.
Fitted Medium Prefocus Cap :-
10v. 240w, R. Os, ; ilv. 264w. B. Os.
12v. 240w. R. Sie. ; 20v. 240w. R. Sie,
.24v. 240w. R. Mar, ; 24v. 250w. T. Maz:
26v, 240w. R. Sie, ; 32v. 250w. Ft. Maze'
110v. 240w, R. Maz.; ALL AT 10'- each
12v. 100w. T. Sie. ; 12v. 103w. R. Ed.
30v. 100w. T. Mar, ; 100v. 100w. T. Os,
110v. 100w. T. Os. ; 220v. 100w. T. Os.

ALL AT 7/6 each
Fitted Goliath Prefocus Cap : 22v.
350w, R. tlaz.. 12/6 ; 24v. 400w. T. Os.,
10/- 26v. 350w. R. Maz.. 1216; 110v.
1,000w. T. Ed., 15/-.
Fitted Sperry Prefocus Cap : 42v.
2,500w. T. Sie., 20;- 80v. 1,500w. T.
Mao.. 7,'6 ; 105v. 500w. T. Sie., 15/-.
ALDIS (Spec. Ftg.) : 12v. or 24v. 36w.,
2/8. Also 80v. 3,000w., or 10,000w,
G.E.S. Os., £2 or 15 ; 230v. 3,000w.
Bipost Maz., £2. Send 10. S.A.E. (or
List of 150 other types, 2v. to 230v.,
for Boats, Cars, Mines, Workshop, etc.,
and'or 10. S.A.E. for RadiceElec. List,

AUTO' COLLECTIONS LTD.,
15, Lawrence Striet, Northampton.

Ex -WD
6 VALVE
SUPERHET

Plus 116Complete. less valves and
crystal. Can be adapted for postage
4 -station push-button Receiver, or
Car Radio.
Above set can be supplied with
valves. Post free. 32/.

Data Book Le extra.
ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTATIC
SWITCHES. Suitable for mains 8/6voltages. Varies 30 to 90 cent.
approx. Post free. each
CAPILLARY TYPE THERMO-
METER. 0-100 deg. Cent. Good gt
length of tubing. Post free, ./
NUTS BOLTS, WASHERS, small
gross assorted,
sizes for model making. Three 7/6

SCREENED FLEX. Suitable for ini
mikes. 100ft.,
" TINY TIM " 1 -VALVE RADIO
KIT, complete with easy -to -follow in-
structions and wiring diagrams. Less
butts. Home and Light Pro- am/
grammes. Pius 2/6 pckg. & ins. ...11
PRESSURE GAUGE reads 0 -150th.
Fitted good length of copper 7/6
tubing,
PUMP for exhausting, compressing or
liquid pumping. Brass con- 7/6
struction. Spring loaded,
" INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION
BOOKLET at 1/6. Shows how to make
your Television from Ex -Govt. Radar
Units.

Write (Dept. K)

8/6

INSTRUMENT CO.
214 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2
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THE BRITISH MADE PRECISION SMALL TOOLS

BRIDGE

Ground to
fine limits and electroni-
cally hardened, Bridges
(Swiss Type) Drills
satisfy the moat exacting
needs of the watch-
maker and engineer.

PIVOT DRILLS
For drilling very small

,kholes. Range of sizes:
.05 mm. coon to
.5m in. (.0I97").

FLAT DRILLS
Rmilar to pivot drills.
ange of sizes: .25 mm.

(.0098") to 3 mm.
(.1181")..

STRAIGHT FLUTE DRILLS
Recommended for brass.
Range of sizes: .35 mm.

 (.0138") to 3 mm.
(.1181").

STANDARD
SPIRAL FLUTE DRILLS
Improved design for easy
ejection of swarf. Range
of sizes: .Im m.(.0039")
to 3 m (.1181').

SINGLE SPIRAL FLUTE DRILLS
For drilling to extremely
fine limits. Range of
sizes, .1 mm. (.0039-1
to3mm.(.1181").

Obtainable from your nearest supplier ;

in case of difficulty write for name of your
nearest stockist. Details of Bridges

Small " Tools and Speciality Instruments,
sent on request.

S. N. BRIDGES & CO., LTD.,
Parsons Green Lane, London, 5.W.6.

a NEW tool
FOR THE HOME WORKSHOP

THE

BURGESS
vibro-
tool

Complete with
standard engraving

point.
5216

De Luxe Kit
9716

The VibroTool enables you to write
on Steel, Glass, Wood or Plastics as

easily as writing with a pencil.
Operates off 220-250 volt, 50 cycle,
A.C. Supply. Just connect to any

electric light socket or plug point.
So/e distributors for Scotland H. A.

Dawson -Bowman, 8110, Beech Avenue,
Glasgow, S.I.

BURGESS PRODUCTS COMPANY LTD.
Vibro-Tool Dept., Hinckley, Leicester

TELEPHONE KITS
These contain enough ex-
R.A.F. equipment to make
two telephone stations en-
abling two-way speech over
long or short distances. When
complete your telephones will
be in every may equal to
manufactured articles costing
£bn or Lea. The complete
kit consists of 2 microphones,
2 headphones, 2 switches, 2
batteries, length of wire.
The only other equipment
you have to find is sheet metal
or wood to use for the con-
tainers. Price 8/6 post free.
Order Item No. 29o.

W.®.TELEVISIONTY Lf RECEIVER
WE INVITE YOU to call
any day during television
transmitting time, to see
this excellent little receiver
working. You can make' this
from GoVernment surplus
radar equipment. Send 7/6
without delay for the easy -
to -follow instructional data.
All components are available
ex stock. Total cost just
under £18.

ORDER WITHOUT DELAY

BAR MAGNETS
Small but with polarity
marked, it- a pair. Post 3d.
Catalogue of over 250 sur-
plus bargains 9d. post free

PILOT'S COMPASS
Horizontal mounting pre-
cision instrument -num-
bered in degrees -with car-
dinal points in bold letters.
Made for aircraft but ideal
anywhere. New in wooden
box. 14/6 post free.

R.A.F. UNIT 22
FOR 5/- we will send you an ex-R.A.F. trans-
mitter Type 22 as illustrated. These trans-
mitters have been made inoperative (Government
orders) by the removal of the valves and some
wires, but what a lot of useful parts remain.
You will be able to make all sorts of Radio,
Electrical and Mechanical gadgets. Just a few
of the items contained are, valve holders, switches,
coil formers, silver - plated wheels, springs,
counting -devices, contact arms, knobs, rods,
relay, condensers, resistors, etc.

Send only 5 - plus 1/6 carriage for this unit.

W. D. SALES x, Electron House, Windmill
Hill, Ruislip Manor, Middlesex.

KI(TIFORID
TYPE M L7

3 " HEAVY DUTY BENCH LATHE
Te finest Lathe in its class.

Extensive
range of

accessories.

MYFORD ENGINEERING' COMPANY LIMITED
BEESTON NOTTINGHAM 'Phone 54222 (3 lines)

07.148A

YOU
can become a first-class
RADIO ENGINEER
We are specialists in Home -Study Courses in Radio Engineering,
Servicing, Transmission, Television, Mathematics and Radio Calculations.

Post coupon now
for free booklet
and learn how
you can qualify
for well -paid
employment or
profitable spare -
time work.

(Post coupon in
unsealed envelope

-1d. stamp.)

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,
KING EDWARD AVE., AYLESBURY.

Please send me free details of your Home -Study I
Courses In Mathematics. Radio and Television. I

I
Name

1

I Address

I M.45

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Crystal Sets.
Our latest Model
Is a real radio
receiverwhich is
fitted with a per-
manent crystal
detector. Why
not have a set in
your own room ?
9/6. post 6d. De
Luxe Receiver
In polished oak
cabinet. 18/6,
post 1/-. -

Spare Permanent Detectors. 21- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6. with clips
and screws, 2110. post 3d. Headphones,
brand new, S. G. Brown, G.E.C., etc.. 15/-,
231, and super -sensitive, 30/- a pair, post 8d.
New Headphones, 10/- a pair, post 6d.
Balanced armature type (very sensitive).
12/6 a pair, post 6d. New Single Earpieces,
3/6. Bal. armature type, 4/6 ; ex-R.A.F.
earpiece, 2/- post 4d. Headphones with
moving -coil mike. 151-. Similar phones with
throat mikes. 12:13, post 8d. Headphone
Cords, 1/3 a pair, post 3d. Replacement
Bands, 1/3. post .4d. Wire Bands. 6c1.
(All Headphones listed are suitable for
use with our Crystal Sets.)

Bell Transformers.
These guaranteed

Itransformers work
rom any A.C.

Mains, giving 3. 5.
- or 8 volts output at

1 amp., operate bulb.
buzzer or bell. Will

supply light in bedroom or larder, etc.
PRICE 8,-. post 6d. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries. 6/-. post
Ex-H.A.F. 2 -valve (2 -roll) Microphone
Amplifiers as used in 'plane inter -corn.,
in self-contained metal case ; can be used
to make up attest aid outfit, intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set, complete
with valves. 20/-, post 1/8. Useful wooden
box with partitions to hold amplifier, 2/ -
extra. Ditto, less valves. 10/ -. 'One valve
amplifier. complete with valve, 9/8. post 1/ -
Hand Microphones. with switch in handle.
and lead, 41-. Similar instrument, moving
coil, 7/6, post 6d.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip. 3/3. and with gauge, 3/6. post 3d.
N.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps. for use on
mains, showing "live " side 01 switches,
etc., 316. post 441.

Soldering
Irons.
new s -treaOmur-

, lined Iron is
supplied with

two interchangeable bits, one each straight
and curved 200/250 v. 50 watts, 9/-, post 6d.
Standard Iron with adjustable bit, 200/250
v., 60 watts. Heavy Linty Iron, 150
watts, 12/6, post 6d. All parts replaceable
and fully guaranteed. Small Soldering
Irons, for use on gas, 1/4, post 4d. Resin -
cored solder for easy soldering, 6d. packets,
or 11b. reels. 6/-, postage extra.
Microphones. -Just the thing for im-
promptu concerts, room to room communi-
cation, etc. Bakelite table model, 6/9:
Suspension type, 8/6. Post 6d. Mike
Buttons (carbon), 2/-. Moving Coll, 4/6 :
Transformers, 54. All post 4d. each.
Rotary Transformers, 12 v. D.C. input
in soundproof cabinet, for Car Radio. etc. ;
will also light two 230 v. 25 w. lamps In
series, or as a motor, 22/6 each, carriage 2/6.
24v. input: Output 1,230 v. .2 amp. in case
with suppressors, etc., easily converted to
run as a high voltage motor, 20/, carr. 3/8.
Also 12v. Input: Output, 6v. 5 snip., 150v.
10 m/s., and 300v. 20/240 m.a., 22/6. carriage
3/6.
Morse Keys. -Standard size keys wired to
work Buzzer or Lamp, 3/, post ed. Slightly
smaller keys, 2/0. post 4d. Plugs, " Igraine'
type (for lacks), with. short length of twin
neg. 1,6. post 4(1.
terminals, brass, IBA, mounted on strip.
6d. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2/6, post 4ti. .00003 twin gang with
trimmers, 2/8, post 441. 24 -volt 15 m/m.
M.E.S. Bulbs for model railways, etc., 1/ -
each, 10f- dozen, post qd.
Fuses. -1 amp., 111n., packets or 10, 2/6.
post 3d. Also 150 mA. and 250 mA. same
price. 'Bargain Parcels of really useful
equipment, containing Switches. Meters,
Condensers. Resistances, Phones. etc., 101-,
or double assortment, 17/6: treble, 25/-.
All carriage paid (regret we are unable to
send these parcels overseas owing to the
weight),
Field Intercommunication Sets, ready
for use, complete with ringing hand genera-
tor, bell, signal lamp, worse key, relay.
Contained in a strong metal, case with
circuit diagram. 20/, each, carr. 2/6 : 37/6
pair, carr. 3/6, Post 6d. Es-G.P.O. Tele-
phone Twin Bells, with box, complete with
induction coil. 51, post ed. Telephone hand
generator, with handle, 7/6, Post 1/8. Bell
4/6, post 8.1.
Meters. -0-300 m/a., 7/8 ; 3.5 amp.,
21n., T83., 5/- ; 4 amp. 211n. Thermo. In
case with switch, 7/8 : Double reading
40/120 tufa. 21n., in/c, 8/- : 30 m/a., 21n.,
m/c. 6/- 20 amp.,.2)in., m/1. 9/6: 15 volt,
211n.. ran, 9/6 30 amp.. 6in., nui. Iron-
clad, 35/- : 6,000 v., 311n. m/c, 67/6 :.-3,500
v., 311n., m/c. 20/- ; 150 v., 211n,, m/c, 10/-
300 y.. 211n.. m/1, 12/8 ; 15 v./600 v. double
reading, 2in. m/c. 8/-. Meter Movements,
210. size with magnet, (500 micro -amp.). 2/6.
Post extra. Money refunded if not com-
pletely satisfied.
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES,

ES. New Wanstead, London, E.11.
Letters only.

New Illustrated List sent on request with
Id. stamp and S.A.E.
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PREPARE FOR COMPETITION NOW !
As the Engineering Industry swings into its normal stride, the inevitable competition
for the secure and well -paid posts will return. It is the man who stands out from the
rest because he is technically trained who will be in the happy position of taking over
the more responsible, more secure, and better paid positions. " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " will show you how to get this all-important technical training
quickly and easily in your spare time. This 100 -page book is full of valuable information
and explains the simplest way of preparing for recognised Examinations. Among the
courses described are :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING GROUP ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.Mech.E. Mining Practice A.M.I.E.E. Supply
A.M.I.E.D. Estimating City & Guilds Electrical Meters
City & Guilds Foremanship General Electrical Eng. Electrical Design
General Mechanical Eng. Jig & Tool Design Alternating Currents Illumination
Diesel Engines Viewing & Inspection Power House Design Installations
°Draughtsmanship & Tracing Welding Traction Telegraphy
Works Management Sheet Metal Work Mains Eng. Telephony
Press Tool Work Maintenance Eng. Mining Electrical Engineering
Pattern Making Metallurgy
Foundry Practice Refrigeration WIRELESS GROUP

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.P.E. Cost Accounts
Commercial Eng. Languages

CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.C.E.
Inst. Mun. Engineer
A.M.I.Struct.E.
M.R. San.l.
City & Guilds
Sanitary Inspector
Specification
Structural Design

SURVEYING AND
A.R.I.B.A.
F.R.I.C.S.
A.M.I.H. & V.E.
L.I.O.B.
F.A.I.

Mining Surveying
Road Eng.
Hydraulics
Municipal Eng.
General Civil Eng.
Structural Eng.
Reinforced Concrete
Railway Eng.

BUILDING GROUP
Costing & Valuations
Heating & Ventilating
Clerk of Works
Surveying & Levelling
Building (all branches)

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
C. & G. Telecommunications
General Wireless
Short-wave Wireless

Advanced Wireless
Radio Servicing
Television
Sound -film Projection Eng.

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.M.I.
City & Guilds
Automobile Repairman

Course

General Automobile Eng.
Garage Management
Electrical Equipment
High Speed Diesels

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.F.R.Ae.S.
R.A.F. (Maths.)
Pilots' Licences
A.R.B. Licences

Aero Engines
Navigators' Licences
Aeroplane Design
Meteorology

UNIVERSITY DEGREES
London Matriculation University Entrance
School Certificate Intermediate B.Sc.

 Our Diploma is cccepted for Graduateship of the Inst. of Engineering Draughtsmen and Designers.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
" NO PASS NO FEE "

If you are earning less than flO a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES" ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure, and
describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to write for your
copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW-FREE and without obligation.

BRMSH INSITME OF EAGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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SUBSCRIPTION' RATES -
(including postage)

Inland - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
Abroad - 10s. per annum.
Canada - - 10s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles
published in " Practical Mechanics " is specially
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the
Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions
or imitations of any of -these ore therefore

expressly forbidden.

PRACTICAL
MECHANICS

Owing to the paper shortage "The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies" are
temporarily incorporated.

Editor : F. J. CAMM

VOL. XVI MARCH, 1949 No. 185

FAIR COMMENT

Control Line Flying
ADEVELOPMENT of model aircraft

flying of comparatively recent origin,
and known as control line flying, is

developing. It is not a form of model flying
with which I agree. Our readers will have
judged from recent articles the general prin-
ciple of this new form of model flying, and it
is therefore only necessary for us to say that
the model powered by a miniature engine, a
diesel or jet motor is fastened to the end
of a control line, the other end of which is
manipulated by the operator. I can under-
stand why this system of model flying was
introduced. Petrol models, even when fitted
with a time -control switch, can fly consider-
able distances, usually quite outside the capa-
city of local flying fields. Once the model
has left the operator's hands he has no fur-
ther control over it, and can only rely upon
his skill in pre -adjustment to ensure that the
model does not land on the highway, into a
tree or, worse, into the side of a building.
Such accidents mean that an expensive model
may be ruined and involve the owner in
many hours of repair work.

For all that, there is little fascination in it,
for an engine tied to a brick could be made
to operate in exactly the same way. Few, if
any, of the models designed for control line
flying are capable of free flight. In fact, one
wonders why gpgines are fitted at all, since
they could be attached motorless to a control
line, or to the end of a whirling arm, and
made to perform exactly the same acrobatics
as when powered. Certainly nothing can be
learned from their flight except a certain
knack in manoeuvring the controls. They
are, at best, expensive toys.

They can be dangerous as is shown by
the accident at Stainforth last December,
when a model flier was electrocuted because
the control wires of his model came into
contact with high tension overhead cables.
This model had a zoin. wing span and a
2 c.c. diesel engine, and steel wire was used
for the control. The model 'plane went
under the high-tension wires, over the
top and under again ; there was a terrific
blue flash and the operator was instantly
killed. We do not suggest that the cause
of this control line flying should be
abolished, but we do insist that it is in need
of mi rigid control. The height of high
tension power lines is about 25ft., and control
lines mSy be anything up to 6oft. in.length.
We feel that we are performing a public
service in issuing this warning: that on no
account should any model aeroplane be flown
where there are overhead wires. It has been
suggested that a line such as a fishing line
could be used with safety to fly such model

By THE EDITOR
aeroplanes, but even this is not safe, as in
wet weather grass in fields is wet, and mois-
ture in suspension in 'the atmosphere can very
quickly turn this into a conductor of elec-
tricity. Indeed, no one should fly even a kite
where there are electric overhead cables.

We think that the Society of Model Aero-
nautical Engineers should issue strong warn-
ings to clubs on this matter, before the
authorities step in and make the flying of
power models illegal.

Our Fountain Pen Competition
ELSEWHERE in this issue we print the

result of our fountain pen competition,
which has aroused an enormous amount of
interest not only among our readers, but
among pen manufacturers as well. It is
likely that at least one of the winning designs
will appear on the market. Next month we
shall publish a further selection from the
designs sent in. It will be seen that we
have augmented the prize money, and in
view of the large number of meritorious
entries a number of consolation prizes have
also been awarded.

"Model Aeroplane Handbook "
THE new handbook upon %Much I have

been engaged for the past two years
has now been published under the title of
the Model Aeroplane Handbook (12/6, by
post 13/-, from George Newnes, Ltd.,Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, .C.2..).
It is a book of 312 pages, containing 303
illustrations, and its subject matter includes:
A Short History of Model Aeronautics; Prin-
ciples of Design; Airscrews; Wings; Under=
carriages; Folding Airscrews; Retractable
Undercarrilges; Fuselages; Elastic Motors;
Gearing and Special Mechanisms; Making
Model Wheels; Geared Winding Devices;
Model Aeroplane Stability; Down -thrust;
Model Petrol Enginesr Adjusting Model
Petrol Engines; Compressed Air Engines;
How to Form and Run a Model Aero Club;
F.A.I. and S.M.A.E. FiAties; S.M.A.E. Com-
petition Cups; A Lightweight Duration
Model; A WAkefield Model; A Farman Type
Model Monoplane; A Composite Model;
Oinithopters-or Wing -flapping Models; A
Low -wing Petrol Monoplane; A Duration
ender; Winch -launching Model Gliders; A
Streamlined Wakefield Model; A Model
Autogiro; A Super -duration Biplane; Flying
Model Aeroplanes; A Flash Steam Plant;
Model Diesel Engines; Weights of Wood;
Piano Wire Sizes; Area and Weights; New
Schedule of British Records; Index. It will
be noted that the book does not include
information on control line flying, in view of
the warning issued above, and because I do

not feel that this is a form of model flying
which should be encouraged.

Fog
AS with the pen competition, a large num-

ber of suggestions have been made for
circumventing this age-old evil. It really is
astonishing that in the year 1949, with all
the advances which are being made in the
world of science, we should be plagued by
traffic delays on the sea, on land and in the
air, and that so many fatal accidents should
be caused by it. We have very few foggy
days in this country in the course of a year,
and it would seem once the log has passed
nobody bothers about it until the next
natural blackout occurs. Fog not only costs
lives, but also hundreds of thousands of
pounds a year in lost time. During the war,
upon the insistence of Mr. Churchill, Fido
(Fog Investigation, Dispersal of) was intro-
duced at one of our aerodromes, and it
successfully dispersed fog over a local area.
It was, however, enormously expensive. Could
not people be organised as they were for
A.R.P. work during the war to guide travel-
lers who have lost their way ? I am certain
that the cycling organisations, the boy scouts
and similar bodies would co-operate.

The judges are "carefully investigating the
entries, and I hope to publish a selection
next month.

The Radar Association
THE Radar Association, formed to band

together all those associated with the
production and operation of this modern
boon, recently held its annual foregathering at
the Porchester Hall. As a life member of
this association I take a keen interest in its
development, and I am glad to notice the
great increase in its membership which now
exceeds 3,000 from a modest start of about
zoo. At its inaugural - meeting I
apressed in a speech the view that it could
not for ever survive on nostalgic war memor-
ies and that members could not be held to an
association for very long once the war had
lapsed into the limbo of forgotten things.

For this reason I am pleased to see that
they have formed a technical committee,
whose duty it will be to upgrade the associa-
tion and to place it on a plane comparable
with other learned societies. It numbers
amongst its membership almost every in-
dividual whose -name is associated with radar.

Sir Robert Watson -Watt, who had so much
to do with radar in its early days, was the
guest speaker. Any reader of this journal
concerned with radar is entitled to member-
ship, and I shall be glad to put him into
touch with the secretary.
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The New Hale Telescope

The observatory building, showing dome partially opened revealing
the zoo -inch telescope. The dome, which revolves on a circular track,
is 137 feet in diameter and 135 feet high, and has a total weight of

5,000 tons.
THE successful completion of the much

talked of zoo -inch telescope in its
home on mile -high Mount Palomar,

in Southern California, marks the finish of a
greit enterprise. It is to be knciwn as the
Hale Telescope after the late Dr. George E.
Hale, Director of the Mount Wilson Observa-
tory. The new astronomical giant was
largely due to his vision, foresight and energy.

It was some twenty years ago- that work
was begun upon the instrument, though it
should be added that all work upon it was
suspended during the war years. In the
diameter of its eye -piece, in size and weight;
and in a host of other details, it has set up
interesting records. All told, it has entailed
an expenditure of £1,310,000. This is
Et to,000 more than the original. Rockefeller
grant, due to rising costs of material and
labour and costs of maintenance during the
war years.

Although the great eye -piece stands com-
plete it is not expected to be put into sus-
tained use till well into the spring. Much
work still remains to be done in finishing,
testing and adjusting the many delicate
instruments that will be used in conjunction
with it, such, for instance, as the spectra. -
graph equipment.

Mount Palomar was selected as a site for
the new telescope because here the sky is
particularly clear. The peak rises to a height
of 6,126 feet and is well covered with trees
and vegetation. It has been a favourite
camping site. It lies some 75 miles by road
from San Diego.

There are three observatories-the larger
one housing the zoo -inch instrument, an-
other the 48 -inch Schmidt telescope, and a

Wonders of the New 200 -inch Telescope on
Mount Palomar, Southern California

By HAROLD J. SHEPSTONE, F.R.G.S.

third an ;8 -inch Schmidt.
The Schmidts are actually
wide-angle cameras. The
field which they can cover
is much greater than that
possible with the great
telescope. The 48 -inch
Schmidt, now nearing com-
pletion, will in many ways
serve' as a scout for the
larger instrument and will
be used a great deal to
determine what the larger
instrument is to observe.

In addition to the
observatories there are cot-
tages for the observatory
personnel, a large house
called the " Monastery,"
where astronomers stay
when on the mountain, and
Utility Hill, This latter is
the site for the mountain's
own power plant, water
storage system, machine
shop, etc. Dufing the
busy days of construction
Mount Palomar boasted its
own school for the children
of the workmen, recreation
hall, dining hall and work
camp.

The zoo -inch Mirror
The mirror is of Pyrex

glass, and when. cast it
weighed 20 tons. Seven
years were spent in grind-
ing and polishing it during

which 51 tons of glass was removed, the
weight of the finished eye -piece being 141
tons. It is approximately 24 inches thick at
the edges and zoi inches at the centre. Its
surface is ground and polished to an accuracy
of two -millionths of an inch of a perfect para-
boloid (concave) surface. It has a hole in the
centre 4o inches in diameter. This is exactly
the size of the world's largest- refractor lens
in the Yerkes Observatory at Chicago. This
hole was necessary to provide for the Casse-
grain focus, one of the three observation sta-
tions. It does not affect the utility of the
mirror.

The mirror was cast with a ribbed back.
This was done to save weight and to allow
for a new type of support system which was
required for a disc of such large size. The
too -inch mirror in the telescope at Mount
Wilson is cast solid, as were all other pre-
vious mirrors.'

The mirror is supported at 36 different
points on the back of the disc. Each of the
support points is an intricate mechanism in
itself, each having some t,too parts. These
support points are so designed that, by a
system of levers and balances, each support
mechanism automatically adjusts itself as the
mirror is moved to various positions so that
the proper stresses and strains are compen-
sated for and the mirror will always hold
the desired shape. Each of these 36 support
mechanisms must be properly adjusted before
the telescope is ready for use.

Optical Range
This colossus of telescopes is of the re-

flecting type. It has only mirrors, no lenses.

The zoo -inch mirror. Our illustration depicts the back of the disc, which has been ribbed
in geometrical patterns to reduce weight. After being ground and polished, during which
54 tons of glass was removed, it weighed tia tons. In the centre hole is shown an exact

replica of Newton's first telescope.
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In reality it is a huge camera with which
astronomers will take pictures of stars and
other heavenly bodies. You can't " look
through it," although visual observations can
be made by looking at images reflected in
the mirror. This is done by placing an eye-
piece (really a microscope) at the focus at
which you are observing. It will never be
used in this manner, however, for research.
The optical range of the telescope is approxi-
mately one billion light years (a light year is
the distance light travels at 186,000 miles a
second for one year). This is twice the dis-
tance possible with the too -inch instrument
at Mount Wilson.

The two main parts of the telescope, the
yoke and the tube, are supported on a base
frame which is independent of the building.
The yoke is fashioned of steel tubular girders
and has a weight of 165 tons. The tube
weighs 75 tons. The focal length of the
instrument is 55 feet and its combined weight
no less than 500 tons.

The zoo -inch telescope is the only one in
the world in which an observer actually rides
While working. Inside the upper end of the
tube is a prime focus observer's house in
which the astronomer works and rides with
the telescope. It is at this focus that the
principal photographic work is done.

Control System
The telescope has the most elaborate con-

trol system ever used by astronomers. It has
an electric remote indicating system of right
ascension (moving- yoke from east to west) and
declination (moving of tube from zenith to
horizon). At a control desk located on the
observation floor, an astronomer's assistant
can control the huge instrument. He can
dial any star position desired, press a button
and the telescope will move to that position
automatically and begin following the object
across the skies.

This automatic setting system is accurate
to less than one second of arc. In addition
to controlling right ascension and declination
movements, it also has numerous switches for
energising other devices, and also indicators
giving the zenith angle of the telescope, posi-
tion of the wind screen, rates of motion of
right ascension and declination, the focus
position, sidereal and Pacific standard time.
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PHANTOM DRAwING SHOWING HOW THE
OBSERVER GETS ON AND Off THE TUBE
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A cross-sectional drawing of the 200 -inch telescope with marginal identifications.

Six flexible cables totalling 450 conductors
carry the power from the buildings to motors
and telescope controls, and the observatory
has more than 400 miles of wiring.

Some of the parts of the giant telescope can be seen here during assembly. Note the size, com-
pared with the man standing on the girder. The total weight of the instrument when fully

assembled is about 500 tons.

This giant piece of mechanism for probing
the secrets of the heavens is expected to be
the means of solving many problems which
have for long baffled scientists, such as the
size of the universe, whether it is expanding
as some think it is, and whether the sun, on
which we depend for light and heat, is
slowly dying. Then we have a lot to learn
about the distant stars, particularly their
chemical elements. This is important as it
bears directly on two very fundamental
problems-the source of stellar energy and
the origin of chemical elements.

Probing the Secrets of Mars
While the new sky -piercer will be directed

chiefly to a study of the stars and nebula: it
will be used also for observation of the
planets. It is expected to decide the contro-
versy over whether there are, or are not,
canals on Mars. It is capable of gathering
enough light to make it possible for the first
time to take a photograph of the surface of
Mars which would disclose the so-called
canals if they exist. If they are found to
exist it will mean that intelligent life exists
on Mars now or has existed in the past.

The astronomers at Palomar are following
the American principle of allowing visitors to
the observatory. It is open free to the public
daily, from 9 a.m. to 4.3o p.m. There is a

vipitors' gallery, a glass -enclosed chamber,
from which the entire telescope can be
viewed.
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A Small Mains Trans
Constructional Details of an Efficient Instrument

By E. S. BROWN

THE small mains transformer which is
described in this article is very suit-
able for operating the PRACTICAL

MECHANICS electric door chimes. As it
provides a reliable and economical source of
current it will also be found useful in run-
ning small motors, and in providing low -
power illumination for dark cupboards, etc.
The transformer is of a very sturdy and
robust design, giving an output of approxi-

1
IzSc"

Overlap

Scored
tines

Fig. 1.-The finished former, and dimensioned
cardboard blank for making it.

mately 5o watts at 12 volts 4 amps on a 230/
25o volt 50 -cycle A.C. supply.

When the transformer is used in conjunc-
tion with the electric door chimes the cur-
rent consumption is negligible. This is due
to the " balancing " or self-regulating pro-
perties of the transformer, whereby the
mains input to the primary winding is
governed by the working output of the
secondary windings. This self-regulating
feature can be briefly explained as follows:
When the transformer is working with an
open secondary circuit, an induced E.M.F.
occurs in the primary windings nearly equal
to and in the reverse direction to that of
the alternating supply current. This results
in an extremely effective restrictor or
" choke," limiting the flow of current
through the windings to very small amounts.
This flow of current is just sufficient to pro-
vide the core -flux and to overcome the
natural resistance of the windings. Upon the
closing of the secondary circuit, the magnetic
flux is reduced, resulting in a corresponding
decrease in the primary E.M.F. This per-
mits an increase in the flow of the supplying
current in proportion to that demanded by
the output of the secondary circuit. It will
be understood, therefore, that when the

transformer is only used intermittently, as in
the case of the door chimes, the current
consumed will be very small indeed.

The first essential in making the trans-
former is to obtain suitable core stampings.
These may be obtained from Messrs. Geo.
L. Scott & Co., Ltd., Cromwell Road, Elles-
mere Port, Cheshire. Exactly 72 pairs of
No. 25a stampings in Stantranis No.
.ohtin. thick material are required, price
8s. 6d. plus Is. 6d. for postage and package
charges.
Coil Former

Having obtained the stampings, a coil
farmer is made by cutting a fairly stiff piece
of cardboard Sin. long by 51in. wide. Four
lines are scribed out down the length of the
card, each line being equidistant. The
cardboard is then carefully bent to the
required shape and glued in position along

Primary Flex Lead

1 1 1 1 1
Former

End

Pull Knot

Bared Wire For
,VConnection to

Primary Winding

Layer of Insulating Tape
Fig. 2.-The coil former ready for winding.
the overlap. (See sketch, Fig. 1.) When
made, the former must measure 3M. long by
gin. internal square.

Two 31 -in. squared former ends are next
required. These may be made from card-
board, thin plywood, or fibre -board. Two
square -shaped holes are cut in both ends to
take the former, which is then securely glued
in position. The entire former assembly is
then given a fairly liberal application of

/Primary Winding Leads

Former/1-
Core

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

III 11111 11111111111111111111.111

1)1111u1)111111u1,1,1i1,11111111111111,111111111111,11,1,

Secondary Winding
Leads

Fig. 3.-The finished windings. Note.-The
former core should be flush with the transformer
ends, but is illustrated projecting slightly
to show the relative position of the leads.

the completed

ormer

A three-quarter view of
transformer.

shellac varnish, and, when dry, a layer of
insulating tape is evenly applied around the
former.
Primary Winding

The primary winding comprises z,600
turns of No. 32 S.W.G. single silk -covered
enamelled wire. Should there be difficulty
in obtaining the silk -covered variety, ordinary
enamelled wire may be used, but the former
kind is to be preferred owing to its superior
insulating qualities. As a guide, the amount
of wire that will be required for the primary
winding will be approximately 8oz.

To commence the winding, make a small
hole in one of the former ends as near to
the former as possible, and pass a 6in. length
of flex through, making a pull -knot fin. from
the end of same (Fig. 2). Solder the end of
the flex and the commencement of the prim-
ary winding together, using a non-acid type
of flux, and apply a layer of insulating tape
over the join. Gently pull the flex back
until further movement is prevented by the
pull knot, then commence winding. The
winding must be done tightly and evenly,
and after every row should be coated with
shellac varnish. Interpose every alternate
layer with a thin sheet of paper impregnated
with either wax or shellac. Particular atten-
tion should be given to see that the paper
well covers the extreme ends of the wind-
ings, and if the ends of the paper are previ-
ously snipped along for a short distance with
a pair of scissors, it will be found that this
will considerably facilitate matters.

When the winding is completed, a further
hole is made in the former end, and a 6in.
length of flex is introduced ; this is secured

Fig. 4.-Method of assembling the transformer
stampings in alternate layers.
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with a pull knot as previously, then soldered
to the end of the winding, finally applying
insulating tape over the join.

After a final application of shellac varnish,
the coil should be put aside in a warm place
to thoroughly and completely dry out. An
ideal place is an Sven with a low heat setting,
but care should be taken to see that the
methylated spirit vapour which is driven out
of the coil does not ignite and...glamage the
coil assembly.

Side elevation of the transformer showing the
general layout.

Secondary Winding
When the coil is dry, a layer of insulating

tape is applied over the primary windings,
in preparation for the secondary windings.
The secondary windings comprise 85 turns
of No. 22 S.W.G. double cotton -covered
copper wire. Approximately 4oz. will be
required. The winding is commenced by
making a small hole in the other side of the
former end, passing 6in. of the winding
through, then winding the wire on evenly
and tightly until the requisite number of
turns are made. A further small hole is

made in the former end, and 6in. of the free
end of the winding is pulled through the
hole (Fig. 3). Insulating tape is then
applied around the secondary coil windings,
and a piece of thin cardboard or leather -
cloth is finally applied to enhance the
finished appearance of the coil.

Stampings
The transformer stampings are next

inserted in the former in alternate layers, to
ensure that the abutting edges of one layer
are covered by those of the next. (See Fig.
4.) It will also be noticed that one side of
the stampings is coated with an insulating
material. The stampings should be inserted
with the insulated sides facing in one direc-
tion, to ensure that the stampings are all
individually insulated.

It is probable that the last few stampings
may. be slightly difficult to insert. This
difficulty may be overcome by gently tapping
with a light hammer until all the stampings
are into position ; but do not force matters,
as damage may be done to both the former
and the stampings. When the stampings are
correctly positioned the four small corner
holes in same will be concentric. If they are
not, the stampings should be gently tapped
in the direction indicated until the align-
ment is correct.

Clamping Strips
Four iron or brass clamping strips are

next required, made to the shape and dimen-
sions indicated in (Fig. 5). These are bolted
to the stampings by suitably sized nuts and
bolts, and will ensure a very strong and
rigid assembly. The switchboard is made from
a piece of thin plywood or similar material
4in. by 54in. This is secured to the iron
or brass side pieces by small screws applied
from the underside, and care should be taken
that the screws are not too long, and so
penetrate through the wood. The switch-
boafd may be left in its natural condition
or painted with a glossy enamel. A switch
is fitted on the primary circuit, the necessary
hole, of course, being previously drilled in
the switchboard for the primary wire and
mains flex. This flex should be of the best
quality and of sufficient length to enable
connection to be made with the mains fuse -
box.

For Door Chimes
The secondary wires are taken through a

hole in the switchboard and connected to a
plug -socket, and the door chimes connect-

' ing wires are attached to the plug. If one
desires to run small lights from the trans-
former, the necessary leads may be con-
nected in parallel with those of the door
chimes. Should the full output of the
transformer be required, as for instance in
running small motors, etc., it is a simple
matter to break the existing circuit by the
removal of the plug, and to connect up the
motor by the insertion of another.

In order to take full advantage of the
power of the transformer, the solenoid coil
of the door chimes may be rewound with
3 oz. of No. 22 double cotton -covered wire.
The original winding was made to conserve
battery power as much as possible, but when

I To"

Fig. 5.-Detalls of transformer clamping strips.

the chimes are actuated with the above
transformer, this economy does not apply.

Many readers may find that the voltage
of the transformer is rather high for uses
not connected with the door chimes. In
those circumstances the secondary winding
may be tapped at every twenty-eighth coil
thus giving three alternative voltages of
approximately four, eight and twelve. In -

this case the plug and socket connector can
be dispensed with and replaced with suitable
terminals.

A Revolutionary M.G.B.
HAVING completed successful trials and

recently off the secret list for the
second time in her career, the ttoft. triple -
screw M.G.B..2oo9-one of a flotilla origin-
ally built in 1941 by Messrs. Camper and
Nicholson, Ltd.,as anti-submarine boats for
the Turkish Government, but subsequently
taken over by the British Admiralty and used
during the war for bringing ball bearings and
high-grade steel components from Sweden
to this country-is now fitted with a 2,500
s.h.p. Metropolitan -Vickers gas turbine driv-
ing the central screw while the two existing
1,25o s.h.p. petrol engines operate the port
and starboard screws.

The gas turbine plant, fitted by Messrs.
Camper and Nicholson, Ltd., consists of a
compressor, a combustion chamber, a com-
pressor turbine and a power turbine. The
Only function of the compressor turbine is
to drive the compressor. The combustion
chamber is of the annular type and fuel is
introduced through 20 jets circumferentially
spaced round the chamber. After passing
through the compressor turbine the products
of combustion are expanded through a power
turbine which is on a separate shaft from the
compressor turbine and which drives the pro-
peller through the reduction gear.

At the heart of the ignition system are
eight six -volt Exide battery units. Apart from
their main duty of starting the three high-

powered engines, they are also called upon
to turn over two petrol engines for auxiliary
and communications circuits.

The M.G.B. 2009 at speed during her trials.
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An Adjustable Bench -lamp
An Inexpensive Lighting Unit for the Amateur's Work -bench

By STANLEY BRASIER

FTHE adjustable and portable bench lamp
illustrated is a useful adjunct on the1 test -bench as it permits of local light

in inaccessible places whilst servicing a radio
receiver, and for other work.

The complete lamp was constructed at a
cost of about four shillings and the work
entailed is not difficult. Construction is self-
explanatory by reference to the accompany-
ing drawings. The base is the only part that
may be slightly difficult to obtain. A heavy
base of any shape is suitable, particularly
that of a hat or dress stand. It is often
possible to obtain one that has been dis-

Fig. r.-Side view
of the completed lamp
giving dimensions
of the various parts.

Swivel head

Moving joins

.127Externarclia

carded by a milliners' or general drapers'
shop at a modest cost. As a last resource a
stout tin lid of suitable size may be used.
This is filled with molten lead and allowed
to set. The lid is turned face up and may
be easily drilled in the centre to receive the
main post.

Preparing the Tubing
Practically any metal tubing of sin. exter-
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Fig. 3.-The method of assembly of the moving
joints.

nal diameter is suitable. If copper is obtain-
able so much the better as it is easier to work.
The various steps in the forming of the
movable joints are shown in the drawings.
First, a saw -cut is made down the centre of
the end of the tubing (Fig. 2(a) ). The ends
are then carefully flattened in a vice or by
hammering (Fig. 2(b) ). Next, trim the ends
to a half -circle and drill a 2 B.A. clearance
hole right through (Fig. 2(c) ). Finally, the end
is opened out to form a fork similar to that
shown in Fig 2(d). This procedure is carried
out on one end of the lower tube, both ends
of the middle tube and one end of the upper
tube. It may be advisable to soften the ends
by annealing.

The sections are then ready for assembly
and the method is shown in Fig. 3. The
spring washers are essential in order to pro-
vide a stable, but movable, joint. The
spacer, or distance piece, is a length of any
tube that will slip over a 2 B.A. bolt.

The Swivel Head
The small angle piece which connects the

lamp -holder to the upper tube and forms
the swivel head is shown in Fig. 4. A short
length of tubing (A) of the same diameter is
blocked at one end by soldering on a disc of
metal. The other end is threaded to take the
screw thread in a lamp -holder. Alternatively,

4 a C 0
Sawcut in Trim round Open sides

tube t enddrill to form fork
.2

Fig. 2.-The four stages in the format on of
the tube joints.

threaded tube made to screw into the lamp -
holder may be purchased at any popular
stores. It is then a simple matter to solder
a short length of it to the tube A. A short
length of tubing (B) is filed out at one end to
fit the tube A at right angles. C is a 'lin.
length of tubing of a diameter that permits a
snug fit into B. Two saw -cuts an inch long
are made down the tube so that four tongues
are formed. These are opened slightly, thus
affording a good spring fit into the uppermost
tube of the lamp assembly. Then, referring
to Fig. 4, C is soldered into B and B to A.

Making the Shade
The shade is rni-.3e from light gauge tin-

plate or any thin metal which can be

Lamph der

Threaded to lit
I ampholder

Fig. A.-The swivel -head joint.

The completed bench -lamp ready for use.

soldered. The setting out of the flat shape
is shown in Fig. 5, and, after bending to the
desired shape, the straight sides are slightly
overlapped and soldered. A circle of metal
is soldered to the top of the shade having
first cut a hole to receive the lamp -holder.
At the lower edge of the shade a circle of
thick wire is formed and soldered to it.
Before cutting the metal it is advisable to
make a template of thin cardboard so that
the desired ultimate shape may be assessed.

No switch iS incorporated in the lamp but
holders with switch are available if desired.

Finishing
The finished lamp was given a coat of

grey cellulose paint and the inside of the
shade finished in flat white.

When wiring the lamp, the flex should be
taken one complete turn around the spacers
at the movable joints. A little " slack "
should be allowed inside the tubing to allow
for movement when adjusting.

Overlap for
soldering

45'7"aPPro

Fig. 5.-The setting out of the cardboard blank
for forming the shade.
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Making an
Ellipso raph

Details of a Useful Instrument Made in Perspex

By T. HADFIELD

ONE of the most difficult figures for a
draughtsman to draw is, without
doubt, an ellipse of a true shape. The

usual method is by an intricate construction
necessary to get the centres and radii of two
arcs. This at the best can only produce an
approximation of the true elliptical shape.
and when in extreme cases it is necessary to
construct them of almost flat or circular
form it is invariably found that the finished
shape has either pointed ends or bulges,
which detract from the appearance of the
shape. It should be borne in mind that a
true ellipse may vary from a straight line
to a circle, and it is with this fact in mind
that the instrument to be described was
designed.

There are several instruments on the
market designed to produce ellipses, one
of the oldest being the trammel method. This
does give a true shape, but cannot be used
for small ellipses that are less than the out-
side dimensions of the slides of the instru-
ment. As it is usually the problem of draw-
ing comparatively small ellipses that confronts
the draughtsman, obviously this method is
not of general practical use.

The ellipsograph in use.

a fine cord ellipses can be drawn as small
as tin. major axis, as well as any size larger
according to the length of the connecting
piece.

Perspex Construction
Fig. a shows the complete instrument,

which can be made in Perspex or any other
similar material, but I think Perspex
is the best, as it can now be obtained
from most handicraft shops. The
tin. thickness is used for the instru-
ment illustrated.

Fig. 1.-Front and end views of the complete instrument.

Another well-known method is with two
pins and a piece of string, as shown in Fig.
7, and this does give a true shape, and not
an approximation. This principle is the one
developed in the simple instrument shown in
Fig. a. It is easy to adjust the length of
the cord and the position of the pins for
varying sizes and shapes of ellipses, and with

rAPPED
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Fig. 2.-Details of the sliding pieces.

Perhaps a few hints will not be out of
place for anyone who is new to this material.
Perspex can easily be drilled and cut with the
standard twist drills and hack saws, but see
that the drills are shaip, and take great care
in breaking through as it may pick up and
burst the piece; therefore, every precaution
should be taken when feeding the drill
through the material. In gripping in the
vice, etc., use a piece of thick paper next to
the Perspex so as not to damage the highly

O
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Fig. 3.-Front and side views of cover plate.

polished surface, as it is soon scratched or
cracked, being of a very brittle nature.

The sliding pieces, Fig. 2, are built up,
the pieces of Perspex being cemented
together. To make this cement, small pieces
of Perspex are dissolved in trichorethylene
(this is now used extensively for de -greasing,
and can be obtained at most chemists) to
make a jelly -like cement. Both pieces to be
cemented together are well coated with
cement and pressed together, and a small
weight placed on them and left for about

f:
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Fig. 4.-Metal clip for
movable sliding piece.

20.0
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Fig. 5.-Pointed

steel pin.
12, hours to thoroughly harden. The holes
can then be drilled and the edges filed up,
sandpapered and polished with any metal
polish. In making this part, Fig. 2, one is
made as drawn, and one of the opposite
hand. The faced marked X must be filed
so that the connecting piece is gripped
when the nut B is tightened. Fig. 3 is the
cover plate; two will be required, and these
can be drilled and polished to suit Fig. 2.
The clip, Fig. 4, is made as shown from
20 g. brass .and the cord is clamped under it.
The pointed steel pin, Fig. 5, must be a
push fit, but if any slack is apparent after
drilling it can be smeared with cement before
inserting. The plain connecting piece H,
Fig. 6, must be a good sliding fit, and can
be made any length, according to the largest
ellipses required to be drawn, but for general
use, with a major axis of 6in., it will require
to be 8in. long.

The cord must be fine and flexible and a
piece of silk fishing -line is ideal for the job
as it will not stretch. One end of the cord is
permanently clamped under the' nut C,
threaded as shown, and then under the brass
clip, Fig. 4. The nut D is permanently
tightened, and only the right-hand piece is
moved when setting.
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Using the Instrument
In using the instrument to draw an ellipse,

having been given the major and minor axes,
Fig. 6 shows how to set it. Assuming EF
is the major axis and GH the minor axis,
with G as centre and OE (half major axis)

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

as radius, make an arc cutting the major axis
at X and Y. Place the instrument with
pointers on the, major axis and adjust the
right-hand slider so that the outlets of the
cord are just opposite each end of the major
axis at E and F. Lock B and pull the cord
tight and then lock A. Slacken B and
move so that the two outlets of the cord
are just opposite X and Y and lock B. If the
instrument is held on the paper in this posi-
tion the half of the ellipse can be drawn
with a pencil sliding inside the cord and

F

Fig. 6 (Left).-
How to set the
instrument for
drawing an

ellipse.

March, 1949

the line drawn will pass through E, G and F.
To draw a complete ellipse, it is set as

above but raised on the two steel points that
are on the major axis. By inclining the
instrument it is quite easy to draw both
halves, that is one half at each side, but care
must be taken to see that the two lines meet
neatly at the major axis.

Fig. 7-Drawing an ellipse with the aid
of two pins and a piece of string.

New Electric Truck
ELECTRIC Road Vehicles whose power

is derived from batteries have become
more popular during the last few years,

and although petrol rationing may have
contributed to this popularity, the main
influence has come from the cheapness of
their fuel consumption and, compared with
their petrol counterpart, the ease and simplicity
of maintenance.

Electric retail delivery vans have become
so common a sight on the streets that people
have been asking why it is not possible to
have an electrically run private car. Such a
proposition has been rather dependent on
the range required, and the size of battery to
achieve this has not, until now, been an
economic possibility.

The question of cost,ttoo, has played a big
part, since it has been necessary to purchase
large and expensive traction batteries and the
necessary charging plant to go with them.

Control has, till now, been a knotty problem ;
the step control method has the drawback
that there is constant arcing, with the resultant
burning and pitting of contacts. In order
to achieve any smoothness of operation
it has been necessary to employ resistances
which themselves dissipate wastefully a large
amount of energy in the form of heat.

Stopping and starting, too, has been a
ready source of lost energy, for in the
creation of forward movement energy is
drained from the batteries and in so doing
what is known as " kinetic energy " is created,
which is then wasted into the brake shoes
and drums Of the vehicle when the brakes
are applied.

On a commercial vehicle which suffers
frequent stops, this energy drain is consider-
able. Having once attained maximum speed,
however, the current required for its main-
.:enance is comparatively small.

A New Traction Circuit
Lansing Bagnall, Ltd., of Worton Road,

,Isleworth, Middlesex, have, by the intro-
duction of their new Electric Traction
Circuit, brought about what may be termed
a revolution in this field.

Battery vehicles are now a proposition for
the private motorist-it is possible to run a
private car, of equivalent size to the popular
8-h.p. petrol -driven counterpart, on a
small traction battery. One charge will cost

6d., and a full 5o miles can be done on that
charge.

By virtue of this new circuit, no separate
charging board is required. Fitted to the
vehicle is a lead and plug and it is necessary
only to plug into the nearest mains power
point, switch on, and charging is automatically
taken care of with a tapering rate of charge;
a safety device cutting out when fully
charged.

This can, for convenience, be done at night
when generating stations are off peak and
large users of electric vehicles can obtain
special charging rates.

You can visit your friends or drive to the
office, or have an electric car at home to
take the children to school, and to pay social
calls. To increase the range whilst the car is
waiting plug into a convenient power point,
is boosting the batteries.

Control Unit
All this is made possible by one small unit,

approximately one -fifth in size of the present
type of electric control, which is placed near
the motor; practically all electric wiring
being kept to this unit, irrespective of
vehicle layout. Connection to operating points
is by mechanical cable. -

The conventional type of step control
which has meant a definite number of speeds
with a virtual jumping from speed to speed,
is now replaced by one single accelerator
pedal which, when depressed, gives a smooth
and easy forward motion. Thus, from start
to maximum, speed is infinitely variable.

An equally smooth reverse motion is
obtained by a small switch, which is pre -
selective in action, i.e., it may be put into
reverse whilst going forward, but does not
operate until the vehicle has stopped. This
feature prevents abuse of the electrical and
mechanical equipment.

Overdrive Braking
When travelling down hill, two advantages

come into operation. First, by the gradual
raising of the accelerator pedal speed is
reduced smoothly, thus providing an over-
drive braking effect previously enjoyed only
by petrol -driven vehicles. Secondly, as this
overdrive action comes into effect, so energy
is regenerated back into the batteries.

With present forms of electric battery
traction, stopping and starting account for
from 25 per cent, to 35 per cent. of a battery's
charge. Lansing Bagnall, Ltd., carried out a
mileage test without stops on one set of
batteries and followed this by a further test
which included t to stops and starts. By virtue
of regeneration no reduction of mileage
was shown in this second test.

' The new Lansing Bagnall battery -driven truck.
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The Elements of Mechanics
and Mechanisms -17

T was shown last month that
cannot round the bend of a siphon tube
if the bend is more than approximately

3oin. higher than the level of the liquid in
the tank in which it is immersed, because the
downward air pressure of the liquid in the tank
cannot support a column of mercury more than
3oin. in height ; and for the same reason water
cannot be siphoned from one vessel to another
if the top bend of the siphon tube is more
than about 34ft. above the level of the water
in ' the supply tank, because 34ft. is the
approximate height of the water barometer.
The siphon principle is used for transferring
liquids from one vessel to another through
any pipeline circuit, provided that the delivery
end of the siphon tube is in a lower position
than the supply end of the tube.

Fig. r. An experiment which demonstrates
the fact that water at different pressures in
two . vessels attains the same uniform pressure

when allowed to do so.

Soxhlet Siphon
The Soxhlet extractor is a well - known

siphon device, anci in its laboratory
form consists of a glass cylinder in
which the material to be extracted is
placed. The spirit or other liquid is boiled
in a flask below the extractor, and its vapour
passes up a tube situated at one side of the
extractor and thence into an upper condens-
ing device, from which the condensed liquid
drops back into the central chamber.

The level of the condensed liquid con-
tinues to rise within the central chamber and
simultaneously within a U-tube which com-
municates with the central chamber. When
the liquid level rounds the bend of the U-
tube siphonic action at once starts, and the
central chamber is rapidly emptied of its
liquid, which flows into the boiling flask.

This process or cycle continues, each cycle
taking from 5 to so minutes. The result of
this operation is that the liquid in the boiling
flask becomes more and more concentrated
in extracted matter which is dissolved out by
the liquid in the central chamber and, of
course, subsequently returned by siphon
action to the boiling flask.

This principle is employed in chemical
works concerned with the extraction of essen-
tial substances from natural objects. Another
well known siphon application used by labor-
atory assistants delivers small amounts of.

The Siphon (Continued)

By F. J. CAMM

(All Rights Reserved.)

liquid from a large supply tank or. bottle.
This latter is placed on a raised shelf and is
provided with a cork through which passes
a glass siphon tube, although sometimes it is
made of metal. The lower limb of the rube
terminates in the clip of a stop -cock (see
Fig. 6, February issue). The liquid is very
slowly drawn into the delivery tube so as to
fill it, by sucking or by other means, after
which the liquid will trickle out of the bottle
by siphon action, every time the tap or clip
is opened. By varying the size of the delivery
tube and its orifice a fine control upon the
rate of delivery can be obtained.

Natural Siphons
Siphon action underlies quite a number of

natural phenomena connected with springs
and wells. Many springs run for a time, then
stop, dry up, and subsequently again produce
water abundantly. Frequently, the cause of
these intermittent springs is to be found in a
siphon action similar to the one illustrated
last month. Within a hill or mountainside
is situated a natural cavern' or water cistern
which .is fed by rills running from higher
levels. The natural outlet from the under-
ground cistern or cavern takes the form of
a U-tube. It is clear, in such circumstances,
that siphon action will take place immediately
the water -level within the cavern has risen
to the level of the U -bend of the exit con-
duit. The natural cisternowill at once corn-
.mence to empty itself by siphon action and

Tall Metal
Container
Filled with
Water___

7-7

Wooden Float

Fig. 2.-A demonstration of motion being
obtained by the unequal lateral pressure of a

liquid.

the spring or rivulet will commence to flow.
When, after a time, the hillside cistern has
emptied itself, the spring will dry up and
it will not give forth water again until the
natural cavern has again been charged up
to siphon -level with water.,

Sometimes, springs and rivulets of this
nature never entirely cease to flow. In such
instances, the explanation has frequently
been found in the existence of a small, nar-

row -bore conduit leading from (or near) the
lowest level of the hillside cistern, this con-
duit running into the main siphon channel
from the cistern.

Now, in the above instance, it is obvious
that so long as there is any water at all in
the cistern it will always flow away via the
narrow bottom -most channel. In rainy
weather, however, the mountain cistern fills
with water at a quicker rate than the small
straight channel can empty it. Consequently,
the water -level within the cavern rises.
Ultimately, the water -level rises to the height
of the U -bend of the siphon conduit. Im-
mediately siphon action takes place, and the
natural cistern empties itself by the "straight"'
channel and by the siphon conduit at one
and the same time. Necessarily, the volume
of water appearing at the spring or rivulet
is much enhanced as a result of this dual
emptying of the cistern. When, however,
the cistern has emptied itself, siphon action
ceases, and the smaller, bottom -most conduit
again takes up the function of sole cistern
discharge.

These and several other curious natural phen-
omena connected with springs and moun-
tainside water -sources are all due to siphon
action in one guise or another. Nature,
indeed, uses the siphon principle equally as
much as the modern industrial worker does,
but, usually, the natural siphon gives rise to
effects which are perplexing in the extreme
to the uninitiated.

Liquid Heads and Fluid Pressures
Fluid pressure is the force exerted by the

fluid per unit area, and this is sometimes
referred to as the intensity of pressure or
pressure intensity. Presuming that the
pressure is given in pounds and the area of
the liquid in inches, then it follows that the
intensity of pressure will be expressed in
pounds per square inch.

Moreover, if the liquid is under a uniform
pressure the intensity of pressure is:

P=- lb. per sq. in. .

where x is the total pressure in lb. acting on
an area of y sq. in.

Fig. 3.-.3 diagram illustrating the pressure -
weight of liquids.
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Zero

Fig. 4.-The straight-
line graph showing
the relationship be-
tween the depth and
pressure of liquids.

Liquid Pressure

The pressure on a liquid is uniformly dis-
tributed at any area or point of it, and if
any part is subject to a slight increase of
pressure that increase is immediately dis-
tributed to all other areas of the liquid.

Now the pressure of a liquid on the bottom
of its containing vessel is the sum of the
weight of the water divided by the area of
the bottom of the vessel, plus the pressure
of the atmosphere on the surface of the
liquid. It is obvious that this pressure will
be transmitted through the liquid to the
bottom of the vessel.

If two vessels containing unequal depths
of liquid are connected together by means of
a tube, the pressure of the deeper will exceed
the pressure of the shallower until the two
water levels become equal. We have
already seen by Pascal's law why this is.

Unequal Pressure
As an experiment take a watertight metal

vessel which is mounted upon a circular
wooden base, suitably weighted so that the
can is maintained in an upright position on
the water, as shown in the diagram. Three
short pipes with stop -cocks are fitted in the
tin can near to its base. The first of these
is a short straight length projecting hori-
zontally, the other two pipes are disposed
opposite each other, and have their ends
turned obliquely downwards in opposite
directions. They must, of course, be of
identical length and weight.

Now float the vessel in a large tank of
water and fill it to the top with water. If
the stop -cock of the straight projecting pipe
is open the water will escape in a jet into
the tank, the reaction of the escaping water
driving the floating vessel in a straight line
through the water of the tank.

Now keep the stop -cock of the straight
pipe closed, and open the stop -cocks of the
curved pipes simultaneously. The reaction
from the oppositely disposed water jets will
impart rotary motion to the vessel.

Now, since a liquid is subjected to the
pressure of its own weight it follows that
the pressure increases with increasing depth
of liquid. Assume that we have a vessel
holding water to a depth of H feet (see
diagram). Let the weight in lb. of r cu. foot
water of water be w. The pressure exerted
upon r sq. foot area on the floor of the vessel
is equal to the weight of the rectangle or
column of water which is resting directly on
it. Therefore the total pressure on r sq.
foot of the vessel is equal to wH. As the

base of the rectangle has an area of r sq. foot
this will equal the intensity of pressure.

Therefore:
P = wH lb. per sq. foot.

Static Head
The pressure at any submerged area or

point in a liquid is governed by the height
of the free surface, or liquid level above that
area. This height is known as the static
head.

It should be clear from this that the
intensity of liquid pressure on the sides of
a vessel increases from zero at water level
to wH at the bottom of the vessel, the
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Fig. 5.-Section of a fire -hose nozzle, showing
the system of structural curvature adopted.
The dimensions given represent relative dia-

meters.

pressure increase on the vessel's sides being
uniform as illustrated by the graph.

The pressure of the atmosphere on the
surface of the liquid in calculations of this
sort is usually ignored. When it is desired
to know the absolute pressure the prevailing
barometric pressure is added to the intensity
of pressure at any point in the liquid.

Piezometer Tube
The pressure of water or of any other

liquid in a vessel or a pipe line can readily
be estimated by means of a piezometer tube,
which, in its simplest form, comprises merely

Water Surface

River Surface

Direction or Fiow

- - - -
Fig. 6.-Showing the principle of the pitot
tube, whereby the velocity of a flowing liquid

may be measured.

a vertical glass tube which is inserted into
the vessel or pipe line. The piezometer or
pressure tube need not be straight. It can
be curved and even run for some distance
in a horizontal position. The vertical height
of the liquid in the piezometer tube is a
measure of the pressure intensity of liquid
within the vessel or pipe line.

The pressure head at any point in a liquid
can be defined as the vertical distance
between that point and the free surface of
the liquid. This pressure head, H, is equal

tow where p is the pressure per sq. ft.

and w is the weight of t cu. ft. of the liquid.
In exactly the same way, the pressure

head at any point in a moving liquid, as, for
example, water in a hydrant, can be repre-

sented by the same expression, -wP-, p, in this

instance, being the pressure in lb. per sq. ft.
of_ the liquid, and w, as before, being the
weight per cu. ft. of the liquid.

Not infrequently, it is desired to estimate
the total pressure on a vertical surface
immersed in a liquid. Since the static pres-
sure of a liquid varies at different points in
its vertical depth, it follows that the pres-
suke on all points of the immersed surface
cannot be uniform. It can, however, be
proved by a mathematical demonstration,
which it is not proposed to detail here, that
the total pressure of liquid on an immersed
surface is equal to the area of the surface
multiplied by the intensity of liquid pres-
sure at the centre of the area of that surface.
This holds good for all surfaces immersed in
liquids, no matter whether such surfaces are
flat or curved, provided that they are vertical
ones, and it forms a useful means of estimat-
ing the total pressure of liquid, on a lock -
gate, a sluice -door or any other similar verti-
cal surface.

In view of the fact that the intensity of
pressure on an immersed surface is not
uniform but increases directlywith depth of
immersion, it follows that the liquid pres-

Fig. 7.-Illustrating a
cross-section of a river
with its channels of
varying water -flow
velocities. In this dict
gram, the area marked
has the highest water -
flow velocity ; that
marked 5 has the lowest.

sure on the immersed surface will be greater
over the lower portion of that surface than it
will be over the higher portion. The result-
ant liquid pressure, therefore, will tend to
act at some lower point or area of the
immersed surface. This latter point is com-
monly referred to as the centre of pressure.
It is always situated below the centre of the
area of the submerged surface.

Because liquids exert pressure in 'all direc-
tions, it follows that liquids must exert an
upwards pressure as well as a downwards
one. Upon such a fact rests the pheno-
menon of buoyancy.

(To be continued)
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Fountain Pen Competition Results
THE competition set in our November,

x948, issue for an improved fountain
pen attracted a large number of in-

genious devices, most, of which were improve-
ments on existing fountain pens. It will be
reMembered that certain restrictions were
laid down. The pen should be leakproof,
have full -barrel capacity for ink, it must be
easy to manufacture, reasonable in size, and
pleasing in appearance.

The design submitted by Mr. H. B. Munro

Point section
Hood

Nih
Small reservo:r

course of writing the point section reservoir
becomes empty of ink, it is refilled by the
following simple procedure : Hold the pen
point upwards and pull the knob out fairly
quickly, and as far as it will come. Then,
while still holding pen point upwards, push
the knob in again fairly slowly. The large
reservoir is then sealed up with the final push
in of the knob. It is interesting to note that
the pulling out of the plunger quickly (while
pen is point upwards) counteracts effectively

Durable ink -tight
rubber roller,r/ng

Plungeipump,

Long tube I Taper end
Large sealed -up
barrel reservoir

Mr. H. B. Munro's design.

led the field. His pen is an improvement
upon the original Research pen marketed by
his father some years ago. The improvement
in the present pen is mainly concerned with
the fitting of the now popular hooded nib.

The purpose of Mr. Munro's design is to
eliminate air expansion, which is a particular
cause of flooding and blotting in all large -
capacity pens. It will be seen from the
diagram that the sealing up is effected by
having a large -barrel reservoir, and using
only a comparatively small point section re-
servoir. In other words, the large reservoir
is the reserve ink bottle, and the small reser-
voir is filled from it whenever required.

The construction of the pen is designed
to make the whole pen cleanable (essential
for all transparent pens). The point section
unscrews, and is a simple matter to clean at
any time. The barrel is cleanable by un-
screwing and removing the collar and pulling
out plunger. and rubber ririg.

The pen features a special design in type
of hood, which also unscrews for clean-
ing. It reduces to a minimum evaporation,
and consequent drying up of nib and feed.
It eliminates the need for any inner cap in
the cap of the pen. It also prevents any
tendency of flooding or blotting by holding
safely any overflow ink from any cause,
The small nib and the internal design of
hood, in relation to diameter, etc., of feed,
ensures no surplus ink remaining in the hoOd
when the pen is in use.

The Mechanics of the pen provide a freely
moving piston plunger which " rolls on the
rubber ring," and is completely inktight, and
completely durable-there is no mechanical
wear. The plunger also, when pushed in
moderately hard, adheres on to the tapered
end of the long tube, and seals up securely
the large barrel reservoir; also the plunger
itself is thus held in securely for carrying
in the pocket, etc. The plunger can be
releaSed at any time when required by giving
the knob a moderately strong " pull out."

The pen is, filled by dipping nose in ink
and operating plunger until pen is full. The
plunger is then finally pushed in to adhere in
and seal up the large reservoir.

To transfer ink from the large reservoir
to the point section reservoir, when in the

CO/iar

PRIZE WINNERS
810-104 H. B. Munro, 828, College Road,

Erdington, Birmingham, 22c.
85-5-9 E. Molyneuk, 66, Hollingbourne

_ Road, Herne Hill, London, S.E.24.
83-3-0 A. D. Cameron, clo Barclay, 59,

Union Grove, Aberdeen.
82-2-0 E. Cassidy, I, Alexandra Road,

Formby, Lancs.

any expansion being held in the large sealed -
up reservoir at the moment of releasing the
valve. I -have tested one of these pens and
find 'that all Mr. Munro's claims are justified;
he therefore takes the first prize.

Only one prize of so gns. was offered, but
in view of the excellence of the entries, the
prize money has been augmented as shown
in, the centre of this page. The second prize-
winning pen consists of eight main parts :

The cap-not shown ; the barrel, of plastic
material,' grooved and channelled as shewn :

Absorbent parking

The reservoir, of metal, a close fit into the
barrel, having on the inside, for the whole
of its length, a projection about tin. x r/i6in.;
at a point near its base; a button to slide in
the groove and channels of the barrel; and
threaded at the top to take the ink guide,
which differs from the normal in that the ink
flows through a capillary tube through the
centre of the guide.

The nose is made in one piece, with a hood
to protect the nib from dirt and dust ; a
semi -circular channel commencing just below
the opening of the capillary tube in the ink
guide and running parallel to it ; and allow-
ing sufficient pressure between its internal
diameter and the ink guide to retain the nib,
of the normal type.

The valve gear consists of two circular
metal plates, each bearing three holes, each
hole being slightly less in width and radius
than 6th segment of the smaller circle. The
larger plate is free on the stem but engages
with the projection of the reservoir. The
smaller plate (smaller to clear the projection)
is threaded and locked on to the stem. The
stem, should preferably be solid to avoid
buckling where it passes through the bevel
gear, which is lined with an ink -resisting
material.

When the pen is in use the valve is open ;
' ink flows from reservoir to nib.

To fill, unscrew barrel (button moves from
I to 2) (valve opens and closes several times,
but this is immaterial.) Turn barrel until
two indicator marks on barrel and nose coin-
cide (this is arranged so that button is now
at 3-valve closed). Immerse +in. of nose
in ink and slide barrel upwards (stem and
valve gear move upwards, button proceeds
down first channel to bottom, valve being
closed, ink is drawn into reservoir, air being
expelled through bevel valve). Turn barrel
(button at 4-valve open). Slowly return
barrel (button proceeds up second channel).
(Ink passes through valve and is not forced
out through nib owing to the small size of
the capillary tube compared with the large
holes in the valve.) Screw up barrel. When
barrel is on tight, valve is open and bevel
valve is. closed tight.

A little slackness between the two metal

ink va.de ',weeded Valve guiderndicators reserver_ orotectionon
Cap thrt,pd ,5,4011.

Soft rubbe .washe,Nose r all one Valve :urea. Stem

R4,

Absorbent pecking washer
Ink guide and nib bolder with cao,l'a,/ tube Metal reservoir

thrbentre

Barry;

--loS

--- ,o3

lo2

Indicators on barrel
avoid contusion between
two channels

Bettyrvo Onreseir

IBevel are
Groove same width
as thread on barrel

The second prize-winning design, by Mr. E. Molyneux.

Extent of absorbent
packing channel in

nose

W3iOa lo
Valle a OfVn

2
3 ceased
4 - open
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plates of the valve is advantageous, allowing
faster flowing of ink when necessary, but not
interfering with the valve when closed. It
has the following advantages :-

Hooded nib ; syphoned ink retained by
packing material ; central capillary tube -ink
cannot seep through intermediate joints ; ink
guide threaded into reservoir -no seepage ;
Metal reservoir -non -breakable, non-perish-
able ; at least double ink capacity ; not too
complicated to manufacture ; absorbent pack-
ing and packing washer can be renewed
easily -say, once every six months ; soft
rubber washer could be made of greater
thickness, to make contact with top of reser-
voir -to reduce possible damage by shock.

The third prize entry, submitted by Mr.
A. D. Cameron, has a nib formed from metal
tube cut away to provide a writing point.
The centre piece is a plastic material having
three fine saw cuts communicating with the
central hole. Y is a wider slot at the end
Of the hole, and Z forms a capillary passage
for the ink. The nib holder is also plastic
material, the tube is transparent, as also is
the air pipe. The operation is as follows :
For filling, the pen is held upright with nib
submerged and rubber bulb repeatedly com-
pressed between finger and thumb. Air is
ejected via centre tube, entering slots X and
preventing ink being pushed along capillary
passage Z by creating an air lock. The air
is replaced by ink until barrel is filled to the
level of ferrule. Ink can be observed through
translucent barrel. When writing, ink reaches
the nib via passage Z and is replaced in barrel
by air which enters at Y and passes up the
air tube. When carried in the pocket, the
nib is uppermost, and any ink in passage Z
or slots X is pushed up by expanding air in
the 'barrel and enters Y and drains back
down the air tube, thus preventing ink being
forced out into nib cover.

Laid on side, the ink lies in air -tube and
barrel. When pen is taken up to write ink
stands in tube above slot Y, but cannot flow
out as there is no air inlet. When writing
is commenced ink is drawn from the section
of tube between slots X and slot Y, air enter-
ing at X. This breaks the column of ink
in centre tube, and when the supply below
the break is exhausted the pen functions in

a normal manner, the air entering at Y push-
ing remains of ink column back into main
barrel.

Mr. Cassidy's pen consists of a normal type
of barrel, sack, and filling arrangements
(either level or press button), but it has a
rotary nib holder, which breaks the ink
supply channel, preventing any leakage when
not being used.

Parts D and E are screwed tightly together,
and are virtually one piece. They carry both
the nib and part C. These parts are held
tightly against the face of A (which is finely
machined) by means of the collar B and a
rubber washer. The small die hole through
A is slightly off centre and is colinear with
the channel in C when the pen is being used.
After use the head is given a quarter turn or
so, cutting off the ink supply. A small ball
catch or similar device ensures the channels
are in line.

It must be distinctly understood that all
manufacturing rights in the prize-winning
designs are reserved by the prize winners,
and manufacturers are not -entitled to proceed
with manufacture without making the usual
arrangements with the owners of the design.

Very few of the competitors gave atten-
tion to the important matter of ink flow, or
rather the rate of ink flow. It is of little
use increasing the barrel capacity if the nib
uses up ink at a more rapid rate than an

ordinary pen. No two nibs are exactly alike,
nor are any two nibs of exactly the same
thickness. Moreover, no two persons write
with the same pressure on the nib. All these
points affect ink consumption. A ball point
gold nib for example being as thick as it is
wide at the writing point would use more ink
than an ordinary nib. A fine nib will use
less ink than a broad one. The tube feed
of Mr. Munro's design always gives the same
supply of ink to any nib. It brings the ink
reservoir itself right down to the point of
the nib, and the ink will not shake out
readily because of the short length of the
point section reservoir employed. The feed
is made ink tight at its inner end by means
of a weakened edge pushing it up into a
slight taper. The feed cannot flood because
it chokes itself at the air hole automatically.
The aim obviously is to produce a feed that

Barrel Ball catch
a

The parts shown
stippled rotate thus
breaking the ink

supply passage.

ilmmuswolow
Sack A 0

Rubber washer

Part section of the pen designed by E. Cassidy.

always writes like a freshly dipped nib, with-
out periods of ink starvation.

Most pen manufacturers, of course, have
qualified pen experts at their service depots
to adjust pens to individual requirements.

We 'shall publish a further selection of
entries sent in by consolation prize winners
next month. We hope that pen manufac-
turers will study the 'designs, and if they
think well of any of them will make arrange-
ments for manufacture with the senders.

Consolation prizes have been awarded to
the following: -

A

Section AA
Enlarged.

loke Ave., Boythorpe, Chesterfield, Derbys ;
E. Evans, 8, Wobaston Road, Fordhouses,
Wolverhampton ; J. P. Elliott, 47, Chester-
field Road, Staveley, Chesterfield ; R. B.
Taylor, Heathways, Church Hill, Charing
Heath, Nr. Ashford, Kent ; M. Hardy, 17,
New Road, Fatfield, Co. Durham ; H. L.
Morel, 24, Windsor Avenue, North Cheam,
Surrey ; A. Young, Market Chambers, Beau-
fort Street, Brynmawr, Brecs. ; J. J. Mil -
grew, 55, Arran Drive, Auchinleck, Ayr-
shire ; L. Herbert, 48a, Cavendish Road,
Brondesbury, London, N.W 6.; J. Sayerr, 45,
Chapel Hill, Woolwich ; C. W. Lee, 3,
Church Street, Leighton Buzzard, Beds. ;
W. E. Pullan, 62, Victoria Gardens, Hors -
forth, Leeds ; S. Stewart, " Clonard,"
Taylor's Hill, Galway, Eire ; H. R. J. Nor-
man, 39, Hartington Street, Belfast ; D. F.
Stroud, 2, North Close, Danson Road,
Bexleyheath, Kent ; W. A. Mills, 38, Bony-
thon Road, Newquay, Cornwall ; A. Brown,
Craigview, Neilston, Glasgow ; A. Cooke, 2o,
Moordell Close, Yate, Bristol ; A. M. El
Shayeb, 24, Abdin Square, Cairo, Egypt ;
E. H. Baker, 109, Cheapside, Worksop, Notts;
P. Johnson, 23, Glenmore Street, South -
church, Southend-on-Sea, Essex ; W. Collis -
ter Jones, 18, Ffrydlas Road, Bethseda, Nr.
Bangor, North Wales ; E. Jhergh, to, Hodg-
son Avenue, Moortown, Leeds ; J. Tomlin-
son, 18, Crookston Drive, Glasgow, S.W.2 ;
R. F. Coward, Spurriers Cottage, Pontefract
Road, Knottingley, Yorkshire ; H. C. Flind,
3, Eltham Park Gardens, Eltham, S.E.9 ;
J. S. Asborne, 53, Mayland Drive, Royal
Park, Sidcup, Kent ; F. Booth, t, Balmoral
Street, Droylsden, Lancashire ; E. Mockin,
18, Egypt Street, Liverpool 7 ; D. J. Napier,
86, Lordship Lane, Tottenham, N.17 ; J. R.
Macaulay, " The Nook," Ridge Road, Roth-
erham ; D. 0. Walker, 2o, Cornhill Terrace,
Aberdeen ; Dr. E. Jacob, 84, Harley Street,
W.' ; A. Chinn, to, Great George Square,
Liverpool, r ; W. R. Cumming, " Rose-
mount," 35a, Crown Drive, Inverness ;
L. A. J. Clapman, 3, Beatrice Road, Southsea,
Hants ; E. T. Bailey, 62, Marshall Avenue,
Bognor Regis, Sussex ; N. Martin, 70, Bor-
rowdale Avenue, Walker, Newcastle -on -

Sectional details of the pen designed by A. D. Cameron.

D. H. Reed, r, West Fold, Old Malton,
Malton, Yorkshire ; G..F. Payne, 98, Hinton
Road, Hereford ; E. R. W. May, " Bracken -
side," The Circle, Moordown, Bourne-
mouth ; K. Greatorex, 34, King Street,
Ulverston, Lancashire ; W. J. Burns, 3,
Milton Street, Barrow-in-Furness ; S. Patti -
son, 57, Hyde Place, Aylesham, Nr. Canter-
bury, Kent ; C. Johnson, 30, Acresfield
Avenue, Audenshaw, Manchester ; Col. J. F.
Metcalfe, Ivy Bank, Milford -on -Sea, Hants ;
P. Smith, t, Ekowe Street, New Basford,
Nottingham ; E. F. S. Crowe, 25, Morritt
Drive, Halton, Leeds ; R. Barker, 69, Hun -

Tyne, 6 ; D. Browning, 70, Ridge Park
Avenue, Murley, Plymouth ; R. C. Upson,
53, Cromer Road, Norwich; A. H. Payne,
63, George Frederick Road, Sutton Cold-
field, Nr. Birmingham ; G. Hand, 75, Kings -
land Avenue, Northampton ; A. J. Robinson,
Cree North Ward, Crichton Hall, Crichton
Royal, Dumfries, Scotland ; C. Hearne,
Parkside, Lower Road, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks ; E. W. Kreye, Pear Tree Cottage,
Shurdington, Nr. Cheltenham, Glos ; D. R.
Thorne, 15, Garden Crescent, Garden Vil-
lage, Gorseinon, Swansea ; A. W. Else -Good,
15, Hawkdene, North Chingford, E.4.
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Early Days of Model Flying
The Activities of One of the Pioneers of This

Popular Pastime

By E. W. TWINING

IT was at this time, just 40 years ago,
that I had produced three models of aero-
planes, each differing from the others,

which really did fly. All of them were
biplanes, and all had leading monoplane
elevators and single propellers, rubber driven.

With the exception of a special model made
a year or so previously by Mr. A. V. Roe,
and some small, heavy, fast wooden mono-
planes by Mr. T. W. K. Clarke, these little
biplanes of mine were, so far as my know-
ledge goes, the first to make successful dis-
tance flights.

Forty Years Ago
The practical experiments, which led up to

the production of these, began early in the
year 19o8, although many years before that
I made air screws, some as large as 3oins. in
diameter, and a plane shaped somewhat like
the old-fashioned kite. I was in my teens
then.

By 1908 I had come to realise that the
supporting planes of the machine must-as
Santos Dumont and the Wright Brothers had
demonstrated-be narrow fore and aft and of
great width across ; in other words, their
efficiency must depend upon a high aspect
ratio.

little space between the wing and the tail
for good stability (see D and E, Fig. I).
With the other type the elevator was at the
front end of the longeron and the main plane
at the rear.

The early machines (full size) of both
Santos Dumont and Wilbur Wright had no
tails but leading elevators, though the
Wrights' first machines had no incidence
angle on the elevator, and they were conse-
quently not automatically stable longitudin-
ally. On one occasion Orville Wright nearly
lost his life owing to pressure being momen-
tarily taken by the top surfaces of the bi-
plane elevator. The machine crashed, of
course. The remedy for the condition was
to move the centre of gravity forward, which
compelled the elevator to be Placed at a posi-
tive angle to that of the main wings.

When I had arrived at what I, in the
autumn of 1908, considered finality as regards
type, I converted one of the gliders, a fairly
substantially built one, into a flying model by
providing a front hook and a rear spindle
bearing with a propeller and a skein of rubber.
As an aeroplane it flew very welt, the dis-
tances covered varying between 46ft. and
172ft. Of this latter, 42ft. was a glide made
after the power was exhausted.

-

Fig. r. Experimental gliders of the year 1908.

The experiments began with the making Model Biplanes,
of gliders, some tiny, and a few somewhat After this, two other biplanes were made
large. They were made mostly of paper and the three became known as Nos. r,
with' a wooden longeron between the main and 3. By that time I thought it worth
wing and the fore or aft wing as the case
may be ; for some had a main wing with a
no -angle tailplane and others with the main
wing at the rear and a small leading plane
making a positive angle with the main.

In those days there was no balsa wood and
the lightest wood then available was bass. Of
this wood a few of the gliders-the larger
ones-were made as regards the wings.
Some of the main planes were planed down
on the bench from 1/r6in. thick bass
wood to the correct section and were there-
fore solid ; whilst others were built up of
spars and ribs and covered with Jap silk.
In Fig. I is shown a few of the many sizes
and types.

Of these gliders I found that in every case
those with the leading loaded elevator, A B
and C in Fig. I, made the best and finest
gliding angle, and so it was on this type
that I based the design of the later flying
models. The longitudinal stability was far
better because with a given length of longeron
the tailed model had to have the main wing
near the middle of the spar, in the same way
as does the modern model have the wing near
the centre of the fuselage. There was too Fig. 3.-Aeroplane model No. 3.

Fig. 2.-The author with No. 3 model. February
1909.

while to give other people opportunities of
copying these models, so sheets of drawings
were prepared, and the late Mr. Percival
Marshall, of The Model Engineer, published
them, with a booklet in an envelope with the
portrait of myself, which is reproduced in
Fig 2, on the cover. The date when this
photograph was taken was February 16th,
1909, so publication of the drawings took
place shortly after that.

The envelopes had a marvellous reception
from the public, some 30,000 copies being
sold in the first issue, and I believe the
three editions ran to about 6o,000 copies.
Shortly before the last war a gentleman
whom I had never previously heard of, sent
me one of the envelopes from Australia. Yet
another man, Mr. W. H. Dawe, of Sheffield,
not long after publication, sent me a photo-
graph of the No. 3 model which he had made.

This photo I have
kept by me, all
through the years, and
now reproduce it as
Fig. 3.

As soon as these
sheets of drawings
were issued the public
began to inquire for
the materials where-
with to build them, so
I began to turn out
parcels, one for each
of the three models
from my premises at
29b, Grosvenor Road,
Hanwell, Middlesex. It
may be that some of
my old friends will
remember this address.

There was a small-a very small-de-
mand for finished
models, but most
people wanted "natur-
ally " to make their
own so, whilst the
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workshop staff were turning out the parcels,
my partner, Mr. Cuthbert B. Davies, who
joined me at this time, and myself were able
to concentrate on new and improved designs.
We got away from orthodox types, abandoned
the biplane and devoted our efforts to pro-
ducing a far more powerful and, for its wing
area a much lighter machine.

Unorthodox Design
By early 19to we had arrived at something

which in no way resembled an orthodox
aeroplane. It had a length of frame of nearly
5ft., such frame being of V -form in plan,
a very narrow vee. The elevator was of steel
wire covered with doped silk and with a
simple friction angle adjustment. The main
wing was a frame of birchwood, the ribs
being suitably cambered.

I should have mentioned that the spars.
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Fairey, later of Fairey Aviation fame, also
Mr. Rowland -Ding, who became a pilot and
was killed in the 1914-18 war. It is impos-
sible to look at the machines in the majority
of these pictures without feelings of admira-
tion for the delicacy of the designs and
construction shown. And they were all good
fliers too; many, or most of them, far above
the present-day average.

To return to my own doings: the next
thing we had to do was to supply the demand
for parts for building the Gamage Cup win-
ner, but here the call was not so very great
Other people began to enter the field and in
a few cases their goods were equal to ours.

Man -carrying Gliders
I might mention that at this time, 1910

and 1911, we were building full-size man -
carrying gliders, as well as one- or two -

Fig. 4.-A team of Twining machines at the Crystal Palace, 1910.

of the frame were channels of spruce, having
a thickness of t/t6in. only for both web and
flanges. They varied in depth from about
tin. at their centres to about -gin. at the ends.
There were two 4ft. 8in. skeins of rubber
each driving a t3in. propeller. The
right propeller was of right-hand pitch and
the left of left-hand pitch, so that when the
rubbers were wound and the machine raised
for launching the working faces of the two
screws pressed against the palm of the hand.

In August, the exact date I do not remem-
ber, of 19r0 a competition was inaugurated
by the Kite and Model Aeroplane Associ-
ation, of which Mr. W. H. Akehurst was
secretary, for a longest distance flight, the
winner to be awarded a silver medal and
challenge cuo put up by Messrs. A. W.
Gamagc, Ltd., and afterwards known as
" The Gamage Cup." Each competitor -was
allowed three flights.

Four of us from Grosvenor Road entered,
all with almost similar machines. The ground
was not very well chosen and in my first
flight my machine was damaged by striking
a post. However; by the time my turn came
around again I had effected a repair and
although my colleagues did very well, especi-
ally Mr. Davies, mine was the longest flight
of the day. Should any reader of this be
sufficiently interested to do so he can look
up a goodly number of pictures of the com-
peting machines by going to the Patents
Office or other public library and asking for
The Aero of 1910. He will find what he
wants in the issue for August 24th, pages 136
and 137. Fig. 4 is a reproduction of one of
the illustrations. . There he will see a picture
of Mr. Bragg -Smith launching his beautiful
biplane; a machine for which I had a great
admiration and about the most automatically
stable model I have ever known. It could
be launched sideways or upside down, it made
little difference; it just righted itself and
flew on.

Then in another picture he will see Mr.

engined machines, but these are outside the
scope of these articles. But what perhaps
is within the scope is the fact that we were
making and selling drawings with sets of
materials for constructing both flying and
scale models of the well-known full-size
aeroplanes: that of the Wright Brothers, of
Henri Farman, of Bleriot and the Antoinette,
names which along with that of Cody, Mau-
rice Farman and others are nearly, if not
quite, forgotten by the present generation.

The next competition which was organ-
ised was for duration of flight, the prize
being another silver challenge cup offered by
The Model Engineer." For this I made a
specially light machine with fairly- big wing
areas and a particularly nice pair of right
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and left hand propellers.
Fig. 5 is a portrait not only of this

machine but, unavoidably so, of myself. It
will be seen perhaps that the number on the
machine is " 13." This number was given
to me in the Gamage Cup contest and for
The Model Engineer competition I asked for
it. The photo was taken the day after the
second cup was won. The competition was
again at the Crystal Palace and on June 14th,
1911. My duration was 46 seconds.

Winding the Rubber " Motor "
This machine was the first to be fitted with

a simple arrangement for winding both skeins
of rubber at one and the same time, the
geared double winder being invented by my
partner and was made from a converted egg -
whisk. The winder was attached at the
front, or elevator, end of the machine. I
forget the ratio of the gearing, but I believe
it required about a hundred turns of the -
handle to put 500 turns in -each of the rubber
motors.'

The two propellers were each 8in. in
diameter with a pitch of zoin. ; they were
carved from solid blocks of either silver
spruce or 'yellow pine, I forget which, and -
french polished. The main centre spar Or
longeron was not solid but was pierced with
slots vertically, each slot being about
gin. wide by tin. long ; this through-
out its length -,-or nearly so. The
wood was bass and after glass papering it
was wrapped with Jap silk, glued on and.
shellac varnished. It was, as will be seen
froth Fig. 5, stiffened and braced with out-
riggers of birchwood and the finest silvered -
steel music- wire. To the best of my recol-
lection the spar measured in cross section,
at the centre, about 9/16in. by 5/16in.

This machine was never flown before it
was launched in the competition, so sure
were that time, of what could be
done in design.

The " Wakefield Cup "
Only 21 days after The Model

Engineer competition, namely on July 5th,
1911, there came another competition at the
Palace. Again a challenge cup, but this
time a large and magnificent object in silver
gilt. It looked as though it were made of
solid gold! It became known as the " Wake-
field Cup" and was put up by Sir Charles
Wakefield, afterwards Lord Wakefield.

Like The Model Engineer show, the com-
petition was for duration of flight, but with
a very important difference: the machines
were not to be launched by hand but must

Fig. 5.-The author with the machine which won the "Model Engineer" and "Wakefield"
Cups.
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rise from the ground under their own power
and points were awarded for shortness of
run before take off, for stability and for time
in flight from the split second after take off.

I decided to use the same machine as had
won the " M.E." cup, and added an ex-
tremely light undercarriage with wheels made
from Bristol board. Again no trial flight
was made, but I had one less strand on each
rubber skein. This brought the weight to
slightly less than it was before the under-
carriage was fitted and enabled me to get
600 turns on the rubbers. The competition
was most excellently organised by Mr. Ake-
hurst and the committee ; they carried to the
Palace a length of linoleum to use as a run-
way. A splendid idea I thought.

Again I was given Number 13 but I do

further competitions, but Cuthbert Davies,
my partner, did and won outright a beautiful
silver rose bowl which I still have. He was
killed in France in September, 1914. The
Machine which he flew was an all-duralumin
one, no wood being used except for the pro-
pellers which I believe were those from the
" M.E." and " Wakefield " machines. The
competition was for altitude, which called for
powerful motors and high rate of climb.

A Comparison
And now I would like to say a few words

about the machines of , those days as com-
pared with the flying models of the present
day. The reader will notice I use the terms:

machines " and " flying models."
In the years to which I ha* been refer -

Fig. 6.-The three Challenge Cups.

not remember how many machines were
entered. A very few failed to take off, but
at least two got off the lino in shorter runs
than did my machine and I think mine was
a few inches under three feet.

My duration, actual flying from take-
off, was 63 seconds, but would have been
much longer had the machine not flown into
a tree, long before the rubbers were unwound.

It was rescued but somewhat damaged.
Whether my duration was the longest I do
not know but anyway I won the cup on
points and Sir Charles Wakefield presented it.

The Three Challenge Cups
So I had in my house at Hanwell, not

far from the workshops in Grosvenor Road,
all three of the cups and there I photo-
graphed them (Fig. 6). By a fortunate
chance I have kept a print and the other
prints, which are reproduced here, as well,
little thinking that my old friend, our
Editor, would ever want them brought to
light in these reminiscences of days and
doings long past.

Just what happened to the original Wake-
field Cup I do not know. I did not compete
again for this or any other cup, but served on
the council of the Kite and Model Aeroplane
Association. The " Wakefield " was won by
another member in 1912 and, I believe, in
either 1913 or 1914, it went to a Dutch or
Belgian competitor ; after which-early in
the first world war-Lord Wakefield called
the cup in and, I understand, after the war,
gave a new cup.

I omitted to say when referring to Fig. 6
that the cup on the left is the " Gamage,"
that on the right the " M.E." and the one
in the centre the " Wakefield." .

I said above that I did not enter any

ring, although we had called them " model
aeroplanes" they were not " models," but I
do very much resent the expression adopted
by later aero-modellists, namely, " flying
sticks." They were far more than mere

sticks, they were highly scientific little
machines, some of which flew as well and
were much more automatically stable than
the majority of the miniature aircraft of
the present day. How many models of
orthodox type with their great propellers in
front and long-legged undercarriages will
make a dignified three point landing? Not
many ; yet in the old days one never saw
them tumble heels -over -head as they do now.
Why must the modern model always have
a tail, a main wing in the middle of the
fuselage and the " prop " in front? By all
means use the fuselage with the rubber inside
of it, but put the main wing-built of balsa
as at present-at the back. Instead of a tail
(which carries no weight) put a leading
smaller plane pitched at a positive angle with
the main and a really well designed and well
finished propeller at the back.

Centre of Gravity
The centre of gravity of the whole model

must be well in front of the main wing, the
exact distance being in inverse ratio to the
areas of the two supporting surfaces. The
result would be a machine which would have
such perfect longitudinal stability that it
would never stall, never make a disgusting
landing, never break its propeller and prove
a better flier with far fewer needs for repairs
or writing off. So far as I am aware a
model designed on these lines, er a machine
of this type, would not constitute an infrac-
tion of the rules of the SocieLy of Model
Aeronautical Engineers.

Loaded Elevator Type
I remember that in the early period of the

late war I was in conversation with Mr. Frise,
of Frise aireleon fame, and he said he was
a great believer in the loaded elevator type
of aircraft. Really, however, in full-size
practice, there are difficulties in the way ;
notably in the placing of the engine, but
many such machines have been built, and
could be again, but the only chance of success
lies in the use of two engines forward of the
leading edge of the main wing, one to port
and one to starboard.

This fine group of model galleons was on view at the Model Engineer Exhibition held last year
at the Royal Horticultural Hall, London.
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Letters from Readers
Long -handled Screwdriver

SIR,-The very good suggestion of Prof.
A. M. Low could only be applied in those

cases where there was no tendency of the
blade to slip out of the slot-a usual symp-
tom with stubborn screws necessitating a

long -handled screwdriver.
The principal advantage of such a driver

is due to the fact that its length enables
better personal leverage to be obtained ; the
working position in various stances is not
cramped as with a short one. It can be oper-
ated usually from the shoulder in the most
powerful anatomical attitude with the muscles
flexed, and both hands often used to grip
the proportionally large handle fitted to
balance the long shank.

The longer the shank the greater its in-
trinsic spring, which under tension of use is
abruptly released as useful torsion, thus
giving the helpful effect of a momentary liber-
ation of accumulated power which increases
with the tightness of the screw.

The greater weight of the long screwdriver
keeps it in position better in the screw slot
due to its own inertia, thus allowing more
attention and energy to the twisting action
than is psychologically applicable with a
short one.-WILLIAM E. Tr -tom (Dublin).

SIR, Regarding the screwdriver theory of
Prof. A. M. Low (January, 1949), I can-

not agree that a long handle helps leverage.
In event of the screwdriver being tilted, no
extra leverage is obtained unless the screw-
driver blade and the screw are rigidly con-
nected, otherwise the blade of the screwdriver
and the slot of the screw merely act as a
universal coupling to transmit the same
leverage as is provided by the diameter of
the handle.-G. T. SMITH (Goole).

Coal-fired Model Boilers
have often noted the limitations

`--/ imposed on the design of realistic models
of steam engines, both marine and locomotive,
by the fact that coal as a fuel will not burn
in very small fireboxes, owing, I understand,
to the draught created not being proportional
in force to that in a fif11-sized firebox. Hence
provision has to be made for blow -lamps or
vaporisers, etc., which bear no resmblance
to the real thing.

The other day when reading Professor
Jamieson's" Text Book on Steam and Steam
Engines," in the chapter on caloriometers, I
came across what I am sure would be a solu-
tion to this problem, and a solution so obvious
that I wonder it has not been applied before.
That is, give to scale -sized coal in a scale -
sized firebox the oxygen it cannot draw from
the air in the form of chemicals in just the
right quantity to promote satisfactory com-
bustion. Too much chemicals and a too finely
divided coal would result in a combustion so
fast and perfect as to become an explosion,
but I feel sure that experiment with graded
coal and a suitable amount of " oxygen mix-
ture " could produce an effective fire in any
size of firebox.

Here are items from the book quoted which.
might be of interest to anyone wishing to try
cut the idea :

" Coal burned in pure oxygen evolves the
same amount of heat as when perfectly
burned in air."

" For testing the heating properties of vari-
ous samples of coal in Mr. Lewis Thomp-
son's caloriometer, or fuel tester: This
completely burns the sample in an inverted
container under water (no air at all) by
mixing with the finely divided sample of coal
8 to 13 times its weight of oxygen -mixture,

which is =3 parts by weight of chlorate of
potassium and 1 part by weight of nitrate
of potassium."-H. GOULDEN (Gateshead).

Fog

SIR,-I was very interested and pleased to
note that the leading article in January

PRACTICAL MECHANICS, was about fog- and its
serious effect on travel.

As a motorist who travels many miles a
month in all weathers visiting patients, I am
naturally interested in some means 'being
found to help the movement of all forms of
traffic on the roads in foggy spells.

I am not mechanic enough to suggest any
means of fog dispersal, but I do feel that road
signs could be improved which would help
considerably.

My suggestion would be to vary the " cats'
eyes ' according to the road. For instance,
if one takes Birmingham as a centre the
road from Birmingham to Stratford -on -Avon
could be a blue one and a white one. From
Birmingham to Warwick could be a green
one and a white one. From Birmingham to
Coventry could be a green one and a blue
one. From Birmingham to Bristol one amber
and one green. From Birmingham to Lich-
field one blue and one amber. The combin-
ation could be varied a hundred times and the
regular drivers would know they were on
the right road by the code of " cats' eyes."
Strangers could be warned by a sign (in
" cats' eyes ") of the type of reflectors they
should follow to get to a certain destination.
After the initial outlay the upkeep would be
no more than at present.

All warning signs and Belisha crossings
should be in red, and if possible some sort of
soft light thrown on to the crossing to reflect.

I have found the ordinary white " cats'
eyes " a great help in foggy weather, and I
think their use can be better utilised.-S. A.
STARKEY (Leamington Spa.)

SIR,-Your invitation of suggestions for
overcoming fog handicaps can manifestly

only properly be accepted by those with some
scientific standing in this field.

Prescribing remedies is not therefore for
the layman, but perhaps the following ques-
tionnaire may at least serve to focus the
problem :

(a) If fog is merely a cloud at ground
level is it not amenable to treatment by the
various artificial rain -making methcds
which have been tried with varying success?
If not, is it because`a really successful tech-
nique has not yet been evolved?

(b) If infra -red rays can penetrate fog,
surely by now some relatively simple means
exist of rendering them visible to the eye
by shortening their wavelength ? Over
fifty years ago it was known that the
passage of rays from the red end of the
spectrum through a solution of magdala red
shortened them to visible yellow, and it is
some years now since a report appeared of
an instrument in which infra -red rays
excited electron emission from a screen, a
focused image being created on a fluor-
escent screen.

(c) Obviously every vehicle and pedes-
trian cannot be equipped with radar, but
if infra -red photographic plates are readily
available why not infra -red binoculars ? Is
it lack of interest, or of research, or are
the authorities afraid of the social con-
sequences of Dick, Tom and Harry being
able to see in the dark ?

(d) If all the visible rays of the spec-
trum are scattered and annihilated by fog
can greater attention to street lighting prove
of much avail ?

Finally, sit, may I say that I firmly believe
that this problem, like many others, could be
speedily solved if Governmental technical
advisors as a class could be prevailed on to
exchange their present contemptuousness in
regard to outside ideas and suggestions for
a fealisation that there are in the world in-
telligences other than their own.-J. A.
JOHNSON (Penzance).

SIR,-With reference to your editorial
article, on the danger of fog. I feel

that it would 'be very difficult to produce a
system of car lighting that would penetrate
fog satisfactorily unless one could fit infra-
red apparatus on vehicles which would be
extremely costly and difficult.

I suggest that the only way to overcome
this menace is to set up fog washing estab-
lishments. I know this sounds fantastic, but
this is what I propose. Fog is a collection
of smoke and dirt, and consists mainly of the
output of London's chimneys. Now, at
notorious bad spots for fog around and in
the London area, set up a plant to intake so
many cubic feet of air (fog), wash it, extract
the by-products, separate the smoke and air
(if this is possible).

Throw out the clean air into the neigh-
bourhood, and if one cannot entirely separate
the smoke from the air throw this out
through 6o or rooft. chimneys much as they
do at Battersea Power Station. The annual
value of the by-products would, I imagine,
pay for the scheme in a few years.-F. A.
KEMP (Finchley).

SIR,-As a reader of PRACTICAL MECHANICS
I would like to give my suggestion for

helping transport and the railways in fog. My
suggestion for the railways would be to have
two parallel lines of neon light fifty feet long.
This neon apparatus would be fitted up per-
manently at the side of the track, a short
distance before the usual signals. The driver
would see at a glance whether it is showing a
green or red strip. This would save time
and let the train carry on its course without
fear of making any mistakes in the fog. Both
the neon strip signal and the usual signal can
be worked as one, for green or red, by the
signalman, the same as he is doing with the
present signals.

My other suggestion for road transport
would be to lay a narrow iron line flush with
the road, one for the up traffic and one for
the down traffic, with branch lines to all
roads that matter. The apparatus on the
vehicle would be fitted on the dash in fromt
of the driver. This apparatus would be a
form of wireless apparatus on the lines of a
mine detector, so that if the vehicle was
going away about a yard off to the side of
the iron line an indicator would register to
the driver he was off course. In the event
of crossings there would be short neon strips
or some kind of coloured light, such as blue
for London, yellow for Carlisle, and so on.
Different routes would have a different
colour, and this would let the driver know if
he was on the right road; and save the driver
time and suspense wondering if he should
risk carrying on.-W. G BATES (Dalkeith).

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS
TABLES AND FORMULA

Ninth Edition
by F. J. CAMM

A handbook dealing with methods of calcula-
tion, solution to workshop pr.oblems, and the
rules and formula necessary m various work-
shop processes. It contains all the information

a mechanic normally requires.
From all booksellers, 6/- net,
by post 6/6 from the publisher,

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.
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Cars Must Change
Some Ideas and Possibilities of. Development

By Prof. A. M. LOW

SOME things are certain. You will
remember the story of the lazy boy
and the steam engine. He had to

open the inlet valve by pulling a string
every time the piston reached dead centre
and he soon fixed up a lever to do his
work. So' it was with the old automatic
inlet valve which was always fitted to auto-
mobile engines not so long ago. Mechanical
valves had to come. It was obvious.

But design is just as crude to -day :n
the eyes of the future and it is clear that
certain characteristics, common to nearly
every car, have to go. It is still obvious,
and the details, as the catalogues say, are
" too numerous to mention." They are a
matter, not of prophecy, but of common
sense.

Exactly the same circumstances apply to
general invention which is as much an
affair of fashion as a hat. In the early days
of the cinema most people preferred a magic
lantern. Then movement became necessary.
Then sound, ,colour, and now we search
wildly for stereoscopy with all its nearly
impossible technique. Every one of these
changes was accurately foreseen and
violently derided at the time.

Motor -cars are the best example of all
because they are collected from nearly every
branch of science, from biology in tyres
to mechanics, metallurgy, chemistry and
modern physics. A conglomeration which
remains both incomplete and startlingly poor
if we think upon first principles.

Take carburettors and mix them with the
otto-cycle. We want petrol -gas and air, but
dare not use them because partly vaporised
liquid helps to cool an engine. We need
high compression, but have to reduce it
for fear of pre-ignition. High speed is
essential to prevent power from wasting itself
into radiator and exhaust pipe, yet we lower
our r.p.m. for reasons of comfort, silence or
gear losses.

Engines ought to be hot in order that
heat may not be absorbed from the explod-
ing gas. They must run cool or they are
impossible to lubricate. Combustion should
be rapid to ensure fuel economy, and slow
to give us an engine that is pleasant to
drive or cheap to manufacture. Make
petrol hot to prevent condensation, and then
make it cold to improve volumetric efficiency.
It is all very queer.

Anyone could foresee the supercharger,
brought in to help so that in the fraction
of a second available to charge the cylinder

Digging a hole for one wheel to sink into when the opposite wheel goes over a bump !

enough pressure was
available to get the
mixture past a little
valve. It must be a
relatively small valve
or its loading be -
c o m e s impossibly
high. ,

So that is my first
amusement ; it is to
stand near an idling
bus engine, where
fuel is metered by a
pump, to overcome
the joke of bouncing
springs, with valves
which never do as
they are told, and to
listen to the racket.
Listen to a high-
speed engine, or slow
down its movements
-there are many of them-by a high-speed
camera. It is clearly essential that something
should be done.

Electrically -run Cars !
I believe that in the far distant future,

when the transmission of electric energy
becomes cheap or its production so easy
that waste does not matter, we shall have
electrically -run cars on the " Russian
factory " principle of induction. Even electric
storage may be possible in our grandchild's
day. But meantime, *reciprocating engines
cannot last much longer.

At the moment turbine jet engines, which
might eventually give us cars-cum=aircraft,
are quite impracticable. So was fluorescent
lighting for automobiles a few years ago.
It is less than zo years since internal com-
bustion turbines were jokes. I have made
several.. All failures, because if metal ran
hot it melted, and if cooled it poured useful
heat down the cooling water drainpipe.
But that has changed. Internal combustion
engine turbines are running as power plants
and on locos with great success as the result
of metallurgical progress.

Power Wastage
Have you ever worked out the causes of

rattle ? Modern cars either rattle or waste
power. Most large, comfortable vehicles
are deliberately wasteful. A 7 h.p. motor
will give as much power as one of 3o h.p.
if noise and fuss are neglected. Think of

The " hammering " effect which goes on within -the engine when a car
is travelling at 6o m.p.h.

exhaust valves. Four of them, each with
a 701b. spring and a load of perhaps 8olb.
gas pressure. It needs a pressure of far
more than roolb. before each valve can be
opened, and if you will imagine yourself
at a fair watching a man swiping at an
anvil with a hammer in an attempt to " ring
the bell " you have some idea of what
progress in automobile design has achieved.

Quite heavy pistons have to be stopped
and started many times every minute when
an engine is running at 3,000 r.p.m.--a
comfortable speed for the driver but not
for the big end which, with connecting rod
and piston on its back, suffers a loading
of several tons per square inch-also many
times per minute. One hundred times per
second to be accurate. It is because this
sort of thing cannot go on that, irrespective
of technical considerations, I am so certain
reciprocating engines will not last another
5o years on cars. I believe that turbines
will come to our rescue and that, given
half the time, labour and money spent upon
making a r,000 cc. engine produce 5o h.p.
at 8,000 r.p.m., half the bad principles which
have been made to work will leave us for
ever. Great economy is not the first con-
sideration. Economy is seldom pleasant,
and it is " pleasantness " which sells most
ordinary cars.

No need to labour the point. Look at
your car and think of all that is happening
as you drive at 6o m.p.h. My illustration

is not exaggerated. No engine can stand
hammers for very long.

Unsprung Loads
For our second case we have springing.

Not unlike that of a coach built to travel
at 6 m.p.h. over battlefield roads. Our cars
have wheels hitting lumps and dents at
speeds of 6o or 8o m.p.h., and we have
not proportionately reduced unsprung load.
It is the inertia of a heavy wheel and axle
that causes wear, discomfort or breakage.
Breakage we have cured by making the
axle heavier and stronger until its response
to a blow is so leisurely that the chassis
rises with it. There is no time for the axle
to move on its own.

Logically, if one wheel on a solid axle
is hit up by a moving road, and it is more
convenient to consider the problem in this
way, the opposite wheel wants to move
downwards. Either the car must move as
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a whole or the axle must be 'featherweight.
The only alternative is to get out' and dig
a hole for this opposite wheel to sink into
every time one wheel goes over a bump.

This illustration is again not exaggerated,
but few people seem to realise that split
axles are certain to win the day. To say
they do not last is no argument. Since
when have independent springs received the
concentrated attention devoted to the old-
fashioned types which are " utility only -
in the worst sense of that unpleasant
-phrase ?

Gas Turbines
Almost 3o years ago I wrote .in the

Motor that gas turbines, or even inductive
transmission, might one day prove useful

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

on the road, and the laughter took quite
a long time to die down. My opinion, in
conclusion, is not altered by the appearance
of the Boering turboprop engine with
dimensions of 42in. by 22iri.' a weight of
14o1b. inclusive, of an initial gearbox and
a horse -power of zoo, without reckoning a
static thrust of 501b. from the exhaust. It
is said that it might be useful. for cars
or boats, a suggestion which to me is far
less humorous than any reciprocating power
plant yet designed.

Perhaps now that Mr. Strauss, of the
Ministry of Supply, has mentioned the
possibility of turbines for road transport,
something may be done, but as I have only
been writing about the importance tof gas
turbines for 20 years, it is no doubt too

. Maifeh, 1949

much to hope-that anything swill happen
in England until contenipt for invention has
been fully demonstrated. '

These are but a few 'of the things which
cross my mind on a bad- road when the
hill is medium and the engine doing work
to which it is not really suited at all.
Internal combustion engines have no true
flexibility and are inherently unsuited to
traction in their present form. Add to all
this the alleged need for reducing the
number of car types, the call for standardisa-
tion or production at any cost of efficiency
and the legal control of design by economic
politics. The result from the aspect 'of
imaginative progress is not far to seek. It
is a conclusion which is being forced upon
nearly every branch of invention to -day.

-The Harper Sound Film System
A Method of Contact Printing Standard 35 mm. Sound Track on to 16 mm. Film

ONE of the most- significant inventions
that has taken place in the film
industry since the inception of the

talkie was recently announced by the
Harper Film Systems, Ltd. In a small
,backroom laboratory Mr. Martin Harper, a
pioneer in the development of cinemato-
graphy, has at last reached an aim he set
out to achieve over 4o years ago.

The ideas which prompted the invention
were the ever-expanding 16 mm. film
libraries, the increasing call for 16 mm.
prints of 35 mm. standard films, and the
always present cry for better 16 mm. sound
reproduction. Together, these requirements
were taken -up in many countries, and a
great deal of research work was undertaken,
particularly in America ; in fact, hundreds
of thousands of dollars' were spent there,
although no satisfactory solution was ever
found. In 1938, however, Mr. Harper
patented an invention which completely
satisfied this demand. Not only did he
satisfy it, 'but he produced results which
surpassed even the wildest dreams. In a
nutshell, he found a method of contact
printing standard 35 mm. sound track on

By R. RUSSELL .

to 16 mm. Harper film.
On 'top of this he designed
and built a projector
which not only was a
precision instrument of a
small size but was capable
of projecting standard
35 mm. film on t6 mm.
film without the neces-
sity of making any altera-
tions in the projector it-
self.

Mr. Harper has re-
designed the standard
16 mm. film so that a
35 mm. sound track can
be contact printed on to
the film, thus giving
35 mm. fidelity on 16 mm.
film. This, of course,
means that the film has
to pass through the pro -

Alternate frames jector at the rate of about
on the Harper film x8in. per second instead

strip. of 71in. per second.

Preparing to demonstrate the Harper sound film in the prototype projector.

Although it would appear that the amount
of film used would have to be almost double,
this is not really the case, ,since only the
alternate frames on the film are used during
the first run. "

 Alternate Frames Reversed
The accompanying sketch will simplify

the whole matter. It will be seen that the
alternate frames on the Harper film strip
ate printed upside down and that a sound
track runs down each side of the film, while
the perforations are made between the
frames.. During the course of projection the
35 mm. sound track on the Harper film
passes through the machine at the rate of
about 18in. per second, so also do the
frames. But, owing to the fact that the
alternate frames are blanked out during the
first projection, it is true to say that really
only half the film is used during this pro-
cess. On re -projecting the film without re-
winding it the alternate frames are projected
in conjunction with the sound track on the
other side.

The advantages of this new Harper -pro-
cesS are manifold-sound reproduction of
35 mm. quality, high film speed through
the projection, no rewinding of films neces-
sary after each projection, a cooler film run,
a steadier picture, an ingenious perforation
layout enabling a Maltese cross movement
to be used in the projector and virtually
eliminating the usual wear and tear of film
during its passage through the gate. Indeed,
after 2,500 test runs of a Harper film, there
was little or no signs of wear. Other stan-:
dard 16 mm. films have become useless after
only 5o runs.

New Projector
To utilise this- new film Mr. Harper and

his technical experts have been working on
the construction of a projeCtor capable of
using both the Harper and the standard
16 mm. films without the necessity of
making any adjustments whatsoever. This
new projector, which has now been com-
pleted, is a precision machine incorporating
most of the latest advances in professional
35 mm. projectors. Small in size, compact
in appearance and completely transportable,
the Harper projeCtor is a fine piece of
British ' engineering skill. Fitted with many
improvements, it is a completely perfected
projector of the future.

The revolutionary principles involved, in
the Harper sound system will enable ,a con-
siderable reduction to be made in the prices
of 16 mm. films hired from film libraries.
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THE WORLD OF MODELS
Trix Twin Trains Model of
Colliery Pithead Baths : Scale

Model Liner's Cabin

By "MOTILUS"

AMERICAN model railroad enthusiasts
are fortunate in having at their -dis-
posal an up-to-date magazine devoted

to model railway design, equipment and
operation. Edited by a keen follower of
the hobby, Mr. Albert C. Kalmbach, the
magazine covers all phases of the hobby and
is well illustrated. The July issue for 1948
gave a report by Mr. Henry A. Kirtland of
one of the editor's periodical statistical
reviews of th6 Popularity, or otherwise, of
the various gauges used for model railways,
the equipment, type and method of supply-
ing motive power. It is interesting to note
that the order of popularity has not changed
since 1947. For the benefit of readers who
have not had an opportunity of following
the results of these American model railway
polls, I am relaying some of the salient
points from Mr. Kirtland's 1948 report.

Users of HO gauge (i61 mm.) will be
pleased to know that their choice headed the
list with 62 per cent. of the model railway
owners included in this poll, against 54 per
cent, in 1947. Gauge 0 (Ltin.), which at
one time held first place, has fallen to 21.5
per cent. against 28 per cent. in 1947. Of
the other gauges included in the review, none
exceeded more than 7 per cent. of the total.

Research was also undertaken regarding
the type of locomotive preferred, irrespective
of gauge. Steam locomotives were the choice
of over 69 per cent.; the diesel engine came
next with 12 per cent, and electrical locomo-
tives only reached 5 per cent. Among steam
fans the " Pacific " was voted the favourite
of nearly 18 per cent.; but then the
" Pacific " is in greater use in America than
in this country.

Popularity of " 00 " Gauge
Reflections on the ever-increasing popu-

larity of r61- mm. or 00 gauge, as we.call
it here, have reminded me that " Trix " and

Fig. I.-One of the testing tracks in the Northampton works where Trix Twin mains arc made,
Every locomotive is given a performance test before leaving the factory, and this is only on.:

of the many tests made during the process of assembly.

" Dublo " trains are now appearing on the
home market more frequently, despite the
continued need and demand for export of
these famous miniature trains. Just prior to
last Christmas I had the pleasure of visiting
the Northampton works where Trix trains
are made. At that time it was " full speed
ahead " with production for the Christmas
home market, to enable many patient, would-
be purchasers to obtain sets as Christmas
gifts for young friends and relatives. I am
confident that by the time this appears in
print there will be some improvement in the
supply of these well-known model trains, so
that they are more likely to be available to
all -corners.

In walking- through the factory, I could

Fig. 2.-(Above) Two American -type Trix
locomotives : a goods locomotive and tender in
the foreground and behind it an express

passenger locomotive and tender.
Fig. 3.-(Right) A Trix American -style
passenger train set, consisting of passenger
locomotive and tender, baggage car, ordinary

coach and observation car.

not help remarking on the keen interest all
concerned displayed in their work. One job
some of the younger readers might envy is
that of testing the model locomotives. Each
one must be tested for starting, stopping and
reversing before it is passed out for packing.
Our illustration, Fig. r, shows a testing
bench where this essential operation is, carried
out.
Trix Trains

Some of the outstanding features of. Trix
mains are no doubt already known to readers.
The bodies of the locomotives are pressure
die-cast in a special alloy, a method which
also enables excellent external detail to be
shown on these small models. The alloy
is suitable for realistic painting, giving a very
good finish to the locomotives. The electro-
motor, a most important item in any working
model, is compact and efficient: the arma-
ture has a large diameter. Oil -less bearings
and adjustable brushes are other notewothy
feature's.

Many improvements have been made in
both hand- and remote -controlled points,
which are now neater in construction and
take up considerably less, space. This is a
distinct advantage, as it enables more variety
of formation to be used in track layouts,
owing to the smaller spaceoccupied.

The track sections, unique in being fitted
on moulded, Bakelite bases, just clip together
and once joined hold fast. They can be
taken apart and re-formed into various lay-
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Fig. 4.-Model of a modern design for colliery pit -head baths. Scale : -lin. to ift.

outs with ease and speed. Post-war con-
trollers, too, have technical improvements in.
the internal mechanism, making for a larger
degree of efficiency than in pre-war con-
trollers.

All the equipment of Trix trains is sturdily
built for long usage, a quality difficult to
obtain satisfactorily in small gauge model
railways.

Model Trains For Export
During my visit, trains for export were

still very much in evidence. Green electric
locomotives and coaches designed for Switzer-
land and Continental -type steam trains for
Belgium. I did not need to be told that
the New World was the destination of
the small locomotives, coupled to outsize 8 -
wheeled tenders, and boasting headlamps,
cowcatchers and the rows of steam domes
so typical of American practice. Accompany-
ing them were box cars, tank wagons and
American -style carriages (Figs. 2 and 3). The
United States, call not only for
trains modelled after their own railway
rolling stock, but also, as so many of their
people have visited this country, for models
in British style and colouring, to recall
memories of times spent over here. An
interesting point is that 00 gauge fans in
this country also ask for American -type
models, and it is hoped that some will soon
be available for the home market.

The leading toy stores handling model
railway equipment have never been so busy
since pre-war days as they were this last
Christmas: the first Christmas for some seven
years that anything like a comprehensive
selection of model railway equipment has
been available. Messrs. Bassett-Lowke, Ltd.,
in High Holborn, London, seemed to be able
to produce quite a range of models of all
kinds, as well as the castings and finished
parts so well beloved of the amateur model -
maker. I trust this is an indication of things
to come, and that the increase in goods
available for model enthusiasts will continue.

R.S.A. Juvenile Lectures
The extensive activities of the Royal

Society of Arts are probably only known to
those who make a point of following the
affairs of this body, so it may be news to
many people that each year, during the
schools' Christmas vacation, the society
arrange two lectures for young people in
London. These are known as the Dr. Mann
Juvenile Lectures, the society being able- to

 maintain them through a legacy left them
for this purpose by Dr. Mann, and they are
open to members of the R.S.A., as well as
their young friends and relatives.

Last December two specially interesting
talks were given, both accompanied by
demonstrations and cinematograph films : one
was " Puppets," by Mr. Waldo Lanchester
and the other " Model Railways," by Messrs.
W. J. Bassett-Lowke and R. H. Fuller, the

latter subject drawing a record audience.
Mr. Fuller gave a comprehensive survey of
the types, sizes and gauges of model railways
and included comments on the various means
of propulsion: electricity, clockwork and
steam. He also spoke of the application of
other models for instructional, educational
and demonstration purposes. This was
followed by a display, on an improvised
track, of locomotive control, signalling and
points systems and other details of model
railway operation.

The last item that afternoon was a series
of cinematograph films showing different
model railways in action in all parts of the
country. The show ended with a humorous
film depicting early railways in America. At
the close of this entertainment, members of

in a building to include, in addition to the
showers, a medical centre, canteen and boot -
cleaning apparatus. The models were to a
scale of n' -in. to ift. and were to be displayed
at exhibition's and other public gatherings in
different parts of the country. One of the
models is illustrated in Fig. 4. The establish-
ment of these pit -head baths would be of
unlimited benefit to miners who now have to
travel home at the end of a hard day's work
in their soiled working -clothes, unable to
avoid taking the dust and dirt from the mine
into their houses. When pit -head baths are
erected, the men can leave their mining
clothes at the baths centre, use the showers
as well as the canteen and medical services -

if required, and return home in clean clothes
and footwear.

Scale Model Liner's Cabin
It is a pleasure to hear that new British

ships are now ploughing the seven seas and
helping to ease the transport problem. -New
models of the latest ships are appearing in
the shipowners' offices. One of the latest
liners of the Union -Castle Mail Steamship
Co., the R.M.S. Pretoria Castle, has already
proved herself a popular ship, and the cabin
accommodation is roomy, straightforward
and in the modern style. Our illustration,
Fig. 5, shows a model (scale, Sin. to aft. or

full size) of a first-class single berth cabin
with private bathroom.

Made by Messrs. Bassett-Lowke, Ltd., of
Northampton, the model shows in detail all
the features of the actual cabin: pale blue
walls, mahogany doors and furniture, wash

Fag. 5.-A quarter full-size scale model of the interior of a first-class, single berth cabin on the
new Union -Castle liner, R.M.S. Pretoria Castle. The private bathroom is reached through a

door on the far left-hand side, near the wardrobe.

the audience were invited to examine the
models on display more closely if they
wished and to ask any questions about points
that interested them. This they did with
much enthusiasm.

Colliery Pit -head Baths Models
As readers are no doubt aware, facilities

provided for our coalminers, improved
though they are from former days, still leave
much to be desired. The Miners' Welfare
Commission, however, are doing all they can
to further the miners' interests and have
recently endeavoured to bring to public notice
the need for better facilities and accommoda-
tion at all colliery pit -heads. To this end,
several identical models were made last year,
showing an ideal layout for pit -head baths,

basin in the cabin, bedside recess for books
and papers, the window which takes the
place of the more familiar porthole and
internal lighting which actually functions in
the model. Finding material for curtains,
bedspreads and cushion covers, etc., with a
design to 'match the scale of the model, is a
difficulty frequently encountered in models
of this nature. In this Union -Castle model,
the material for -the window curtains and
cushion covers had to be hand painted in
order to reproduce a scale pattern. The re-
production of woven cane chairs is also a
difficult task, requiring a particular skill, and
the one in this model (seen in the illustration
standing near the berth) was made by a
craftsman of Messrs. Dryad, Ltd., of
Leicester.
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Trade Notes
The New Era "Invacar"
THIS new machine, the product of Invacar

Ltd., of 57, West Road, Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex, realises for the first time the wish of
many disabled people. It enables all those
using Merlin house chairs to lead a normal
social and business life, giving them complete
independence of movement at all times and
to all places to which they have access in
their house chairs. The New Era chassis is
not only a very convenient motor vehicle,
it also incorporates a very comfortable and
manoeuvrable self-propelling house chair.
By pulling a lever at the side one can raise
and lower the ramp which folds up into an

The New Era " Invacar," showing how the owner -driver propels himself
into the driving position.

inverted " V," and the disabled person can
then wheel himself into the driving position.
There is an interlocking device which makes
it impossible to start the engine until the
chair is properly locked in position.

The engine is the latest pattern Villiers
125 c.c. Mark IOD, developing over 4 brake
horse -power. Petrol consumption : 85/too
m.p.g. Full details concerning specification,
specialised controls and prices are obtainable
from Invacar Ltd., at the address given.
kcralac Polychromatic Lacquers
POLYCHROMATIC finishes came into

vogue as car finishes before the second
world war. At that time there were also a
few polychromatic finishes on steel furniture,
ashtrays, and similar articles. To -day, this
popular finish is applied to cars, cycles, elec-,
trical fittings, and many articles in everyday
use.

This special finish consists of a tinted
transparent lacquer containing finely divided
particles of a metallic pigment which pro-
duces a soft lustre aptly described as
" Jewelescence."

To make these lacquers available for
domestic use, Acra Products Ltd., of Acra
House, Acrabond Works, Shepley, Nr. Hud-
dersfield, have recently produced them in a
small pack containing six jars of distinctive
colours.

The latest pack announced by this firm
consists of zoz. jars of model dopes in
marigold, vermilion, blue, yellow, black,
ivory and silver. The material itself is
formulated on a high flash nitro -cotton basis,
and is sufficiently slow in primary drying to
allow the model builder to apply the dope
easily by brush (or spray) in much the same
way as an ordinary oil enamel. It dries hard
in one hour. .

The film produced by this. dope is
extremely tough and durable, and is designed
to give complete resistance to oil, petrol,
diesel oil and ether. It also gives good
protection against Methanol and Nitro
Methane fuels.

New Bench Milling Machine
ANEW design specially produced for the

small user and incorporating refine-
ments suggested by long experience with
production machines has just been intro-
duced by T. Garner and Son, Ltd., Redbrook
Works, Gawber, Barnsley.

The castings for this machine are of finest
quality grey iron,
nickel toughened.
Slides are hand
scraped and fitted to
close limits, and the
bearings are of the
split -parallel type in
cast phosphor
bronze.

The three step vee
drive gives ample
power and speeds for
all normal opera-
tions. The knee is
of rigid design to
minimise vibration.

Vertical movement
is actuated from the
top of the machine,
contrary to usual
practice. This facili-
tates operations and
obviates the usual
trouble of swarf
fouling the lead -
screw, not to men-

tion the operator's hands. A special bench
mounting countershaft motor unit is pro-
vided, where required, and the motor (1 h.p.
recommended) fits directly to this unit.

New bench drilling machine by T. Garner and
Son, Ltd. Note how the vertical movement of
the table is controlled from the top of the machine.

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
Table Length, it inches. Cross Traverse, zi inches.

Table Width (z Tee Slots), 31 inches. Centre of
Spindle to bottom of over arm, 2 inches.

Pulley Diameters: 11, 21, 31 inches. Vertical Move-
ment : 6 inches.

Pulley Section : 1 inch Vee. Spindle Bored. No. 2
M.T.

The price is fixed at £20. Further par-
ticulars can be obtained from the address
given in the previous column.

Club Notes
Colchester Society of Model and Experi-

mental Engineers
THE annual general meeting was held at

St. Mary's Maw Hall, on January 18th,
and was well attended. At the outset of the
meeting the aero-model section stated that
they wished to form a society of their own,
but after much friendly discussion it was
decided that they become a sub -section and
remain a component part of the society.

The election of officers and committee then
followed. The treasurer's report showed a
satisfactory balance, and the secretary re-
viewed the year's working.

The new president, Mr. B. D. Downes,
then addressed the members, stressing the
value of model -making as an educational
course for juniors and an occupational
pastime for the advanced.

The society is arranging an exhibition of
models for public viewing in April. Model-
lers living in or near Colchester who would
be willing to loan models, either working or
for exhibition, please write to Mr. B. D.
Downes, " Southernwood," Rowledge Road,
Old Heath, Colchester.

New members will be welcomed-hon.
secretary, A. E. Andrews, r, Highfield Drive,
Lexden Road, Colchester.
Eccles and District Model Engineering

Society
AT an extra -ordinary general meeting held

on January 16th it was decided to
broaden the scope of the club and to en-

courage model engineers interested in all
branches of the hobby to join. The club
has, thanks to the generosity of one of its
members, and the co-operation of the local
council and parks department, one of the
finest multi -gauge tracks in the north, on
which competitions and passenger hauling are
regular features. It is hoped now to cater for
people interested in other subjects, such as
aeroplanes, boats, petrol engines, etc.

Our programme for the year will include,
in addition to track events at Winton, lec-
tures, film shows, demonstrations and visits
to places of interest, including the Model
Exhibition in London.

Anyone wishing to join, whether expert or
novice, should get in touch with the under-
signed or come to one of our meetings at
St. Catherine's School, Catherine Street,
Winton. Meetings are held on the first and
third Wednesday of each month at 7.30 p.m.
-W. J. Thompson (hon. sec.), 16, Prest-
wood Road, Salford, 6.

A NEW VEST POCKET BOOK

NEWNES METRIC &
DECIMAL TABLES

By F. J. CAMPS

3/6 or 3/9 by post from
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.
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QUERIESQnd
ENQUIRIES
A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page 48 (THE CYCLIST),
must be enclosed with every letter containing a
query. Every query and drawing which is sent
must bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Refrigerants
1" AM thinking of constructing a small refrigerator
A of the type which uses a small heating element
to convert the liquid to a gas. Could you give me
the name of the liquid used and where 'obtainable,
also, the approximate wattage of the element for
use on 23o v. supply ?-J. Felgate (Surbiton).
THE construction of a really serviceable refrigerator

is a most difficult task, calling for skill and, above
all, practical experience. There are no available
books detailing the many intricate details of such
construction which is largely a matter maintained
secret by the various manufacturers. Hence, if you
embark on the construction you must be prepared for
disappointments.

Different types of refrigerators use different refrig-
erants. Some use anhydrous ammonia, others sulphur
dioxide. Others, again, use a mixture of ammonia
and hydrogen, whilst the more recent types em-
ploy " Freon," which is dichlortetrafluorethane.
This is not now generally available, but ammonia and
sulphur dioxide of refrigerant quality are obtainable
from I.C.I., Ltd., London, S.W.t, or through any
wholesale chemical dealer. It is very essential that
such refrigerants are entirely free from moisture.

A small heating coil of about 40 -watt capacity will
suffice in a small type of refrigerator.

To give you the details of refrigerator construction
would, for the barest outline, in fact, require our writing
a small book on the subject. You will see, therefore,
that such an " order "is hopelessly beyond the scope
of our query -reply service, so that all we can do is to
list a few books of refrigeration principles which might
be of use to you. These can be obtained (probably
secondhand) from any good technical bookseller, such
as Messrs. H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., t36, Gower
Street, London, W.C.r, or Messrs. Wm. Bryce, Ltd.,
54, Lothian Street, Edinburgh.

J. A. Ewing : Mechanical Production of Cold.
A. M. Greene : Elements of Refrigeration.
W. H. Motz : Principles of Refrigeration.
H. 1. Macintire : Refrigeration Engineering.
N. R. Sparks: Theory of Mechanical Refrigeration.
H. Williams : Mechanical Refrigeration.
W. R. Woolrich : Handbook of Refrigeration Engi-

neering.
J. H. Robinson : Practical Flints on Commercial

Refrigeration.

Clear Lacquer for Metals
CAN you give me a formula for " brass lacquer"

using methyl cellulose ? What I have in
mind is a lacquer similar to that used for chemical
and analytical balances -either clear or tinted.
Would a methyl cellulose lacquer be also suitable
for a wood finish ?-W. G. McFarlane (Glasgow).
THE following is an excellent clear lacquer for

A. brass and other metals. It is very durable,
and can be tinted by the incorporation of suitable
dyes :

Film scrap .. 15 grams.
Ethyl acetate .. 17 ccs.
Amyl acetate .. 25 ccs.
Xylene .. 6o cos.
Benzene .. .. 40 ccs,
Boiled linseed oil 8 ccs.
Tricrescyl phos-

phate or butyl
phthalate .. 3 ccs.

Meth. spirit .. 26 ccs.
A simpler type of clear lacquer can be made by

dissolving clear scrap film in a mixture of approximately
equal parts of acetone and amyl acetate. It is not so
good as the above one, however.

Either of the above lacquers can be used on wood,
particularly the first -named one, but several coats may
be required unless the wood has been adequately
sized beforehand.

Making Coal Briquettes
CAN you advise me if there is some readily

obtainable substance, which can be bought
in small quantities, that will quite simply bind
coai dust to form briquettes, and in what pro-
portions it should be used ? What drying -off
process is required ?-A. B. Durston (Edinburgh).
THERE is no material which is really suitable for

your purpose. The only material which you could
use to form briquettes of coal would be Portland

cement, but this would render them only semi -com-
bustible.

To make briquettes it is essential that you have
a hydraulic press, which must be capable of a pressure
of at least half' a ton per square inch. Under these
conditions, any heavy oil, creosote and even China
clay can be used as a binder.

If you could obtain any waste resinous material
from a local works, you might be, able to use this as
a binder, but you would not, of course, be able to get
regular supplies of it at anything like an economic
rate. In ordinary circumstances, therefore, without
the aid of a hydraulic or other type of heavy press,
you have little hope of being able to make coal briquettes
satisfactorily. The experiment, indeed, is one which
has often been tried.

Cleaning Oil Paintings
T POSSESS some old and valued paintings which
A require cleaning in order that the detail
becomes clear. I shall be glad if you will inform
me concerning the best cleaning material and the
method of use. Also, is there any literature on the
subject ?-E. D. Roberts (Llanelly).

IT is quite impossible for us to deal with your query
adequately within the space of a short reply.

There is no reliable literature dealing with the cleaning
of oil paintings, although hints on the subject are to be
found scattered through numerous books on the

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones, and are pub-
lished as being of genfral intere it. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible
with their enquiries.

echnique of oil painting. Some of these should be
obtainable in your local library.

We have in hand for PRACTICAL NiECHANICS an
important illustrated article dealing with the subject,
which will be published in the near future, and in this
you should find many items of practical assistance.

In your case, you do not tell us sufficient about
your pictures to enable us to give you detailed advice.
What is the age and type of the pictures ? Are they
on canvas or on wood panels ? Have they been relined
or remounted ? Are they varnished ? What is their
general condition? All these details must he taken
into account when framing an answer, and it is just
these particulars which are missing from your letter.

However, for your guidance, we may say that the
best solvent for removing old varnish is normal butyl
alcohol, used hot, with just a trace of ammonia in it.
This is a very potent solvent and should be used very
cautiously. Other solvents are acetone, methylated
spirit, diacetone alcohol, isopropyl alcohol. These
should be used warm (take care; they are all inflam-
mable) with a trace of ammonia in them.

The difficulty in removing the varnish from an old
painting is to determine whether the varnish has been
laid over the perfectly dry painting, or whether a portion

6of the painting has een done with colours mixed with
the varnish. In the former case, the removal of the var-
nish will reveal the underlying picture in its original
colours. In the latter instance, a portion of the pic-
ture will be destroyed. That is why one needs to be so
very careful when using any varnish solvent, applying
it with a soft cloth, and only treating a small area at a B. (a) Oleic acid ..
time. Dye

If you remove too much of the picture you will have
to retouch it in again with oil colours. In any case,
the picture will have to be revarnished. This must
be done only with mastic varnish, made by dissolving
one part of gum mastic in two parts of rectified turpen-
tine, and applied to the canvas with the bare finger.
Only rectified turpentine must be used.

Removing Ink Stains from Carpet
COULD you advise me what to put on a carpet

to remove a large red ink stain ?-M. Lick -
man (S. Woodford).

YOU do not tell us anything about the carpet on
which red ink has been spilled, and, for this

reasor, our reply cannot be as full as it might otherwise
have been.

'Fortunately, red ink is notoriously fugitive. If you
write in red ink and expose it to sunlight for six
months, the writing will almost disappear. We suggest,
therefore, that it might be a feasible proposition for
you to remove as much of the red ink as possible from
the carpet by gentle scrubbing and mopping with soap.
and water and, afterwards, to allow the sun to shine on
the inked area. If this can be arranged, the red ink stain
will gradually fade (although, of course, we cannot
guarantee that the colour of the carpet itself may not
also disappear).

If, therefore. you decide against this slow method,
a quicker process is the following :

Make up a paste of cold (not hot) water and, chloride
of lime. When of the consistency of cream, add five
times its bulk of cold water and filter the liquid through
a cloth. Soak white blotting paper in the liquid, and
then lay the impregnated paper on the stained area of
the carpet. Alternatively, you can very cautiously mop
the liquid over the stained area. After the pile has
been just moistened with this liquid, dab it over with
strong vinegar or, better still, dilute acetic acid (1 in 4).
The stain will be discharged. since the red ink cannot
resist this chemical bleaching. Immediately, mop hot
water over the area in order to rid the carpet of any
absorbed solution. Finally, allow it to dry. You must
note, of course, that this treatment will have to be done
very, cautiously, because if the colours of the carpet
are in any way fugitive, they will be bleached, also.
But generally, given due care, a good job can be made of
ink removal from a carpet in this manner.

Oil Soluble Dyes for Leather
COULD you please help me with a problem
"-, concerning leather ? I have to hand Bismarck
brown dye. tannic acid and methylated spirit. I
have mixed 16 oz. methylated spirit to three small
teaspoons of Bismarck brown and having pre-
viously cleaned a number of leather gloves with
alcohol, I applied the dye. However, the dye does
not appear to be fast in the leather. Could you
please tell me how to use the Bismarck brown
dye as a base so that the dye will be fixed against
water ?-S. Hunter (Oldham).
QPIRIT dyeing of leather is rather useless, since,
`-1 as you point out, the dye is not fast on the leather
material. Some type of oil -soluble dye is essential.
There is a special variety of Bismarck brown used
for leather dyeing. It is an oil -soluble variety known
as " Bismarck Brown R. (Oil -Soluble)," and it is more
suitable than the normal water-soluble Bismarck brown.

Two types of dye solution are available. We list
these below :

A. White spirit .. 20 parts (by weight)
Benzene or toluene 8o parts (by weight)
Dye 6 parts (by weight)

(approximately).

6 parts (by weight).
to parts (by weight).
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(b) Acetone .. .. 6 parts (by weight.)
Petrol too parts (by weight).

Stir a until uniform. Then add b slowly, stirring well.
The leather material must be entered into the cold

dye bath, which latter should then be raised gradually
to near boiling -point and kept thereat for half an hour.
It is then allowed to cool before the material is with-
drawn from it. Bear in mind the great inflammability of
both dye baths.

Spirit -dyed leather can be improved as regards the
subsequent rubbing and " bleeding " of the dye by
rubbing castor oil into it or, better still, a weak solution
of beeswax in castor oil-say, 5 parts of beeswax in
95 parts of the castor oil, Do not, of course, use too
much of the oil, otherwise the leather will become
everlastingly sticky. Use just sufficient to impart
to the material its characteristic pliability. The more
the oil solution is worked into the leather between the
fingers, the better will be the condition, of the leather.

Polishing Alabaster
COULD you please inform me how to polish
s-' alabaster ?-S. Penfold (London, N.).
FOR polishing alabaster use putty powder or alumina.

Apply with a damp rag.
Alumina can be made by precipitating a solution of

common alum with ammonia, and by subsequently
'drying and powdering the white precipitate of alumina
(aluminium hydroxide) thus obtained.

An alternative abrasive for alabaster polishing is the
following :

Sodium silicate (waterglass) part (by weight)
Raw linseed oil ..
Powdered chalk
Magnesium chloride .. 0.2 
Water .. to parts
Gelatine .. part
Dissolve the gelatine and the magnesium chloride

in the water. Add the sodium silicate. Stir till
homogeneous. Then work in the chalk and finally
add the linseed oil. The liquid will have to be kept
shaken, like ordinary liquid metal polish. It is applied
to the alabaster surface by means of a soft cloth.

Ink Eraser
T WOULD be much obliged if you could give me

a formula, or the name of a patent prepara-
tion, for erasing lines made by waterproof drawing
inks (any of the popular brands), on ordinary
black and white prints. I find that scratching
and rubbing removes the surface of the paper and
leaves marks after the operation. The colours
of the lines to be erased might be black, red, blue,
green, orange or yellow.-J. Byrne (Dublin).
MANY of the proprietary waterproof black inks

contain carbon black and, this being the case,
there is nothing whatsoever which can bleach them,
carbon being an absolutely stable substance. On the
other hand, however, some commercial black inks are
made up on a dye basis and, of course, all coloured
inks are of this character. Such ink marks can rapidly
be eradicated by treating them with two solutions,
viz.

(a) Grind up t part of chloride of lime with 4 parts
of water. Filter. Preserve clear liquid in an amber
bottle. This solution will not keep good for more than
a fortnight.

(b) Acetic acid x part, water 4 parts.
To remove an ink mark (other than a carbon ink

mark) apply a drop or two of solution A, and follow
this up with a similar amount of solution B.

Methanol as a Fuel
T POSSESS a 2 -stroke motor cycle and, in view

of the fuel position, I require your advice
on the advisability of using methanol fuel. Apart
from its cost, is it likely to cause overheating or
any other damage by normal use ? Can it be
mixed with petrol or oil ?-G. Bothwell
(Manchester).
VOU can use methanol as a fuel (if you can obtain
A it), but the engine will require a restricted air

supply, and you may experience difficulty in starting
in cold weather. Normally, you will not get any
corrosion from the use of this fuel, but if you use it
over a protracted period, and have a long exhaust
conduit on your motor -cycle, it is just possible that
you might experience a little corrosion at the outer
end of the exhaust conduit, that is at the end farthest
away from the engine where moisture may have con-
densed from the hot exhaust gases. However, even
this corrosion is not very likely.

Methanol cannot be mixed with petrol or oil, but its
use will not influence the normal lubricating arrange-
ments of your engine.

Gold-plating Bath
A

HAVE recently bought 'oz. of gold cyanide of
potassium (40 per cent. salts) and would like

to know the correct amount to add to one quart
of water to make a plating solution.-B. H. Spink
(Clevedon).
,THE exact quantity of gold cyanide in a plating bath is

really immaterial. On an average the bath should
contain about 3.5 grams of metallic gold per ',coo ccs.,
and the same solution should contain about t9 or zo
grams of cyanide. It is always best to heat the solution
to nearly boiling point for five minutes and then to let
t cool down again before using it when freshly prepared.,

You can use a gold anode, which will slowly dissolve
in the solution, or you can use a platinum wire anode,
which will remain insoluble. In this latter instance
you will have to replenish the bath with fresh amounts
of gold cyanide from time to time.

Da not use the bath dead cold or else you will get a

pale yellow gold deposit. It is best to use the bath
slightly warm. This will give a warmer and a " fuller "
gold shade. Indeed, the " warmth " of the gold
deposition increases with increasing temperature up
to 6o deg. C. (14o deg. F.).

Do not use more than a 1.5 volt E.M.F. If you do
the deposit will be apt to be powdery.

Attention to the above conditions is more important
than the exact amount of dissolved gold in the bath.
As long as there is sufficient dissolved gold to plate, the
bath will work well. When the bath becomes entirely
spent do not throw it away. Add it to a new bath.
The more a gold bath is worked the " riper " it becomes.
What this " ripening " really is forms a matter for
conjecture, but the fact remains that, like many other
things in life, the older the gold bath, the better it is I

Making and Storing Oxygen
T SHOULD be glad if youkcan inform me whether

it is possible to construct, in my workshop,
a safe form of apparatus for producing a small
supply of oxygen at a pressure of about 5lb.
per sq. in. as I wish to use a small blow -pipe
using ordinary coal gas and oxygen ? The use of
cylinder oxygen would prove expensive as my
requirements are comparatively few, and at
considerable intervals, whereby the rent payable
on the cylinders would be prohibitive.

The largest flame I should require would be
about 4iin. long. My chief requirements would

Glass or metal
opoaratvar

Oxygen

Water

Apparatus for storing oxygen. (R. L. Adams.)

be for lead burning but, small and delicate
brazing work would not be uncommon.

Also, where could I obtain the necessary blow
pipe complete with various jets and mixing pipe,
or fork fitted with taps ?-R. L. Adams (Ware).
YOU are up against a rather difficult proposition-

difficult, because, on a small scale, it is not easy
to store convenient amounts of gases. For storing the
oxygen, you will need two large glass or metal vessels,
similar to the sketch given herewith. The oxygen
is led into the lower vessel in which it displaces the
water upwards. When a supply of it is required the
tap is turned on, and the downwards pressure of the
displaced water in the upper vessel drives the oxygen
in a regulated stream out of the container.

To make oxygen, there are two simple methods.
The first is by the action of water on sodium peroxide,
Na202. About 7 grams of the peroxide evolve about
r,000 ccs. of oxygen at ordinary temperatures when
treated with cold water.

Another method is by treating potassium (or sodium)
permanganate with dilute sulphuric acid. Place zo
grams of potassium permanganate in a glass flask
along with too ccs. of dilute sulphuric acid (z in 4).
Heat the flask gently. Oxygen begins to be evolved at
a temperature of about 5o deg. C. (122 deg. F.) and
it continues in a steady stream. About to grams of
the permanganate evolve x,000 ccs. of oxygen.

You can obtain oxygen blowpipes from most dealers
in laboratory apparatus, such as Messrs. Townson and
Mercer, Ltd., Croydon, Surrey; Messrs. Baird and
Tatlock (London), Ltd., 14-17, St. Cross Street,
Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I ; or Messrs. Philip
Harris and Co., Ltd.,Birmingham. Also, The British
Oxygen Co., Ltd., Wembley, would be able to supply
you.

Polishing Perspex : Wadding for Polishing
T SHOULD be obliged if you would give me a
A recipe for:

(a) Polish for perspex ;

(b) Impregnating wadding for polishing metal.
-J. Arsbit (Bury).

\ PERSPEX resin is usually brought to a polish
\a/ during its original manufacture. There is no
satisfactory polish for easily imparting a smooth,
lustrous surface to the matted material. For your
purpose the best polish would be a paste made of
whiting and paraffin oil, finishing with dry whiting
alone. By mixing various proportions of rottenstone
powder, you can increase the ' bite " of the whiting.

(b) To make polishing wadding, the fabric used must
be of the undressed or unsized variety. Saturate them
with the following oil mixture

Castor oil .. so parts
Spindle oil .. so
Heavy lubricating oil .. zo
Benzole ' 7o
Wring the cloths out. Then lay them flat on a wooden

bench which has been sprinkled with Tripoli powder.
Sprinkle the upper surfaces of the cloths with this
powder also. Now run the cloths through a roller or
mangle. This will force the powder into the fabric.
The cloth will now be partly dry, and they may be
finished off by hanging in the open air. Give the
finished cloths a brushing with a fine wire brush in
order to raise the nap.

The cloths will always be slightly tacky  hence, they
will tend to collect dirt. They must, therefore, be
preserved under cover.

In place of Tripoli powder you may use plain whiting,
or a mixture of whiting and rouge, which renders the
fabric suitable for polishing the finest silver. For a
coarser polishing medium use silica powder.

Curing Tobacco Leaves
IHAVE a few tobacco plants and shall be glad

if you will advise how to cure and dry the
leaves, to give a suitable smoking mixture.-
F. J. Tims (Meopham).
THE curing of tobacco leaves on a small scale is a

very difficult task, mainly in view of the lack of
experience of the operator and because, on a com-
mercial scale, many of the successful methods are
more or less secret.

In your case you can only experiment. Here is an
outline of the process

The leaves should be cut in the autumn when they
just become brittle. They are then taken to an outhouse,
and hung up over lines. When perfectly dry the leaves
are stripped from the stalks. They are then washed in a
salt and water solution (t part of salt in 9 of water).
Again they are allowed to dry slowly, after which they
are cut up, the central vein or " midrib " of the leaf is
removed (this is subsequently dried, powdered, and
made into snuff), and then they are moistened and
pressed into cakes or spun into the form of rope
(" twist ").

" tobacco. Commercially,
the dried leaf is impregnated wits saltpetre solution
(to make it burn more easily) and it is flavoured with
coumarin, vanilla and other flavours. Of the science
of this flavouring, very few outside the world of pro-
fessional tobacco technologists have any knowledge,
since the necessary information has never been published.
As we said above, you can only experiment.

Fixing Wood -block Flooring
IHAVE a wood -block floor in my workshop

(deal laid on cement base) which is causing a
good deal of trouble by the blocks working loose.

I undertand that this floor was fixed by pitch
or tar, but this is not very lasting. I should be
grateful if you could tell me how to properly
fix these blocks.

Size of blocks is about loin. x sin. x !lin. thick.
-C. E. Baker (Hassocks).
WHAT you require is a bituminous grouting. This

is a fairly soft bitumen mixture which should
be obtainable from any asphalting firm in your area.
The grouting material is gently melted and, in that
condition, is laid on the cement floor base to a depth of
about iin. The wooden blocks are then laid in this
grouting. Some workers cover the sides of the blocks
with the grouting ; others prefer to secure the blocks
one to the other by means of short nails, whilst others
still use a combination of these methods.

Pitch is not very suitable for the job. It is too brittle
and too susceptible to temperature changes.

If you are unable to procure the necessary material
locally, write to The Limmer and Trinidad Lake
Asphalt Co., Ltd., Steel House, Tothill Street, London,
S.W.1.

Tarnishing Solution for Brass
T WISH to tarnish some brass cap -badges to a
A brown colour. Can you describe the process ?
-B. B. Smith (Watford).
TN a china or porcelain basin mix together a dessert -I spoonful of slaked lime and an equal measure of
sulphur. Cover the mixture an inch or two deep with
water. Place the basin in water in a larger saucepan and
gently simmer the contents for half an hour. Strain
off the yellow liquid resulting.

Dilute one part of this yellow liquor with about to
parts of water. Immerse the brass articles in the result-
ing liquid. They will rapidly tarnish and will go through
all shades of yellow, red, brown to black. Remove the
articles when' they have reached the desired shade.
Wash them well and then rub them over with an oily
cloth after first drying them.

The tarnishing action can be speeded up by adding
more of the yellow fluid to the water, but, as a general
rule, it is better to have the liquor fairly weak, for,
under these conditions, a greater control can thereby
be exerted on the tarnishing action.

This process will only work with brass and copper
articles.
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 TAKE UP
PELMANISM

For All Times
and Circumstances
PELMANISM

has stood the
test of time. During the last

half -century, in peace and war, in
times of prosperity and of depres-
sion, it has helped and encouraged
men and women in all the affairs
of life. Now in this viral period of
recovery and development two
facts stand out against a back-
ground of evidence -the large
number of serving and ex -Service
members of H.M. Forces enrolling
for the Pelman Course and the
continued support of the civilian
public.

This increasing demand proves
the creative and re -creative value
of Pelmanism. Minds under stress
and strain are sorely in need of
restful recreation and, soothing
stimulus. Pelmanism gives all this
and more. It is the way to clear
thinking and calm but determined
action under all circumstances.
You cannot be harassed by anxi-
eties, fears and worries, or feel
helpless, mute and fearful in times
of sudden emergency when
imbued and buoyed up by the
friendly personal guidance of
Pelmanism. Take the Course
to -day and possess those self-
reliant attributes permanently
enjoyed by over half a million
grateful Pelmanists.

A True Philosophy
Pelmanism is a true philosophy

of living for ordinary sensible
people who wish to make the best
of themselves at all times and under
all circumstances. To -day Pelman-
ism is appreciated as much as
ever. The test of time has proved
the Power of Pelmanism and the
Course provides just that help and
encouragement so necessary in
these times of strenuous endeavour.

Half -fees for serving and ex -Service
. members of His Majesty's Forces

(Apply for Services Enrolment Form)

Pehnanists are not left to make
the applications themselves. An
experienced and sympathetic in-
structional staff shows them, in
exact detail, how to apply the
principles of Pelmanism to their
own circumstances and aspira-
tions. Thus every Pelman Course
is an individual Course.

Remember -Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.
The Pelman Course is fully

described in a book entitled
" The Science of Success."
The Course is simple and interest-
ing, and takes up very little time;
you can enrol on the most con-
venient terms. The book will be
sent you, gratis and post free, on
application to :-

PELMAN INSTITUTE,
!Established over 50 sears)

130, Norfolk Mansions,
Wigmore Street, London, W.1.

Callers welcomed.
PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES. PARIS:
176 Boulevard Haussmann. AMSTERDAM :
Damrak, 68. NEW YORK : 271 North
Avenue. New Rochelle. MELBOURNE :
396 Flinders Lane. JOHANNESBURG :
P.O. Box 4928. DURBAN : Natal Bank
Chambers (P.O. Box 1489). DELHI: 10
Alipore Road. CALCUTTA : 102 Clive Street.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

1/40 H.P. 3 PHASE MOTORS
Brand New 3 phase, 50 volts, 50 cycles
motor, 2,500-2,750 r.p.m. Totally
enclosed with I iin. long spindle of

51I6in, diameter. Moulded terminal
panel for connection. 4 feet on base for
fitting.

Ref. 0S469A. Only 451-, Carriage Paid.

CEMCO PENDANT LAMPS
Ideal for garage, terrace, porch
or workshop. A Canadian made
lamp, comprising solid metal base
for suspension, fitted with standard
B.C. lampholder, and with tubular
glass case. Only 716.

Carriage and packing, 216.

MOTOR ALTERNATORS
A super Admiralty equipment in grey steel
cabinet. With a D.C. input of 24v., a

fully regulated output of 230v. 50 cis. A.C.
is obtained. The equipment incorporates
a starter switch, and the output is metered
by means of an A.C. Voltmeter. A control
switch and fuses in both A.C. and D.C.
circuits are also incorporated. Rating 80
watts. BRAND NEW, £6.
(Carriage and packing. £1.)

Terms : C.W.O Remittances payable to

FOR THE ENGINEER!
A powerful 20 : I Reduction gearbox,
with base fixing feet. Brand new and
unused. Manufactured by Gyral Gears,
Ltd. Only £4 carriage paid.

DIMMER
SWITCHES

For control of models,
or as dimming device,
etc., ecc. Fitted with
On - Off switch. 60

ohms resistance. Will
carry I amp. at low
voltages. 219 each, post free. Brand New.

CONTROL UNIT NO. 2
A useful control unit comprising a 3 -way,
3 -pole Yaxley 2 -bank switch, red signal
lamp (panel mounting), with 6v. bulb,
2 I2 -pin plugs, terminal board. 5 -way lead,
totally enclosed in steel box 4in. x 5in. x
2bn. Only 2111. Post and packing 111,

E. & G. Distributing Corporation Limited.

We are pleased to announce the opening of our new showrooms. where you will
be able to inspect our huge range of electrical and mechanical equipment,

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., Dept. P.M.,0 The Radio Centre,oar 33, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
Telephone : MUSeum 6667'89.

NOW AVAILABLE
THE NGELWASSP LCALSETAI CRASRTE

ES
NO SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS NEEDED TO AVOID AIR BUBBLES -
HAS OVER TWELVE MONTHS LIFE WHEN STORED IN A COOL

PLACE. MAY BE MOULDED GLASS CLEAR,
OR USED WITH FILLERS FOR VARIOUS COLOURING AGENTS

CHEAPNESS. SUPPLIED.

2116 COMMENCING OUTFITS
CONTENTS 51f6

FLEXIBLE MOULDING COMPOUND FOR MAKING MOULDS :
COLD OR HOT SETTING GLASS CLEAR LIQUID RESIN : PLASTAID
ADJUSTER : CATALYST : ACCELERATOR : FILLERS : COLOURING
AGENTS : INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLET : MEASURING VIALS : BULK

SUPPLIES OF MATERIALS ALSO AVAILABLE
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET ON RECEIPT OF 2:6 P.O.

SEND 2)d. STAMP FOR LEAFLET.

SOLCRAFT PRODUCTS, 372, PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX

PRACTICE YOURSELF INTO A CRAFTSMAN
And Inspire Youth to Enjoy Making Things !

Here are a few Interesting jobs away from the humdrum
MAKE a Wire Recorder and copy your friends' best records, B.B.C. gems. or
wedding services, etc. The wire can be used over and over again after magnetically
wiping out previous recording. Constructional gen. 5-- : synchronous motors for
drive, 454- ; Alnico wiping magnets. 2/6 ; suitable pulleys. 1,- and 116: capstans.
fve ; international standard spools for wire, 7/6 ; magazine of " Crown " recording
wire sufficient for half-hour run. 55/-. Total cost should not exceed £15. Your
present amplifier can be used, and a saving made here,
MAKE an Exposure Meter for 30/-. Kit of parts with assembly gen, 15,-, or parts
separately : microammeter, 7/6 : selenium cell. 61- ; two resistors, 1/6.
MAKE a Garden Waterfall with water tumbling over rocks into a lily pool.
Electric water -pumps, 350 galls. per hour. 24 volts for safety against possible shocks,
32/6 each ; step-down transformer from 230 v. to 24 v., 32/6. Post and packing. 116.
MAKE a Batteryless Foolproof Receiver which will drowse the kiddies to sleep.
Batteryless crystal diode valve. 2/6 .0005 miniature variable condensers. 4/6 ;
cell wire. 1.6 ; phones. 4111: .001 condenser, 11- : kit of parts with assembly gen,
16,- and gen for a 1 -valve loudspeaker set for the bedside. Kit of parts, 23.1.7.6.
MAKE a Trickle Charger which is never idle day or night. It works the doorbell
and will at the same time trickle -charge a 2- or 4 -volt accumulator. Kit of parts
and gen,
MAKE a Steel Guitar. Components for an electric sound head, 12x6. which
connects to pick-up sockets on your radio or amplifier ; also contact mikes for
attaching to fiddles. 'cello. bass, piano, etc.. 10/6.
MAKE a Robot Secretary. Just stand your telephone on the robot like a teapot
on its stand. and the conversation of the distant speaker is amplified loud enough
to hear without holding handset. All components and gen in stock. Total cost. £5.
STILL AVAILABLE. --1 h.p. 230 v. A.C. motors. £3.12.6. P1U85/- carriage : sewing -
machine motors. 230 v., 25'- ; micro -telephones, no batteries required, fine for bed-
ridden, house to workshop!cafe to kitchen, only 2/6 each. 4 for 9/6. -
Callers welcome to see home-made television for 215-220, or home-made wire
recorder. etc. Phone, asking quickest way to come : ILF 2068. ,
PARK RADIO of MANOR PARK, 676-8, ROMFORD ROAD. LONDON. E.12

March, 1949

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE.
ENAMELLED, TINNED AND FUSE.
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
LITZ WIRES. Most gauges available.
B.A. SCREWS. NUTS, WASHERS,

soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND LAMINATED BAKE-

LITE PANELS, TUFNOL ROD.
PAXOLIN TYPE COIL FORMERS AND

TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.
PERMANENT DETECTORS,
CRYSTALS, EARPHONES, etc.
Latest Radio Publications. Full Range

Available.
Send stamped addressed envelope for
comprehensive lists. Trade supplied.

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE LATEST

CRYSTAL VALVE
used in wartime radar equipment.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED.
POLISHED WOOD CABINET.

151-. Post 9d.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33, Bourne Gardens, London, E,4.

EASILY MADE FROM OUR CASTINGS

J. HALLAM & SON
UPTON, POOLE, DORSET,
MINIATURE PETROL ENGINES for

Aeroplanes, Boats and Race Cars.
Send 6d. for New List.

PERFECT PASTIMES
Modern Materials for

CRAFTS AT HOME
Plastercraft - Leatherwork - Lamp.
shade making - Plastics Models -

Toys -Patterns.
Send If- for specimen copy of the
Magazine Craftworker and Catalogue
of instructions, tools and materials.

HOMECRAFTS (Dept. 2),
Albion Street, Broadstairs, Kent

CRAFTSMEN'S AIDS
(For Better Leisure)

Would you like to have your workshop
completely equipped for machine
processing plastics -rapidly cuts, joints,
sands and polishes, power unit included
-with no more outlay than £2 ?
You can set up the complete assembly
on your work bench, or, with the
exception of power unit, on the
kitchen table, in FIVE EVENINGS.
Full details on receipt of stamped,

addressed envelope.
Keen Quotations for Perspex, or

Work carried out, in Perspex.
T. SINCLAIR, 5, Buss Craig Road,

Eyemouth, Berwickshire.

NICKEL PLATING
Complete Equipment, including Nickel
Anode, Plating Salt, etc. Full instruc-
tions for Plating Ornaments. Car
Fittings, and all Metal Parts. Flash -

lamp battery only requlr8d.
Price 15/., post free.
HOLBOROW aft CO.,

71, Weymouth Ray Avenue.
Weymouth.
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MODELS
MAKERS 

A really useful high quality variable
resistance for controlling speed of

motors driving models, trains, etc.

HIGH QUALITY
VARIABLE RESISTANCE

This 50 ohm variable resistance will carry
up to 2 amps. and is mounted in a black
crackle box with fluted PRICE
I sin. dia. knob. The box in lin
also has "on/off " switch TYP 161 each
and two sockets. post free.
Send lid. stamp for new lists of electrical
bargains.

A. J. S. McMILLAN,
5, OAKFIELD ROAD, BRISTOL, 8

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send Stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

Booklets:
"Experi-
ments " 7d.
"Formulas"

sod.

" Home
Chemistry "

2/3

Post Paid

BECK(Scientific Dept. A)

60 HIGH STREET,
Stoke Newington, London, N.16

You can sell with confidence and
recommende'sIUBILEE"the
Patent Worm Drive

Dose Clip
For Satisfaction
and a Water-
tight Connection
Remember the Name
JUBILEE Worm
Drive Hose Clips
Remember the Fact
There's never a
drip through a
JUBILEE CLIP
L. Robinson & Co
(Gillingham) Ltd
30.I.oadocChamirrs,

Gillingham. Kent.

ELECTRIC IMPULSE MOTORS
Three of man y
methods of con-
nection are : (1)
Motor will run
automatically at
40-60 revs, perminute- fordriving models,
etc. (2) Motor will

uncannily and automatically take up
the same position as an external 4 -way
switch. (3) Two motors will always be
in the same angular position. Thus
visible remote control of model rail-
way turntables, etc.. is easy.
Motors work from torch batteries or
mains transformer and rectifier. They
are small size. 3in. x Sin. x but are
very powerful. Price with instructions.
8/8 post free.

MERRIBULL PRODUCTS
44, Cromwell House, Wood End
Green Road, Hayes, Middlesex

The Famous Crystal Diode for making a
Super Crystal Set, 3/6 each.
Small .0005 Variable Condenser. Recom-
mended for Crystal Sets, 4B each.
Complete Crystal Set in Polished Case.
Incorporating Crystal Diode, uses one
simple control. No adjusting required.
Just select the required station and listen -
in. 18,8 post inc.
Useful Angle Brackets. 4in. x llin. x lin.
8d. per pair or 713 per doz. pairs.
Chassis Feet (Steel Plated Cadmium),
lin. x lin. x tin., with captive 2 B.A. nut.
Just the job for securing Radio Chassis or
Amplifier in Cabinet, 2/6 doz.
Electric Bells. Mechanism under the gong.
Works on ordinary 41 volt Battery, 4/11
each.
Super Double Pole Belipush. Can be used
on Mains with perfect safety. Ideal for
enlarger as used in Photography, 2/6 each.
Combination Padlocks. Very well made.
Ideal for cyclists. 4/11 each.
Radio and Television Books. Latest

issues. S.A.E. List.
MORTONS, 32, Camden Road,
Walthamstow, London, E.17.

To former members of the Royal Air Force

THE ROYAL

AUSTRALIAN
AIR FORCE

offers you first-class pay
and prospects

T HE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE has vacancies in more than
I twenty trades (see list) for large numbers of -former airmen of the
Royal Air Force.

Preference will be given to single men. The initial engagement is
for twelve years. The age limit for applicants is 40 ; but only
applicants under 33 years of age will have a chance of being re-engaged
(for two periods of five years each) up to the retiring age of 55, and
thus qualifying for a pension.

The Royal Australian Air Force offers :

GOOD PAY-consider these rates :
from 13/- a day (Australian
Currency) for a Group IV airman
to 25/6 a day (Australian Currency)
for a Group I Warrant Officer :
plus, of course, free uniform, kit
and uniform allowance, free rations
and quarters or generous allow-
ances in lieu thereof, also marriage
and separation allowances, travel
and removal expenses.

GOOD PROSPECTS: The R.A.A.F.
is an expanding force. Your
prospects of promotion are there-
fore very good.

WIDE CHOICE OF OCCUPATION:
:There are over 100 separate trades
in the R.A.A.F., and specialised
training is given where needed.

OPPORTUNITY TO FLY: Many
members of the ground -staff are
already being trained as aircrew.

GOOD LEAVE-three weeks' leave
a year, plus public holidays; extra
leave, plus travelling time, for
airmen in certain distant areas;
cumulative sick leave ; and six
months' long service leave on full
pay after twenty years' service.

FULL WELFARE SERVICES AND
BENEFITS--includini free dental
and medical attention, pension at
55 or a generous gratuity after
twelve years' service.

SPORT AND EDUCATION: Free
facilities, grounds and equipment
for tennis, boxing, cricket, football,
athletics, and at coastal= stations
also swimming, fishing and sailing;
also educational centres, reading
rooms, and tuition, by corres-
pondence or in classes, for the
improvement of your general
education.

FREE PASSAGE TO AUSTRALIA:
Successful applicants are attested
in Britain, and are then imme-
diately entitled to all the privileges
of the Royal Australian Air Force,
including free passage to Australia.

For form of application and
further information, call or write
(stating your former R.A.F. num-
ber, rank and trade, present age,
and whether you are married or
single) to

THE RECRUITING OFFICER
R.A.A.F., DEPT. AIR' 17,

CANBERRA HOUSE,
87 JERMYN ST., LONDON, S.W.I.

WANTED
GROUP I Carpenters (General, Rigger and M.8.13.), Coppersmiths,
Electrical. Fitters and Mechanics, Fitters (Armourer, D.M.T., IIA and 11E),
Instrument Makers, Radar Mechanics "A" and "G", Turners, Wireless
Maintenance Mechanics.

GROUP II Fabric Workers, Motor Trimmers, Telegraphists.
GROUP III Clerks (General), Cooks and Equipment Assistants.
GROUP IV Cooks' Assistants and Stewards.

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408 High Street, Lewisham, London,
S.E.I3.

(Near Lewisham Hospital).
PHONE : LEE GREEN 0309.

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. (NO
C.O.D.)

EX -GOVERNMENT MAINS TRANS-
FORMERS, Input, 230 v., 50 cycles, out-
put 45010/450 v., 250 mla., 6.3 v., 8 a.,
6.3 v., 8 a., 6.3 v., 4 a., 6.3 v., 4 a., 6.3 v.,
4a., 5 v., 4 a., 451- each, carriage 5/-, another
same input, output 350101350 v., 1130 mla.
twice, 5 v., 4 a. twice, 6.3 v., 5 a., three
times, 471- carriage SI-, another same
input, output 350101350 v., 250 mla.,
5010150 v., 100 mla., four 6.3 v. at 5 a.,
one 5 v. at 4 a., 4216 each, carriage 51 -
(size and weight of these transformers is
approximately 7i in. x 71in. x 6Iin., 20 lb.).
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 2001250
v., 50 cys., I phase, input, output 700101700
v., 70 mla., 4 v., 21 a., 12 v., I a., 301- each.
Another 525(525 v., ISO mla., 6.3 v., 5 a.,
5 v., 3 a., 371- each. Another 2,350 v. at
500 mla., 851- each. Mains Smoothing
Chokes, 10 Hy. 100 mla., 61- ; 150 mla.,
816 ; 350 mla., 251- ; 5 Hy., 250 mla., 1716.
EX -GOVERNMENT (G.E.C.) ELEC-
TRIC FANS. 12 v., a'c./d.c. laminated
field, complete with 5 impeller. New,
boxed, 201- each, post
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (Auto
Wound). Voltage Changers tapped 10,
20, 25, 90, 130, 150, 190, 210 and 230 v.,
all at 1,000 watts, a combination of 34
voltages can be obtained from this trans-
former, new ex -Government Stock, £511010
each, carriage 51, Mains Booster Trans-
former, tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175, 200, 220, 225,
240 and 250 v. at 1,500 watts (new, ex -
Government), £51510 each, carriage 51,
Another Auto Wound, tapped 0, 110,
150, 190, 210 and 230 v. at 1,500 watts,'
£611010 each, carriage 51-. Ditto, 2,000
watts, £71510 each, carriage 51,
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS
(Watt Hour). A.C. 50 cys., 2001250 v,
5 amp. load, 1816, post 21-. 10 amp., 211-.
post 21- ; 20 amp., 251-, post 21- also a
few only Pre -Payment II- slot type, 20 amp.
load, less coin box, complete with syn-
chronous Motor, 351- each, carriage 316.
SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new,
boxed. Moving Coil, first grade instru-
ments, 0 to 20 v., 101- each, or 3 for 251- ;
0 to 40 v., 1216 each ; 0 to 10 amps., 151 -
each, all tin. scale. 0 to 20 v., A.C.,
calibrated 50 cycles, 25/- each ; 0 to 40
amps., thermo-coupled, 251- each.
CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, size

x 161in. x Bin., containing 5 circuits,
5 Moving Coil 0 to IS, Ammeters, 10 to
50 VlMeter, 4 I -ohm 12 amp. Resistances,
114 -ohm 1-4 amp, Resistance, all variable,
also Switches, Fuses, etc., condition as
new, £411010 each, carriage 10/,
EX-R.A.F. CRYSTAL MONITORS,
type 2, complete in wooden carrying case,
the frequency depending on crystal used,
51- each. Short Wave Aerial Coupling
Units (Wavemeters), 5/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, Input 230
v., 50 cycles, output, 42 to 50 v, at 100 a:,
£15 each, carriage 101-, another input,
2001250 in steps of 10 v. Output tapped
6, 12, 18 and 24 v. at 10112 a., 451- each,
carriage 21- ; another 230 v. input, output
12 v. at 81 a., 251- each, carriage 21-;
another 220 v. input, output tapped 121,
25, 371, 50, 60, 75, 871,100, 110 v. at
1,100 watts, £411510 each, carriage, 716.
(These Transformers are all double wound.)
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES
(slider type), new, ex -Govt., 14 ohms
carry I to 4 amps., graduated, useful as
dimmers, etc., 17/6 each ; another 0.4
ohms, carry 25 amps., 1716 each, post 116.
Ex -Govt. Moving -coil Cell Testers, 3-0-3 v.
(new), 151- each.
EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS
(new). These consist of a Ferranti 0 to
450 mlamp. 2lin. scale meter shunted to
I mla. incorporated Westinghouse Recti-
fier, the whole encased in polished teak
case, calibrated at present 0 to 10 v.,
251- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, as new,
input 230 v., 50 cycles, output 12 v. at
8} amps. A.R.P. shelter transformers,
251- each, post 21-.
SWITCHBOARD METERS, bin. scale,
0 to 500 v. A.C., 50 cys., 4216 ; 0 to 50
amps. A.C., 50 cys., 3716 each.
PRE -PAYMENT l/- SLOT ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK METERS, 2001250 volts,
50 cys. 1 ph., 24 amp. load, 301-, each,
carriage 316 ; 5 amp. load, 351-, carriage 316;
10 amp. load. 4216 each, carriage 316.
MOTOR ALTERNATORS, Ex R.A.F.,
as new, 230 Volts A.G. 50 Cys.

1 ph. input.
OUTPUT 250 Volts. 625 Cycles 1 phase
(ci) .24 Amps. 75/. each. Ditto, 1725
Cycle; output 85/- each. Please note both
these machines need a separate 24 Volts
D.C. excitation.
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- FOR COMFORT

FROM THE WORD GO

SPORTS

An ideal tyre for the lightweight tourist
machine. Black in colour, it has an attractive
non-skid tread of extreme durability and is
very lively in performance. A popular tyre
of proved merit. Cover 7 4

8111332

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES

203, STAVELEY ROAD,
WOLVERHAMPTON

Shop by Post. A few items picked at
random from our stocks. Remember
all is Carriage Free to any address in
Great Britain. 24v. Camera Motor,
A.C. or D.C.. 17/6. G.45 Camera Motor.
12 or 24v., 7/11.. 50v. 50 cycle 3 ph.
Motor, complete in Transit Case, 15,-.
Approx. 115th H.P.. 2001250v. Motor.
Specially Converted from Rotary
Transformers. 78/6. Industrial Type
Adjustable Lamp. complete with
Reflector. less Lampholder and Wiring,
22/6. Mine Detectors. !complete with
Search Coils. Volume Controls. etc..
7,6. Magnificent Gun Sighting Tele-
scope. complete in Stowage Box, 67/6.
A few only. Bomb sight Computbrs

at 65'-.

Send S.A.E. for our latest Illustrated
Bargain List. You will be amazed at

the value we offer.

Mall Orders to : WALTON'S WIRE-
LESS STORES, 203, Staveley Road.

Wolverhampton.

Callers only : WALTON'S WIRELESS
STORES, 48. Stafford StreetW'too.

BALANCES FROM STOCK
Analytical Balance, 200 grms. £37 10 0
Chemical Balance, 250 grins. £7 18 0

, in case £13 5 0
Chemical Balance, 250 grms. £8 12 6

in case £17 0 0
ChemiCal Balance, 100 grms. £6 15 0

, in case £11 12 0
E.T.A. Student 'Balance. 50 grms.

£1 2 6
In transit case £2 0 0

Photographic Dispensing
Balance in box ... el 7 6

(All carriage extra.)
List on ant specific Balance available.

10. S.A.E.

VICSONS LTD.,
Foe. All Laboratory Apparatus.

PINNER ROAD, HARROW,
MIDDLESEX.

Telephone : UNDerhtll 0906.
Send stamp to Dept. E.S. for Lists of
Apparatus and Chemicals for the

student.

THE "FLUXITE QUINS"
AT WORK

At the Fancy Dress Ball,"
chuckled EE,

'' You'll win first prize, I can see.
As Miss FLUXITE
You'll set 'em alight. -

I shall with this blow -lamp,"
said she.

For all SOLDERING work-you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead --without solder ; .and the " running " of white
metal bearings-without " tinning " the bearing. It is suitable
for ALL METALS-excepting ALUMINIUM-and can be used
with safety on ELECTRICAL and other sensitive apparatus.

Flu.rite joints can be -*wiped"
successfully that are impossible

by testy other method
Used for over 40 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins,
10d., 1/6 and 3/-.

AkTO CYCLISTS ! For stronger wheels that
Wwill remain round and true, here's a time -
tested tip. Tie the spokes where they cross
with fine wire AND SOLDER. It's simple-
with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVEI THE -FLUXITE
puts-FLUX-

ITE " where you
j want it by a simple'

pressure.

Price 1/6 or filled I
2/6

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book on the ART OF SOFT - SOLDERING and for Leaflets on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

Also on WIPED JOINTS.- Price Id. Each.
FLUXITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.E. 1

ELECTRIC ENG RA VERS.-Powerful
instruments in flat case, on stand
with spring attachment, and switch.
Suitable for dog collars, tool marking.
etc., 4-6 volt model. price 48,6 ; A.C.
Mains model. 200-240 volts. 55/- ; A.C.
Engraver only, 4216.
TELEPHONE SETS, comprising t
G.P.O. hand phones, 2 bells. 2 pushes
and 80ft. twin wire. Price 60,-, post
free. Single Instrument, 22B.
MOTOR.--I-6v. dry battery driven,
well made. powerful, 11'6. Illustrated
list, 3d.
BATTERY CHARGERS FOR A.C.
MAINS. FOR CHARGING 2 -volt accu-
mulators at g amp. Parts with diagram.
12'6. Complete 1818. Postage 10d.
FOR TRICKLE CHARGING CAR
CELLS, parts with diagram. Output
II amps. for 6v. cells. 286 set. For
12v. cells, 30/- set.
Complete on Open Metal Base, 42;6.
Post it-. See List for larger sizes.
PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS.-For all
sound films. high fidelity production.
speech and music. Small tube size.
tin. x gin. dia.. 26/6. Midget tube,
lin. x tin.. 22/6.
COMPLETE OPTICAL SYSTEM for
:35 or 16 mm. sound film, gin. long,
tin. diam.. projects. 0.0005in. light
image. Price £2 2s.

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.,
64, London Road, Twickenham,
Middlesex. Tel.. POPesgrove 1318

PRECISION
B.A. SCREWS, NUTS,

WASHERS, STUDDINGS,
ETC.

We hold comprehensive stocks of
high-grade cut -thread B.A. screws.
etc., suitable for instrument manu-
acturers, model and amateur engineer;
and those who require screws of the
highest accuracy and finish. Send
stamp for price list.

SPENCER COMPONENTS
22 Caroline Street,

Birmingham 3
B.A Screw Specialists. cen. 5463
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Comments of the Month
The 1949 Show

APROPOS our comments anmt the
show that two Saturdays should be
included in its duration, we are glad

to learn that the 1949 show has been ex-
tended to cover two Saturdays, opening on
Friday 21st and closing Saturday, October
29th. The Council of the Manufacturers
Union state that they have decided on this
course because of the phenomenal success of
last year's six -day show, which achieved an
all-time record attendance with a very large
number of overseas visitors.

Another Bicycle Record
AS we go to press we learn that Britain

has beaten all records for the export of
bicycles, for last year, the third in succession,
more than r,000,000 bicycles were sold over-
seas. The best figures previously were for
1947 with a total of 831,113.

Our bicycle and motor -bicycle exports
brought in over £19,000,000, with
tional £6,500,000 for components. Our lead-
ing customers were India and Pakistan, who
purchased 302,352 ; British Malaya, 193,029 ;
Union of South Africa, 167,540 ; British
West Africa, 127,227 ; Eire, II0,711, and the
Argentine Republic 104,842. Statistics are
not available showing the price per bicycle
we obtained from our overseas customers
before the war, but we believe that it was
a higher figure than we now get. We must
not, therefore, lose our sense of perspective
on this subject of export. We must not
think only in terms of numbers of bicycles
exported but in terms of the £ s. d. they
bring in per bicycle. Before the war, for
example, we might have exported a half a
million bicycles to bring in a million pounds.
If nowadays we are exporting a million
bicycles to bring in one and a half million
pounds, our exports are up in relation to the
number of bicycles exported, but they are
actually down in relation to £ s. d. because,
on a pre-war basis, the million bicycles
should have brought in two million pounds,
which is another way of saying that statistics
can be made to prove anything.

B.L.R.C.-A.G.M.
OUR special representative at the annual

general meeting of the British League
of Racing Cyclists reports that our accusa-
tions that President Durman of the League
had told the Minister of Transport that, in
his view, massed -start racing on the high-
ways was undesirable, were denied. He ad-
mitted that he had read reports in this and
another journal, and that he had received a
letter on the subject from us ; he had thrown
the letter into the waste -paper basket. Once
again, therefore, we find it necessary to re-
assert with all the emphasis which print can
convey that Mr. Durman, the President of
the League, told Mr. H. R. Lintern, of the
Ministry of Transport, that he was against

By F. J. C.

massed -start racing on the highway. Mr.
H. R. Lintern reaffirms that Mr. Durman
made this statement in his presence and that
of his assistant, and we challenge Mr.
Durman to visit Mr. Lintern, with ourselves,
and make his denial in person. He has not
had the courage to reply to our letter, nor
to our printed comments. Here is a further
chance for him to re-establish the confidence
which many members of the League have
sacrificed in it as a result of our exposures.

Moreover, Mr. Durman knows the
redress he had if our statements are untrue.
It is because we feel that the London section
of the League is endeavouring to dominate
it that once again we have declined the invi-
tation to attend their annual dinnef, either
as a friend or as a member of the Press.

We are astonished that Mr. Durman has
not seen fit to take advantage of the oppor-
tunity we have afforded him of denying the
accusation made against him by Mr. H. R.
Lintern. We are only concerned with the
welfare of the League, and we should have
thought that was Mr. Durman's concern
also. It just will not do for Mr. Durman
airily to say that the Editor of the Cyclist
is not a member of the League, and therefore
he placed his letter in the waste -paper
basket. Such an attitude is interpreted
as meaning that the statements we make are
true. The waste -paper basket is often used
as an excuse by those who wish to disarm
too shrewd a criticism.

Now, Mr. Durman, What about it ?

Casualty Figures for 1948
ROAD deaths in Great Britain last year

totalled no less than 4,513. It is true
that this is 368 fewer than in 1947, and that
it is the lowest total recorded for more than
20 years, but it is still far too high. Over 86 j
people are killed as a result of accidents every
year. The following figures are illuminat-
ing. Against the year is shown the number
of casualties:

1938, 6,648 ; 1939, 8,272 ; 1940, 8,609 ;
1941, 9,169 ; 1942, 6,926 ; 1943, 5,796 ;
1944, 6,416 ; 1945, 5,256 ; 1946, 5,062 ; 1947,
4,881 ; 1948, 4,513.

The Ministry of Transport announce that
for the first time since the war there was a
decrease also in the number of non -fatal
casualties. These totalled 148,842, a de-
crease compared with 1947 of 12,476.
Figures for 1938 and post-war years are
given below:
1938 Seriously injured 50,975

Slightly injured 175,878
1945 Seriously injured 32,537

Slightly injured roo,5o5
1946 Seriously injured 36,588

Slightly injured 120,896
1947 Seriously injured 35,697

Slightly injured 125,621
1948 Seriously injured 33,067

Slightly injured 115,817

December, 1948
While casualty figures for 1948 as a whole

show an improvement, more people were
killed or injured on the roads in December
than in any other month of the year. The
killed numbered 547, or 135 more than in
November, and the injured 15,525, an in-
crease of 2,396.

This upward leap in the casualty figures,
though not unusual during the Christmas
season, ended a run of eight months during
which casualties had been exceptionally low.
The greatest increase was in deaths among
adult pedestrians. These numbered 257, or
97 more than in November. Private cars
were involved in almost twice as many fatal
accidents as in the previous month:

Compared with December, 1947, there was
an increase of 99 in the total number of road
deaths, and of 4,222 in the injured. This
may be partly accounted for by the fact that
in December, 1947, large numbers of cars
and motor cycles were laid up following sus-
pension of the basic fuel ration. Casualties
to motor cyclists last month were nearly three
times as many as in the previous December.
There were 6o killed, an increase of 24, and
1,452 injured, an increase of 914.

The peak day of the month for accidents
was Christmas Eve, when 43 people were
killed-the same number as on Christmas
Eve, 1947.

The Parliamentary Secretary to the Minis-
try of Transport, Mr: James Callaghan,
M.P. comments:

December accident figures are a warning to
us against complacency. During that month,
for a brief spell, motor traffic was back to
something like normal. The result was an
immediate leap in casualties, reaching the
shocking record of 43 deaths in 24 hours on
Christmas Eve.

Nevertheless, there has been a striking
decrease in fatal accidents during the past
three years. In 1945, deaths totalled 5,256;
last year they were down to 4,513. During
the same period thi number of motor vehicles
licensed rose from 2,500,000 to over
3,600,000.

It is still pedestrians who suffer most.
They numbered more than half the people
killed in 1948, and over a third of the in-
jured. That is why, as a climax to the
spring offensive on road accidents, we are
holding a Pedestrian Crossing Week begin-
ning on April 3rd. The offensive is being
planned and conducted by the Ministry of
Transport in co-operation with the Home
Office, Ministry of Education, Scottish Office,
and the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents. Behind it are over r,000 Local
Road Safety Committees who will be res-
ponsible for detailed operations in their own
areas. The churches and many other bodies
have also promised their support.

About 35,00o crossings in England, Scot-
land and Wales, are being overhauled and
reconditioned in readiness.
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Cycle Skis
AN inventor whose feet, when on skis, seemed to

belong to someone else, has invented a kind of
ski -cycle. A pair of metal skis are connected together
and fitted with toe guards into which the feet are placed.
The rider stands on the skis, holds onto a pair of handle-
bars, pushes off down a snow-covered slope and
breathes a silent prayer that he 'won't hit anything.
Should prayer not prove very effective, the inventor
has provided a brake attached to the rear of each foot-
rest which enables the skis to be stopped as well as
steered.

Some Excuse !
AN erring cyclist, who admitted to Boston Borough

magistrates that he took no notice of a' halt sign
in the town, explained : " I was in a hurry to get to the
Inland Revenue Offices to pay my income tax ! " The
chairman, looking very surprised, asked : " You don't
as a rule hurry to that place, do you " The cyclist
had his day's expenditure increased by 7s. 6d.

Cycled to Recovery
WHEN his health began to improve after more than a

year in hospital where he was being treated for a
tubercular knee, young George Sheppard, of Kettering,
was told that he ought to take up cycling to improve his
health. He read various books and magazines on the
sport while waiting to be discharged from hospital
and as soon as possible after he got out he began riding.
Now he is 20 years old and a leading rider in Kettering
Friendly Cycling Club, and during the past year has
taken part in 36 events of various kinds, many of which
he has won. He is a keen long-distance rider and plans
next season to take part in some 50- and too -mile
events.

Better and Better
MR. T. R. SNOWDON, who presided at the 23rd

annual dinner and prize presentation of Don-
caster Wheelers, referred to the fact that the club was
celebrating a year during which it had improved upon
pre-war standards, with more members than ever before,
more successful events and great social activity in
addition to the sporting side. The club has had its
most successful racing season since 1940, having won
ci team races and many individual prizes.

Crunch !
-rWO boys living in a Huntingdonshire village are
A bemoaning the loss of their bicycles, and when they

get new ones they are going to be very careful where
they park them. The other day they left their cycles
lying on the grass verge alongside a country road. A
tractor, pulling off the road on to the grass to allow a
lorry to pass, turned the two machines into a contribu-
tion for the scrap metal merchant.

Middle East Cycling
IN spite of the heat, some of which would be welcome

over here, members of the Forces in the Middle
East are keeping themselves in training with cycling
events. Many of the cycles in use are hybrids, and even
their makers would not recognise them now. Some are
made from bits and pieces picked up in various places,
while a few lucky ones have sports models, but the
riders are keen and put up good times, in spite of poor
roads and other difficulties, and find plenty of fun.

No Way Out !
"DuT it wasn't a vehicle, it was a bicycle,""com-plained a cyclist who was charged at Lough-
borough Police Court with failing to observe a halt
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sign while on his " vehicle." The magistrates' clerk
looked at the summons and told him : !` You can take
it from me a bicycle is a vehicle for .this purpose.".
The law alWays has an answer ready for those who
think they can trip it up !

Edgehill Monument
WARWICKSHIRE County Council has given

authority for the expenditure of. £300 by the
Council's Records Committee on the erection of a
Monument to the Battle of Edgehill fought in 1642,
and the first battle of the Civil War. The monument
will be erected on the battlefield and will consist of two
round memorial stones, about 6ft. high, each bearing a
short inscription in bronze with details of the date of
the battle and of the site where those who were killed
were buried.

Change of Sport
AS a change from cycling, teams from the two Peter-

borough clubs, the Clarion C.C. and Peter-
borough C.C., met and played a football match on
Boxing Day. Clarion was beaten by five goals to two,
and so successful was the match that the two clubs are
planning to make it a regular Boxing Day fixture.

Cold Work
RIDERS taking part in the first event ever held

at Christmas by the St. Neots and District C.C.
felt in great need of a little drop of something warm
when they dismounted. The event was a 25 -mile T.T.
and every rider crossed the finishing line covered with
Christmas decorations in the shape of hoar frost and
little icicles. ^

Off to Folkestone
MR. H. FOSTER, of 211, Walton Back Lane,

Chesterfield, who since 1935 has been manager
of the Halford cycle branch in Cavendish Street,
Chesterfield, has obtained a similar appointment in
Folkestone and will be leaving in early February.
Mr. Foster has taken a considerable interest -in local
affairs and he is also president of the Chesterfield
Chamber of Trade. Unfortunately he will be unable
to complete his year of office. owing to his new appoint-
ment, but he will be able to represent Chesterfield
at the annual National Conference of Chambers of
Trade which is to be held at Folkestope in May.

Britain's Oldest cyclist ?
MR. HARRY MONUMENT, of North Somercotes,

Lines, for many years a member of Grimsby
Cycling Club and still a rider at the age of 86, claims to
be the oldest active cyclist in the country. He can
regularly he seen on the road, and in bitter weather
he rode from his home to Cleethorpes to attend a
dinner given for old age
bought his first boneshaker for half-a-crown-it was
very hard on shoe leather as, of course, it had no pedals
-in 1875, he has travelled the roads on .two wheels,
and he attributes his present good health to his many
years as a cyclist and to the fact that he practices
moderation in all things and gets as much enjoyment
out of life as possible. One of Mr. Monument's favourite
stories is of the day in 1892 when he took part in a
very hectic race in Yorkshire and " by accident "
knocked down eight of the other competitors.

Time Trials Council Chairman
MR. C. BEERY, of Peterborough, a life member

of Peterborough Cycling Club and vice-president
and founder of the Fenland Road Riding Association,
has once again been elected chairman of the Eastern
District Road Time Trials Council-the governing
body controlling road events in the area. Mr. Beeby
is one of Peterborough's veterans, and has been a
keen rider for many years.

In a Hurry
SCUNTHORPE, magistrates, hearing a charge against

a cyclist who passed the traffic lights at red, were
told by a police constable that when he asked the
cyclist why he did not stop, he received the reply : .
" I have had twenty pints of drink. I can neither
hear nor see anything, and I want to get home to my
wife." Probably he was hurrying home before there
was an accident, but anyway the unsympathetic magis-
trate fined him ros. for passing the traffic lights and
another los. for riding without a front light.

A Ghostly Story !
"A CYCLIST riding to work at an airfield in the

East Midlands did the trip in record time the
other morning. He left home well before the unearthly
time of 5 a.m. and when he reached the airfield he was
in a shocking state, saying he was between the church
and the local public house when he saw a figure dressed
all in white sitting on a chair and waving its arms in the
air. Naturally, the public house was closed at the time.
Two R.A.F. service policemen went back with him to
investigate, but as these gentlemen believe in no creature
that cannot show its pass they, of course, saw nothing.
But the cyclist still sticks to his story.

Boston Cyclist Injured
JOET POPPLE, one of Boston's best-known racing

cyclists. had to receive hospital treatment after
being involved in a collision in the town with another
cyclist. Both riders were thrown from their machines
and severely shaken, and Mr. Popplc had to have two
stitches inserted in his head. Most of the force of
the impact was taken by Mr. Popple'a vacuum flask,
which he was carrying in his pocket home from work.
The flask was almost crushed double. This crash,
says Mr. Popple, shook him up more than a crash he
was involved in at Herne Hill when he sustained 18
various cuts and bruises.

Grimsby 21st
GRIMSBY Road Club, the' oldest active cycling

club in the town, has celebrated its 21st
birthday with a special gathering and social run. The
club was founded in 1928, hut in 1939, when other
more important jobs were to be done, it went into a
state of suspended animation and was not re-formed until
1946. Club members have broken many local and other
records, and one, Mr. H. Marks, was the first Grimsby
rider ever to win a certificate for averaging to miles
an hour over three courses in the National Best All-
round Contest.

Once Seen !
THE Chief Constable of Huntingdonshire, at a

meeting of the County Road Safety Committee,
suggested that every person who thinks the work
of the Road Safety Committees is not important
ought to see a really bad road accident, or see the results
of such a crash in hospital. Fatal accidents in the
County during 1948 fell by half and there were also
fewer accidents to children under 15, none of which
was fatal. The Committee is this year arranging to
'hold proficiency tests for child cyclists. No cyclist
will be able to take part in these tests unless his or her
cycle is completely roadworthy. -

Ha Mistake !
A MARKET RASEN man who appeared before the

local magistrates charged with the theft of a lamp
worth 5s. from a bicycle, gasped when 'the chairman
of the Bench said he would be fined £5 or sent to prison
for two months. " You meant the fine to be 5s.,
didn't you ? " he asked. The chairman told him :
" No, I said £5. Your record is an extremely bad one,
and if these cases continue you will undoubtedly be
sent to prison. We want to avoid this, but you will
have to pay £5."

Cycle Agent's Sudden Death
SHORTLY after having his breakfast on January 9th,

Mr. John William -Nelsey, for many years in
business as a cycle _agent and garage proprietor in
Main Street, Stickney, Boston, was taken ill and
complained of pains in his chest and very soon afterwards
he collapsed and died. The facts were reported to
Spilsby District Coroner, but he decided, as a post-
mortem examination revealed that death was due to
natural causes, that an inquest would not be necessary.

" To the Common Danger "
YOU" come down the street on a Saturday night

and forget yourself. It's a pity you can't be
merry on a Saturday," said a Hinckley (Leics) cyclist
to a policeman who pulled hini up and suggested he
ought to ride a little more carefully. The constable
told the local Bench that the cyclist was riding through
the Market -place, swaying from side to side and
shouting continuously, so the magistrates fined the
merry cyclist £3 for making a loud noise at night and
riding a bicycle to the common danger.

Woodman, Spare that Tree !
MEMBERS of Downham Market Rural District

Council have decided to oppose strongly a
suggestion that an oak tree, believed to be at least a
thousand years old and standing in the middle of the
main road through the Norfolk village of Feltwell,
shall be cut down. It has been suggested that the
tree ought to be cut down to make room for a traffic
island.

Good-bye, Mr. Jimp
.MEMBERS of the North Midland Accident Prevention

Federation, meeting at the Town Hall, Leicester,
for their quarterly conference, agreed that the Traffic
Jimp is one of the most unpopular ideas ever thought
up to help road safety. One delegate said : " He tells
people what not to do, and that is bad psychology,"
and several referred to the fact that the J imp's comments,
taken at their face value by children, would lead to
accidents. The meeting's decision was : " We don't
want him ! "

Wheels Beat the Cards
AT the silver jubilee dinner of the Leicester Forest

. Cycling Club, held at the Victory Hotel, Leicester,
one of the founder members of the club, Mr. Ramsey
Pointon, mentioned that the formation of the club
was more or less accidental, as it name into being after
a group of friends had held a whist drive which
" flopped." Cycling proved far more attractive than
sitting round little tables playing cards and the club
has made good progress ever since. Another disclosure
by a speaker was that when the club was originally
formed it had a distinct political bias : the club is
non-political these days.

Club's 74th
RICHARD DIMBLEBY, in Peterborough to make

recordings for the B.B.C. programme " Down
Your Way," caught Mr. Cecil Beeby, secretary of
Peterborough Cycling Club, as lie was on his way to
the club's 74th annual dinner. " Have a good time
at the dinner," said Mr. Dimbleby. " I understand
yours is the oldest cycling club in the World." The
club claims to be the oldest active cycling club in the
country and its claim has never been disputed. At the
present time the club has some 15o registered members
and a good proportion were able to attend the dinner.
When the club was first formed it was known as
Peterborough Tricycle Club, and it became Peterborough
Bicycle Club when those new-fangled penny-farthing
bicycles came on the market and all club members
rode in blue uniforms with blue peaked caps. The
captain had the honour of blowing a bugle as the riders
approached a village or town.
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Around the Wheelworld

Extravagant Views
ONCE again I find it necessary to cross

swords with G.H.S., who writes a
regular weekly article in a contemporary. This
is not the first occasion on which I have had
to criticise this contributor for his extrava-
gant and irresponsible comment. But his
atticle under the title of " The Chartered
Libertine " cannot be allowed to pass. In this
article G.H.S.endeavours to answer the ques-
tion set as a sub -title to his article : " Are
motorists a privileged class ? "

The article deals with newspaper criticisms
of the police in concentrating so much atten-
tion and manpower on trifling technical
offences connected with motor -cars, such as
parking, exceeding the speed limit in the
parks, and so on, whilst so many murderers
go undetected.

The Evening Standard, for example, in a
reasoned editorial, said: " How much time
is wasted on hounding motorists by police
who should be hunting criminals ? In 1947
the police issued 116,000 summonses for
traffic offences and 50,000 written cautions.
It is totally unnecessary for thousands of
constables to spend their days catching
motorists, and attending police courts to
prosecute them.

" The police should lay off the motorist
until the gangs of 'criminals who now roam
this great city have been rounded up."

Now, any sensible person would agree with
those views. We all know that the police,
anxious to have a little time off, and to earn
overtime pay, find motorists an easy way of
achieving their object.

Once a case has been heard the policeman
has the.. rest of the day off and he is paid
overtime whilst he is in court. This system
has been responsible for the police taking the
line of least resistance and concentrating on
technical offences instead of on. crime.

The police reply to the criticism is that
in the London area the 31 murders must be
considered in relation to the 535 road deaths,
and the inference is that the police should go
on prosecuting motorists for parking offences,

By ICARUS

and similar technical
offences, in an effort
to prevent road deaths
which are still at
such a deplorably high
level. Not by any
means all of the large
number of cases
brought against motor-
ists deal with speeding
which presumably
G.H.S. thinks, in spite
of police evidence to
the contrary, is res-
ponsible for these road
deaths.

This argument has
been plugged so much
by the C.T.C. and its
official and semi-
official spokesmen that
it is time someone
drew their attention to
the correct method of
analysis. The facts are
that all of the methods
introduced in the name
of road safety, plus
the increased attention
which the police give

to road traffic, have failed to make any appre-
ciable impression on the accident problem. I
reject as untrue the suggestion that motor-
ists are responsible for the majority of road
accidents. These in many cases are due to
carelessness of pedestrians. And as one who
uses a car the year as well as a
bicycle, I am more qualified to express
opinions on this subject than G.H.S., who has
exhibited over a long period of years an
anti -motorist complex.

The accident problem is undoubtedly a
matter of grave concern, but at least an
accident is not a deliberate act. Murder is.

To label motorists as Chartered Libertines
is altogether too irresponsible, and I am
astonished that any
editor should permit
such a title to go in
print. A libertine, for
the information of
G.H.S., is one who
leads a licentious life,
a rake, or a debauchee,
Presumably, however,
G.H.S. intended the
word to mean one who
enjoys unqualified
freedom, yet, how he
can square this in
view of the large
number of prosecu-
tions brought, and re-
membering that there
are over 2,000 regula-
tions covering the
construction and use
of motor vehicles, I
cannot understand.

No one suggests that
motorists should be
granted the unres-
trained freedom of the
road, but they object,
and will continue to
object, to being sub-
mitted to w h a t
amounts to a subtle
form of taxation. It
is monstrous to sug-
gest that the police

I

should waste their time watching a stationary
motor -car with the hope of getting a little
time off and some overtime pay out of it.

The contributor draws attention to the fact
that cyclists hated rearlights; but there is not
an outcry every time a cyclist is summoned
for failing to show a red light now that red
lamps are forced upon them. G.H.S. conveni-
ently omits to say that the C.T.C. in its early
years were loud in their condemnation of
horse-drawn vehicles which were not fitted
with rearlights.

Yet cyclists object to them, and still do
object to them. I wonder what the attitude
of G.H.S. would have been towards motorists
if the C.T.C. had, as was once proposed,
changed its articles of association so that its
members could include motorists ? Would
he then have referred to them as Libertines of
the Road ? It is sheer nonsense for him to
say that there is a tendency for motorists to
consider themselves a privileged class who
are permitted to disregard laws whenever
these happen to be irksome. G.H.S. must
here have in mind the particular brand of
cyclist I wot of.

I am in favour of calling off the police and
putting them on to the protection of life
and property. There will still be sufficient
left to catch the dangerous driver, and the
man who blatantly breaks speed limits in
dangerous areas.

Cycle Show
THIS year's Bicycle and Motor Cycle Show
-I- has been extended to cover two ,Satur-

days, opening on Friday, October 21st and
closing on Saturday, October 29th. The Coun-
cil of the Manufacturers' Union announce
that they have decided to open the show for
eight days because of the outstanding success
of last year's six -day show, which achieved an
all-time record attendance, with a very large
number of overseas visitors.
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Taking it Easy
THE values of cycling to a utilitarian are immense.

The habit of the exercise is continuously with
him, good weather and bad, and he learns by experience
the easy way to meet all conditions and make the travel
as comfortable as possible. Which means that when
he goes touring or week -end wandering, not only is he
fit, but he knows how to use his energy to meet all
contingencies of the road, and so to enjoy the going,
without the worry of what may happen before his day's
ending. To be free, mentally and physically, is among
the greatest joys of life, far too rarely accepted by the
worrying roamer who is so often wondering what may
occur in the hours ahead that he unconsciously intro-
duces haste into his travel and thereby frequently
spoils the comfortable in a tension of touring. This
widespread habit can be seen on any stormy day when
all sorts and conditions of folk are hurrying to work
or home. It seems to be common to all people, a kind
of impatience imposed by the weather, and in my
opinion is the direct cause of many avoidable accidents.
It appears as if the community was frightened into haste
by the " useful nuisance " of the rain, whereas it is
certainly true that damp conditions are faebetter accepted
with a slower tempo, which is safer, more comfortable,
and far less drenching to the rider of a ,picycle. On
wet mornings I always try to make a slightly earlier
start to arrive at the works at the normal time, and have
found that by so doing the risks are reduced, the going
Is easy and comfortable, and the end of the journey,
when the macks are removed, shows nothing worse
than spattered toe -caps. True you need the right
protective clothing, but every wise cyclist knows that,
and it is easy enough to obtain now the garments are
coupon free. So I shall ,not give up my daily journeys,
they are far too precious as a means to fitness, and the
continual acquisition of that individual freedom which
is a big virtue of cycling.

The Best of It
IDO not expect everyone to agree with me on these

matters; I do not always agree with myself. By
that I mean if I am " tinder the weather " the comfort
of home has the greater appeal, for we are not always
on top of our form. But this rarely happens to me,
and it must be a very had week -end, or I must be well
" out of sorts," if I do not manage to knock up at least
forty miles of riding. This is not taken as a 'ritual
but as an enjoyment during and after the performance.
And that " after " is important. For sometimes you
start off on a really unfavourable morning with the
feeling that the exercise is an excuse for foolhardiness,
but ten miles along the road and you are conscious there
is nothing to equal this sort of thing on this sort of
day there is nothing else you could do within the
world of activity and still keep warm and reasonably
dry. And what always impresses me is that the country-
side is so quiet, and all the insect -folk the sunshine
attracts are tucked away in armchairs and regret the
outside conditions. The way to enjoy life is to go out
and meet the conditions, they are seldom so bad as
they seem ; and the people you find along the way are
inclined to make a little fuss of you, because the weather
has been no bar to your roaming ; and that fuss is
quite comforting in these times. Bides it is about ten

to one that you will journey home in fine weather
and discover-not for the first time-how gracious it is
to move smoothly without the rustle of mackintosh
wrappings. And when you get to the threshold it is
then that the " after " enjoyment begins, that happy,
satisfied feeling of having achieved something, of having
seen the smoke of storm steam along the hills, heard
the thresh of the woodlands and the piping of a challeng-
ing blatkbird satisfied with a brave meat meal as the
result of the storm. So you settle to a book and may -
hap hear Hilaire Belloc boom through the pages.
And Such Rewards
THOSE are the stormy days, well used if you are wise

and would keep fit, reasonably young and attached
to the countryside. There are others, the good hours
when the sun shines out of a pale sky and the road calls
you across the shires to the distant hills. They provide
a little holiday in the midst of winter, with an ingle nook
here and there whereby to warm your feet and acclaim
the host for his hospitality. I remember so many
such that I am always longing for the next, and some-
times the weather annoys me for being so beautiful in
mid -week when work claims my attention, and then
breaking into riot on the free days. But it doesn't always
happen like that, and only a few weeks ago I was out
on one such day among the little valleys where the
remnants of Arden Forest still stand in the majesty of
their winter nakedness. How beautiful trees are with
the sunshine among their bare branches and their
shapeliness tracing the background of the sky. There
had been heavy rain the previous day, and the glisten
-in the air gave an atmospheric coating of beauty to
everything and a clarity so seldom encountered in high
summer. All the loveliness of roaming is not con-
fined to the regular holiday seasons ; it spills over on
such days as these and seems more beautiful because it
is unexpected. In a sheltered corner defying the
entry of the knife -edged wind it was warm enough to
smoke and look on a scene of peaceful joy that wrapped
me round in comfort and for the moment made the
world a most desirable possession, for during that half-
hour it all belonged to me. And I think that is one of the
great satisfactions of cycling ; you go out alone, or with
appreciative companions, and by your own efforts,
under your own power, capture a contentment trans-
cending all the desires of mankind without disturbing a
single individual with your mental acquisitions.

Not for Me !
T BEGIN to wonder if I have correctly sensed a
A notion that the industry-and particularly the tyre
people-are endeaVouring to standardise all of us to the
a lin. size tyre ? I can buy cniite a lot of first-class tyres
of that diameter, but find it exceedingly difficult to
supply my need for the ajin. size. The same remark
also applies to lightweight rims. Now, I have no
criticism of the smaller diameter tyre, and if you prefer
it, well and good ; but personally, I find the slightly
larger section is far more comfortable, very little
heavier-it saves weight in rim almost as much as it
loses in cover-and is especially adapatable to the
rougher ways of lane riding and town travel. Every
working day I ride just over five miles over setts,
and the difference in ease, and I believe speed if you
want it, between the two tyre diameters is remarkable.

The regular rider wants comfort, which not only means
ease of ruzlning but the killing of vibration, and the
latter virtue is important, particularly as one grows
older. Perhaps the pressure of demand has impelled
tyre makers to concentrate on one type for the time being,
and they have chosen the 'lin. size to satisfy the younger
people-and one can't blame them for that-hut
when a dealer tells me that the -4in. is old fashioned
and unnecessary-a dealer who does not ride a bicycle-
I naturally become suspicious. I have no desire to be
vibrated unduly, and to escape such discomfort have
to forsake my beloved lanes and tracki, so I want the
old compromise of the [gin. size, lying so comfortably
between the aiin. and a lin.. to remain, and for the sake
of the real tourist and utilitarian to become as popular
as the alin. and the high pressure is to the club rider
and the racing man. There is a good deal more in the
riding of a bicycle than scampering from place to place
as fest as your machine will allow you, and I am of that
type desiring all the lightweight amenities combined
with the easy comfort of long-distance touring.

On Raiment
THERE was a crust 'of ice on the puddles and

" through the sharp hawthorn blew the keen wind "
as I went down the road gloved and jerseyed and
reasonably protected from the biting breeze which had
a knife-edge despite the sunshine. It was a jolly
morning to be out, proViding you did not loiter except
in snug places, and I met a lot of people gi eeting the
glory of this winter's day. But despite jerseys and
mufflers some of the riders, boys and girls, looked chill
in their shorts, and I wondered if I could enjoy cycling
by baring my knees to the wintry blast. Perhaps it is
the ancient blood in me that will not keep me warm as of
old, or perhaps I am over -fastidious in the matter of
personal comfort, but I confess, while I admire the
hardihood of the winter shortists, they make me feel
shivery by the very sight of their blue knees. Apparently
they think nothing about the matter, for that is their
reaction to any queries, and if that is true why worry ?
Still,1 cannot understand the popularity of this cycling
costume when the thermometer is low and the wind
icily laden. And for this reason : some of the people
I meet on working days bestride bicycles in a raincoat
and long strides; and I know they wear overalls atop of
their ordinary garments when working, and yet at
the week -ends they cast their clouts for the sketchy
garments of a summer day except for the concessions
of mufflers and jersey and gloves. One would imagine
bare knees would go with bare hands, but it doesn't
work out like that. For six days a week they parade
as do ordinary mortals, but on the seventh shed half
their raiment, sometimes shiver, say they like it, and
apparently take no harm. That is a fact, too, as far as
I know, and a very remarkable one ; which says much
for the efficacy of fresh air or the value of cycling as an
exerciser, or both.

Get Acquainted
ALL my life from " teen-age " I have had to do with

clubs and club life, and, though during these
latter years I have fallen out of the heat and burden
of the day because for the main part the younger
generation is a trifle too slick in its roovements for me to
kelp in association, I still ramble to the meeting places
occasionally and renew the old joys of wheeling
criticism over the teacups. Personally, 1 think that
without a knowledge of club life and all it connotes it is
difficult for a cyclist to consider himself complete,
however excellent his private companionship. So
I shall remain - a clubman for the remainder of my
period on this sphere, and renew at odd times all the
memories and associations that have made life so full and
varied. I wonder if we realise how much we owe to that
host of people who through the long years have given
service for the benefit-the abiding benefit as far as I
am concerned-of their friends and comrades ? So
many people drop out of club life when it has served
their term of sporting activity and forget their debts
to the older generation that_ helped them, and are not
prepared to discharge like services to the younger folk,
which is the only way they have of repayment and is
indeed the very spirit of clubdom. We were discussing
the very point one teatime, and to the older people
present it was astonishing to remember the names of
so many men who had fluttered the sporting interest
for a year or so and then disappeared. It is a pity,
for the sense of loyalty is a fine thing to hold for a
sport and pastime that has given you joy and possibly
some treasured reward as a reminder of the old days.
But far worse than this, so said an old treasurer official,
is the individual who just fades away by the process
of non-payment of subscription. That, he averred,
is an insult to the' club and its officials, and far too
many such people are tolerated far too long.
Fuel for Muscles

THE problem of obtaining food along the road does
not seem to improve. In your home district

you know where to go, but wander outside that orbit
and you are never sure of even the plainest sustenance,
and far too often a welcome is wanting. The 'difficulties
of the caterer are considerable, I agree, hut if he desires
to remain in business when the food problem becomes
easier for all of us, he must try to do a little better
now, and be a trifle more reasonable in his charges,
or he will drive all of us away and, whether we like
it or not, make us carry our meals. Many are doing it
to -day, more will follow to -morrow as the home food
problems ease. Twice this last year I have been
stranded with hungry and painful miles to travel owing

. to blank refusal of caterers to supply even the simplest
of fare. I had dropped the wartime habit of carrying
some sort of foodstuff to fill an emergency and was
properly caught. Never again, for a hungry cyclist
can he an unhappy individual, and even to -day the
catering conditions are not so difficult as to promote the
point-blank refusal of any sort of aid.
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APEX
'SUPERLITE'
CELLULOID PUMP

15 x V BLACK

Thick Celluloid
Beautifully Polished

Light of Weight
but of

robust construction
' SUPERLITE' 15in.
CELLULOID (with r
solid drawn brass JP
plunger tube) each
IN WHITE AND
COLOURS ... 5)6

`LASTWEL' CELLULOID
(with steel split
plunger tube) ISin., 4/6

eac..

The World Famous

BAILEY'S
`SUPER'

PUMP
15 < ;" BLACK

Steel Lined
Celluloid Covered

lining is Solid drawn
cartridge fashion, the ends
being solid with the barrel.

Cannot warp nor leak
BAILEY'S 'SUPER' (Steel
lined and Celluloid
covered) ISin. each
IN WHITE AND 5/6
COLOURS ... 61 -

BRASS PUMP, Nickel
Plated or Black enamelled
(with steel split A/
plunger tube) each "I' "

Coloured, same price.

"WI PLEASE

ASK
Your Dealer
for 'APEX'

REAR EXTENSIONS
In Thick White Celluloid,
With . lap 3/6 each

APEX INFLATOR
Co. Ltd.

ALDRIDGE ROAD, PERRY
BARR, BIRMINGHAM 22B

Whatever your soldering job, in your home
or workshop, you will prefer to use Ersin
Multicore Solder. No extra flux is re-
quired. Multicore is the simple and pre-
cision method of making sound soldered joints for all household
purposes. Just apply it simultaneously with the soldering

iron; the three cores automatically provide

6d
CARTON
shown above

correct proportions of flux to solder.
Workshop Sizes 4/10 - 6,9 each

M ULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
Mellier House, Albemarle Street, London, W.I.

Tel.: REGent 1411.

r'

...for every
accessory that's
necessary

THE HALFORD CYCLE COMPANY LIMITED

Head Office: CORPORATION STREET, BIRMINGHAM
More than 200 branches in England, Scotland & Wales
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Frank Southall,
Britain's famous record breaker

with his Hercules Kestrel

647

Hercules
Makers of the New Kestrel Club Lightweight
Models which were the outstanding success

of Earls Court
Kestrel Club Model £14.15.0 Kestrel Super Club Lightweight Model £25.5.0.

Prices include Purchase Tax. (Speed Gears extra.)
THE HERCULES CYCLE & MOTOR CO. LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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CYCLORAMA , \AY ELEY

Evening at Farnham Castle, Surrey. Long shadows from the cedars
fall across the lawn in front of the massive red brick tower built by

Bishop Fox early in the 16th century.

That Spring Feeling
TRUE, the March winds may blow, and

there may be snow in the air . . . but,
let us remember that according to the calen-
dar spring begins, officially, in March, and
so let us be glad that the time of the singing
birds is nigh again, and that as we tramp
over the meadows we may find a shy celan-
dine, and, if We will take the trouble to
explore the grassy dell, we may be rewarded
by the sight of virginal snowdrops . . . the
heralds of all the spring flowers to come.
And there is no better time for a long ride
into the countryside than these sharp, bright
days of March. The early lambs are frisking
in the fields ; a lark soars high in the blue
heavens, and I look forward to Easter . . .

late this year, but then that should mean
sunnier days, and I must plan my Easter
tour. Easter, to cyclists, is the first and best
" carnival of the road."

Getting Back to Normal

WE may be still some distance from the
full and normal days of peacetime, but

there are nevertheless welcome signs that
manufacturers are surmounting the manifold
problems of the post-war days . . . and it is
good to see that the ranges of cycle tyres,
with their specific " brand names ' are back
again. Thus, the choice of the cyclist is
wider ; he can again purchase his favourite
" grad "-designed for specific purposes ---
for track, for road, for tandem work ... much
credit is due to the cycle and tyre makers
for the way in which they have overcome
their difficulties and kept their industries in
the van.

A Veteran Rider
IT is a long cry back to the year 1889, and

the world was a very different place then.
was reminded of this the other day, when I

came across the name of " Bob " Carlisle, that
wonderful old servant of the Dunlop organ-
isation. " Bob " is still working, and attends
at Fort Dunlop every day! As most cyclists

know, he rode in the
epoch-making cycle
race held at the
Queen's Coll e g e
Sports in May of 1889
-riding in company
w i t h the immortal
William Hume, who
won the race, and
demonstrated to a
sceptical public the
virtues of the pneu-
matic principle. I have
known " Bob " intim-
ately for many years,
and I gladly salute
him . . . may he be a
Dunlop "figure " for
many more years!

Trevor " Bullaker "
THAT was the way

my old friend
Trevor Laker, of the
John Bull organisa-
tion, described himself
on a delightful card he
sent to me at Christ-
mas. Since then I
have seen Trevor, sat
with him on a com-
mittee, and I rejoiced
to see him so fit and
well. I imagine that
Leicester agrees with
Trevor, and that he
finds the hunting shire

a pleasant place of abode. Many will recall
his good work on the Cycle Trader before he
joined the firm at Evington Valley Mills. A
" sport " in the best sense, Trevor has a fund
of publicity experiences, and can relate a
" Fleet Street story " as entertainingly as
anyone I know.
England's Varied Scene

Y post frequently contains interesting
letters from cyclists about touring

grounds and the beauties of the English
scene. Often, correspondents are good
enough to send me details of some inn, some
church, some castle ruins they have come
across during their riding, and many times
I have been able to add useful data to my
touring notes. The other week a rider
from Shropshire sent me some notes about
that wonderful country around Church Stret-
ton and Ludlow, supplementing it with in-
formation about the villages which Mary
Webb portrayed so bewitchingly in those in-

comparable novels, " Gone to Earth " and
" Precious Bane." I love Shropshire .

it is a county all too little known by tourists.
What good memories I have of quaint Bridg-
north . . . of ancient Shrewsbury . . . of
villages like Alveley, between Bridgnorth and
Kidderminster. And if one crosses the border
into Herefordshire the land is just as lovely
and enchanting. To my Shropshire corres-
pondent . . . my thanks!

Good Value
TN the summer of 1940 I bought a bicycle
1 for the sum of £5 15s. It was a good
bicycle and it has served me well. Never a
bit of mechanical trouble ; still very road-
worthy ; still fairly bright and shining! And
I have ridden it constantly through fair
weather and foul . . . over good roads and
bad tracks. I have no accurate details of.
mileage, but it is obvious that I made a
wonderful investment when I went into that
dealer's shop in pleasant Sutton Goldfield
and made my modest purchase. Can we
think of any other product which is better
value for money than the bike ? Think of
the happiness, the health, the convenience
which it brings . . . and pay a tribute to the
makers of the bicycle, who have built on the
first sound traditions, improved and consoli-
dated, and to -day give to the world a product
which is surely unique for service and value.

"Mad March"
EVERY month of the year has its own

special characteristics, and although it
is natural to prefer the smiling sun of July to
the mists and fogs of November, I for one
find joy in each month as it rolls round :
each is good for cycling, each shows us some
different facet of the countryside. So . .

March can give us her own particular joys,
and show us the way to characteristic treas-
ures. Good, on a blowy March morning,
to tramp over the wide heath and feel the
tang of the wind on one's face. The bare
trees bend and sway in the breeze, and there
is freshness in the air which most effectively
blows away the cobwebs of the town and
city smoke and grime. One may catch a
glimpse of the proverbial " March hare,"
lolloping over the field to his " forme " in
the tufted grass. Over the dark ploughland,
the rooks forage incessantly. The sky is
flecked with patches of bright blue, and
already, despite the lack of sun, the coltsfoot
is abloom by the wayside. A great month
in which to be out and about ; a month
which can give us surprises . . . for some-
times a March day will be as warm and
genial as May ; at other times snowflakes
will come wisping over the heath, and we
shall be glad to see the crackling fire in the
bar of the " Dog and Pheasant " at Little
Fradley, at the conclusion of our walk. . . .

Paragrams
(Continued from page 42)

Invented Tom Thumb Saddle
Mm. FRANCIS' MOXON, of 73, Padholme Road,

Peterborough, who has died at the age of 74,
was the inventor of the " Tom Thumb " bicycle
saddle, which has been on the market for the past 40
years. In roo2 he became associated with the Peter-
borough engineering firm of Messrs. J. and H. Brown,
for whom he travelled extensively in the United States,
and in tgog, after devising and patenting the " Tom
Thumb " saddle, he formed the " Tom Thumb "
Patent Saddle Co. to produce and sell the saddle, and
was actively interested in the company until his last
illness.

Link With The Bone -Shakers
THE death has occurred at the age of 75 of Mr.

George L. Julyan, senior partner in the firm
of Messrs. G. L. Julyan & Son, cycle agents and
repairers, 48, Cowgate, Peterborough. He was one of
the earliest members of Peterborough Cycling Club,
which was founded in i875, two years. after his birth,
and he retained an interest in the sport all his life.
On the afternoon before he died he was busy as usual

in his workshop repairing a cycle. The old -established
business was founded by his father, the late Mr. G. L.
Julyan, 7o years or more ago, and he it was who intro-
duced the bone -shaker to Peterborough riders. Mr.
George Julyan was to when he first learned to ride one
of these cumbersome machines and later he distin-
guished himself in track and road events as a member
of the Peterborough Club and won many awards.
A Difference?
HUMPTY-DUMPTY told Alice that he made

words mean just what he wanted them to mean,
and a 0 -year -old cyclist who was charged at Lough-
borough with riding down a one-way street evidently
has the same idea. He admitted to the magistrates
that he was on his cycle and going in the wrong direction
down the one-way street, but added : " I was not
cycling down in the true sense of the word, hut merely
gliding down at the side of a friend at a walking pace."
Fined tos.I
Public Enemy !
ADEFENDANT who was charged at Spitalgate

(Grantham) Police Court with the unusual offence
of having placed tintacks on the public highway, was
fined a total of £t TOS. and ordered to pay £t 15s.
costs. It was alleged that he scattered about 2 ozs. of
ordinary tacks on the road and inside the garden gate
of a newspaper roundswoman who had to cycle round
with her papers. In a statement, defendant said : " I
am sorry about it, but I felt I just had to do some-
thing." He did not appear in Court.
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My Point of View
By " WAYFARER "

The Castle Inn, Chiddings tone, Kent, , This fine building with many others in this
lovely village are, now National Trust Properties.

Old-time " Desperadoes"
THE Wolverhampton Centenary Book, published a

few weeks ago, notes that a mayor of the borough
in the '7o's was " sensible enough " to dismiss a
summons against a person for cycling in the street.
There were some " desperadoes " about in those days.

Quoth Shaw
FOR G.B.S. the playwright I have the greatest regard.

For G.B.S. the cycling expert I have nothing
but amused contempt. Mr. Shaw may be one of the
oldest cyclists alive ; he may " remember " the bone -
shelter and the penny farthing. Cycling opinion has
advanced considerably since 1908-40 years ago-
when Mr. Shaw admits that he relinquished cycling.
This is the advice he now gives us : " When a ride of
so miles and upwards is undertaken, the cyclist must
walk all the hills for the first hour, and postpone all
heavy eating until the ride is over. A beefsteak is
almost disabling. A thin slice of brown bread with'
currant jam and a cup of tea or a glass of shandygaff
is quite enough." The dictum lacks nothing in the
way of Shavian dogmatism. Also, it ignores the per-
sonal equation. One wonders how many cyclists
could manage -.a so -mile jaunt (all hills for the first
hour having been walked) on a thin slice of bread-
pardon, brown bread-with currant jam and a cup of
tea ? And why the emphasis on currant jam ? To
some people a beefsteak consumed during a hslf-
century jaunt may be " almost disabling." I myself
would prefer something lighter, but, given a pause
for digestion, I would willingly tackle a steak, whilst
to many of my friends (speaking of normal tyres), it
is " the only wear." As to the first part of Mr. Shaw's
advice, I respectfully offer him this title for his next
play " Walking Out With a Bicycle," by. One Who
Has Done It.

Cycling Does This, Too
CYCLE tourists who have visited Aberdovey will

not be unaware of the existence of what is known
as the Outward Bound School, and they may have
seen some of the grand lads, scantily clothed, briskly
stepping it out in the course of a route march. Always
attracted by young people, and especially by those
who recognise the tremendous importance of exercise
in the open air-and may I say right here that folks
who indulge in football, cricket, tennis, hockey, walking,
running, golf, rock -climbing, etc., have my constant
good -fellowship, though I resei-Ve to myself the right
to consider cycling the best of all pastimes-I was
interested in a letter from the Outward Bound. Trust
which appeared in The Times a few weeks ago, out-
lining the purposes of the movement. The paragraph
which particularly claimed my attention was this one :
"Tacilities to enable boys to come into contact-
frequently for the first time-with the stresses of wind
and weather, and the dangers as well as the glories

of Nature, and so providing an antidote to the stultifying
effect of permanent town and factory life."

Does that ring a bell " in the minds of cyclists ?
In my case, emphatically yes ! Every word can be
appropriated by the cycling movement, for surely there
is no better medium than cycling for coming into con-
tact with what Robert Louis Stevenson so aptly called
" the living out-of-doors "-the stresses of wind and
weather ; the dangers and glories of Nature. We can-
not all attend the Outward Bound School (some of us
being too old, or of the wrong sex!), but we can all,
or nearly all, obtain certain of the benefits offered by
that grand movement, thus doing something to
neutralise " the stultifying effect of town and factory life."

Writing in the early days of 1949,. I suggest this
as a matter for serious consideration in the form of a
belated New Year resolution. Go all out for cycling,
which contains so much for everybody, remembering
that the benefit you extract from the game will bear
strict relation to what you put into it. The joys of a
winter sunset are not, as a rule, to he found in city
streets. Unless your home is exceptionally placed, the
delights of a long-distance view must be sought along
the road. If you would be a spectator of the endless
story which runs from seed -time to harvest-if you
would have a front seat to watch the procession of the
seasons-if you would take your toll of the annual
miracle of spring and look upon miles of fruit trees
drenched in blossorns-if you would do these things
and a hundred -and -one others, then I claim that the
bicycle is incomparably the best way of achieving your
purpose. It may not all be easy-life itself is like that.
There is a price to pay. In racing parlance, you may get a
" packet "

'
you may have to " chew acid," a " basin-

ful " may be your portion. You will get wet and be
blown about. Now and again you will-most definitely
-have to " work your passage." You will see " the
dangers as well as the glories of Nature." But the reward
of your enterprise is out of all proportion to the price
you pay.

"Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau COUPON
This coupon is available until Mar. 31st, 1949,
and must be attached to all letters containing
queries, together with 3 penny stamps. A
stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics March. 1949

The Safe Way
THE young gentleman who recently attended to my

hirsute adornments mentioned in the course of the
inevitable conversation-I am a good listener-that
he had a headache. I was not greatly interested until
he added that he fractured his skull a few years ago
in the course of what he called a " push -biking "
expedition. Then my cars went back and I gleaned
that, when riding downhill in the dark, he hit an
unlighted road obstruction.

Now, one does not want to be too superior or dogmatic
on a matter of this sort, hut such an accident should
be avoidable. I know, of course, that it is criminal
for a local authority to fail in illuminating a road obstruc-
tion. but the grand old policy of every traffic -unit
lighting its own way and proceeding at such a pace as
beats strict relation to its forward visibility-that
gospel, I say, endures. Through all the years it has
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enabled cyclists, with very few exceptions, to avoid
riding into trouble. With adequate headlights the
pedalling brigade can travel in the dark 'at speeds
equal to those operating in daylight. With inadequate
headlights, the pace of the cyclist must inevitably
slow down. He must depend on his forward illumin-
ation for the location of all those obstructions which
cannot readily be supplied with warning lights-
pedestrians, straying animals (including the unpredict-
able dog), fallen trees, etc. I am convinced that this
way-and this way alone-lies safety, and, as I look
back over a cycling career which covers at least half a
century, I realise that once, and once only, has what
some people might call this " counsel of perfection "
failed. I have always been fond of night riding. In
my oil -lamp days I rode at oil -lamp speed in the dark.
On transferring my affections to gas lamps, up went
my night speed, and I often made a point of using
different -sized lamps according to the measure of
blackness which was to be expected.

Once, an I say, my policy let me down-or rather,
flung me down ! It was a dreadful evening in October
-one of those occasions which tests the character of a
cyclist. I was hours behind schedule, and the light
from my gas lamp, which had been giving unwonted
trouble, was on its last legs. Fortunately, my speed
had been reduced to a minimum, and, when I hit a
tree which rude Boreas had laid across the road, it
did not matter a lot. I was forcibly expelled from the
saddle of my bicycle and found a temporary refuge
on a moist roadside bank.

There is hardly need to enlarge on the subject.
This was one of those rare events classifiable as a pure
accident. It could-and would-have been avoided
had my lamp been functioning normally.

Transports of Delight
ON a recent Saturday I was wending my way through

suburbia by an unusual route (this part of my
journey was a ride with an object, because I wanted to
locate the exact position of a house called " Hebridean
View," or "The Dust Bin," or something), when I
encountered a gentleman who was trimming his garden
hedge. He ;greeted me by name and said : " I first
met you at Arenig, oh, many years ago now." (By
" Arenig " he meant the gorgeous farm, Rhyd-y-fen,
in the shadow of that mountain, on the hard road
between Bala and Ffestiniog. The kind people who
ran the farm in those days, and who were such
specialists in the dispensing of food, are no longer
there, and I know nothing of the place now.) The
little wheels in my head began to go round rapidly,
but they told me nothing about the identity of my
friend. When, however, he mentioned that he main-
tained a small hut a few miles away, where the Midland
Plain sweeps down towards the valley of the River
Avon, my mind filled in the details, and I was able to
tell him his name and to recall a chance meeting with
him along the /road three or four years before.

Our talk about old times at Rhyd-y-fen was inter-
rupted by the discouraging answer I returned to an
inquiry as to whether I was fond of gardening. Then,
after a while, he asked me to accompany him to his
back garden for a moment, and there he handed me a
piece of stone, about is inches long, with a recess in
which reposed an almost circular pebble. " From the
top of Arenig," he said-and instantly I was transported
across the hundred miles separating us from the point
he mentioned. The Berwyns, the Arens, and Arenig
passed in procession across the screen of my memory,
and I saw myself fighting my way against a relentless
wind and over a road of wicked surface through that
glorious and ever -rewarding moorland which stretches
towards the majesty of Snowdon.

I came hack to earth and found that I was
in gardening, after all. My friend and I commenced
a tour along the backbone of England, and into Scotland
and thence to Switzerland, viewing with curiosity and
delight the harvest of rocks and plants he had brought
back with him from many holidays awheel.

The " Lazy" Cyclist
TT is curious how some people view indulgence inI utilitarian cycling as sheer laziness. More than
once, when I have been asked to dash to the shops for
something or other, my statement that " I would go on
my bike ' has brought forth the criticism, " Lazy
thing ! " But there is nothing whatever lazy in choosing
the bicycle in preference to shanks's pony, and there is
a great deal to be said for disposing of a purely utilitarian
job by the quickest and easiest method available. thus
saving up time for more important and more enter-
taining tasks. And, incidentally, how useful-how
very useful-the bicycle can be for mere errand -
running !

Meanwhile. . . .

MHE new plan for a series of motor roads, --some day'T
-has been generally applauded. It is felt that the

effect of this plan on accident statistics will be most
beneficial. But all that belongs to the future-and
judging by our present economic conditions, the rather
far -distant future. Meanwhile, it is pertinent to
enquire whether the existing state of affairs is to con-
tinue. Are any current steps to be taken to reduce
the number of fatal and non -fatal accidents on the public
highway ? Or do we wait ? The question demands
an answer.



PLEASANT EVENINGS
AT THE PIANO

Think of the intense pleasure
to yourself and friends in
being able to play during long
evenings. LET ME TEACH
YOU BY POST from
Ordinary Music, no freakish
methods, in your own home
and leisure time. You shall

quickly play Songs, Solos, Hymns and
Gems from the Great Masters, so that
your friends will want you always.
I have taught over 77,500. They were
of all stages from Absolute Beginners
to quite Advanced Players. I taught
them and I ean teach you. Send for
free Book and advice. Say Moderate,
Elementary or Beginner.

Mr. H. BECKER,
(Dept. 958),

69 Fleet
Street,
London.
E.C.4.

MATRIC.
W El needlessly handicap youpolf
" and watei other people winpipg

success and security ? Whatever your
age; yOu 8an now prepare for the all
important Matriculation Examination
at borne on " NO PASS-NO FEE "
terms. 'Write now for our valuable
"GUIDE TO MATRICULATION"
which explains the easiest anti quickest
way to matriculate-FRE Iii slot
without, °titration,

BRITISH TUTORIAL INSTITUTE
(Dept. 160), 356, Oxford Street,

LONDON, W.I.

"NO PASS -NO FF1"
* Multicraft CATALIN Material*

Rods, Cylinders, Sheets, Sections,
Kits for Book -ends, Tablelanips, etc.
The most versatile of all materials.
Beautiful colours, easily worked.
Sample Box 10/, Parcels 25/- & 50/-.

Details, Stock List, Sample 6d.
Dept. PM, COULDEN & SMITH,
17. The Mead, West Wickham,

TECHNICAL TRAINING
The institute of Practical Radio
Engineers have available Home Study
Courses in every phase of radio and
television engineering, specialising in
the practical training of apprentices
in the retail trade. Enrolments limited.
Fees moderate. The Syllabus of In-
structional Text may he obtained,
post free, from the Secretary, I.P.R.E.,
Fairfield House, 20, Fairfield Road.
Crouch End, London. N.8.

ALUMINIUM ?
S.A.E. for LEAFLET.

No order is too small-so don't
be shy !

BULLANCO,
66 Queen's Road, S.E.15.

(New X 1092)

" PERIMET ELECTRODE SOL-
DERING and BRAZING TOOL.

Operates from 4 or 6 Volt Accumulator
or Transformer.

aslul

Price 15/, post free.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 'i Heats.

35/, delivered.
HOLBOILOW & CO.. 71, Weymouth

Bay Avenue, Weymouth.

Electric bed warmer. Warms the whole bed
evenly, Safe, healthy, luxurious. 17/6 inc.
tax. " Reveille " Clock -Radio. " Wake the

Easy Way," 212/1210, plus tax.
13attery Charger, 2-12 volts 1 amp., with

ammeter, 37!-.
Valves, 807, 10!- : 12SJ7, 5/6 V960 rect,
(2,500 volts 60 mA.), 5/-. Thermocouple

meters, 350 mA.. 5/-.
Thames Valley Products, 28, Camden

Avenue. Epithet -a.

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
Approx. 5 gross B.A. nuts and bolts.
misc. brackets, gear -wheels, plugs
and sockets, relays, wire, transformer,
etc. Wt. approx. 10 lbs., 7/8 and postage.
FREE THIS MONTH. Included with
each parcel. One gear box 4 x Si x 2,
with maltese cross movement and
Various gears. OR one automatic carbon
pile voltage regulator.
L. BRABANT, 43, Josephine Avenue,

Brixton, S.W.2.

NO MAN CAN KNOW TIDO
MUCH OF MIS PROAUCT
For the close
scrutiny of
every conceiv-
able object,
metals, tools,fabrics,
f i b r e s,
m i n erals,
precious
stones, paint,
print, Manu- newton xlallE
scripts, biological and. botanical
specimens, cutting edges, fractured
surfaces, raw materials, powders, granules,
and innumerable other ,purposes the ULTRA
LENS is invaluable, and presents in many instances
hitherto unsuspected data which can be used to advantage. andpayfor

FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST 

THE -ULTRA LENS COMPANY,
75, Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2.

The Ultra Lens is a revealing eye of six actual
diametrical magnifications, which brings

out points of strength or weakness, and
enables the most minute measure-

ments to be gauged accurately.
4 Whether you are engaged

in manufacturing, buy-
ing or selling, it

is an ally of
real value,

No instru-
ment you can

buy will more
quickly justify

lie

MODEL ENGINEERS
FOR THE TURNER :

Lathes, 3± and 4f S.S. Bench Millers, Drilling Machines.
Hand Bench Shaping Machines. -

FOR THE WOODWORKER :
Wood Turning Lathes, 210 and 51" centres. 4in. Planers. Saw

Benches. Sanders. Spindle Moulders.

Pedestal lig and Fret Saws.

Perspex-All sizes and colours in stock.

NUTTALL'S (LATHES) LIMITED,
MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

The WINCH
Geared hand wheel, with positive drive to lin.
Flexible Steel Cable. Suitable for adapting to :
Wire Strainers, Light Winches, Clothes Line
Strainers, Street Lamp Winches, Children's Car
Steering Wheels, Boat Steering Wheels, Centre
Board Winches, Sail Winches, and many other
uses.

Inquiries welcomed from Manufacturers and
Wholesalers interested in large quantities.
Send 71- p.o. for sample, with wire.

JOHN DOWNTON & CO., 89 HIGH STREET, EPPING, ESSEX

iII

oartesden NW10

'MIRO TOOL
You can now ENGRAVE on
anything, even the hardest
Metal, Plastic, Glass, Wood,
Leather, Jewellery, etc.
Operates off A.C. Mains.
Plug straight into light
socket. Pleasure to work.
Profitable, too. 26 page
illust. instruction manual.
Guaranteed. Remit crossed
P/O, MO, Cheque or C.O.D.
Post. 1/-.

2'6

GENUINE BARGAIN SALE
New, perfect goods only : Collaro
A.G. var. spd_ gram. motors with 12in..
t.t., £5: ditto, with pick-up and
autostop, £811916. Plessey Mixed A.C.
Autochangers, w. pink -up, £18. 4 -watt
A.C. amplifiers, feedback, tone control,
gram. and tuner inputs, 25/19/8. Com-
plete All -dry Battery Superhet 'Kits,
L., M. and S. wave, less cabinet, 27115/-.
Exhaustive instructional manual enabl-
ing even beginners to build a 5 -valve
3 -wave superhet of exceptional power
and range, A.C. or Universal model,
5/-. New valves, EF39, EF36, EL32,
5Z4, EF50, 7/6 ; 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7, 6V6,
6SN7, 6J7, KT33C, MU14, 504, FW4/500,

C9/,
Bargain List, 2id. C.W.O. or

.O.D. N. R. S., 102, Parkhill Rd.,
London. N.W.3. GULliver 1453.

TRANSFORMERS
Thompson Transformers of various
outputs to suit your requirements.
Special Sizes for Trains and Motors.
12 v..or 20 v. if amps. ... 20/-
12 v. or 20 v. 21 amps. ... ... 25/-
6 v. 7 amp. Ground Heater ... 25/ -
Step -up or Down 60 watts ... 21/ -

Rectifiers Ppm 12/6.
Stamp for List and quotation.

T. W. THOMPSON & CO., 178, Green-
wich High Road, Greenwich, S.E.10.

BOOKS:
ABC's L.M.R., W.R., E.R., S.R., each .ffi

British Pass. Locos."
" Three Rail Control ' 4,6
" How to Build Good 00 Loco." ... 5'6

 " Min. Building Construction " 818
" Rly. Modelling in Miniature " ... 10/6

Sample L.M.S. or G.W.R. Train Postcard
& List 7d.

USEFUL PARTS 00 0
Disc'Wheels (Pr. on Axle) ... 9d. 1/9
Teleg. Poles per 1 doz. 2/- -
Scale Station Figures ... 40. 71d.

New Insulated Sleeper, Flexible Two Rail
or Three Rail Track. Brass Rail for Trig,
Marklin and similar 00 Systems. Per yard,
Two Rail, 6/11 Three Rail, 7/4. Fish-

plates, 9d. dozen.
Postage extra. 00 " or " 0 " Parts List

3d. per post.
TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK (M.E.T.A.,
109. DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER, 3

AIR PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
targetceprac-

No licence required to
purchase.

Senior Mark I
Junior Webley Air Rifle

Write for List. WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
106. Weaman Street, Birmingham. Eng.

INSULATED COPPER WIRE.
Enamel, silk or cotton covered, all
gauges 13 S.W.G. to 44 S.W.G. Leatheroid
insulation, Empire cloth, armature

sleeving, commutators, etc.
SPECIAL OF VER.-A.C. Single
Phase Electric Motors. All new.

h.p. £5. 1 h.p. £6 10s. 0 h.p. 12s.
Send S.A.E. for List.

L. C. NORTHALL, 16, Holly Road,
Quinton, Birmingham, 32.

'Phone : WOO 3186.
Making a Telescope Reflector."-

Rev. version of Mar. -Apr, articles in handy
booklet form. Illus. step-by-step instruc-
ions for grinding, polishing, figuring and

silvering an efficient reflector for your own
astronomical telescope, 1/8 post Ifree.-
T. L. Mulligan. 1. .Airethwaite,Kenda,

SPARK'S-'
DATA SHEETS

Clear, Full-size Constructional Prints
of Tested and Guaranteed Designs.

HERE IT IS
I can now announce the release of
THE" CRITERION "RADIOGRAM
A design for which discriminating
Quality Enthusiasts have been waiting.
Brief specification. Send .stamp for
full details. 2 T.R.F. Stages. Infinite
Impedance.Det. Tone Correcting Stage
High and Low Note, Voltage Amplifier,
Phase Splitter, P.P. Output. 8 Watts.
Neg. F.B. M./L. Waves.

3 Sheets of Full-size Plans, Plus
Descriptive matter and all component
values, etc. ... 5/6 .

THE " CONQUEST." An Efficient
A.C./INC. ALL -WAVE SUPERHET.
Five Valves, 3 Wave Bands. A.V.C.
4 Watts Output. P U Connections 219
THE " POCKET PAK." All dry
Pocket 1-valve*Portable. Frame aerial.
Good 'phone sigs. Med. Wave 2/9
RADIO UNIT TIVO. B.F. Plus Detec-
tor Batt. operation, M/L. waves. 2/9
THE JUNIOR." 1-valver M:L waves.
All -dry Batts. Good 'phone sigs.. .. 2/6
THE` CRUISER." All -dry T.R.F.
3-Valver for use with short aerial, 2/6
THE CUB." A.C./11).C. 2-Valver Plus
Rect. Fine results on NFL waves. 2/6
THE " CADET." A.C./D.C. 4 Watt
Amplifier, 2 Valves. plus Rect.... 2/6
THE OLD FOLK'S TWO." An
A.C./D.C. 2-Valver, plus Rect., having
Station Selection by Switch ... 2/9
THE "CHALLENGER." An Out
standing A.C./D.C. Portable for use in
any room without aerial or earth
3 -Valve T.R.F. circuit, plus Rect, 2/9
A.C. TWO -VALUER (Plus Rect.).
MlL Waves. Fine Power and Tone. 2/6
A.C. THREE -VALUER -(Plus Rect.).
T.R.F.Circuit. Mt, Waves ... 2/9
A.C. SUPEIIHET. 3 Valves plus
Rect. All -wave. 4 Watts Output.. 2/6
BATTERY ALLDRY PORTABLES.
Tiny 'two. Med. waves. Local Station
on 20n. Speaker .. 2(6
THREE -VALVE PORTABLE. Md.
Waves. A very popular set. ... 2,6
THE PORTABLE FOUR.... Med.
waves only. T.R.F. Circuit ... 2/6

MANY OTHER DESIGNS. Stamp
for List and with order. Components
supplied.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M).
9, Phoebeth Road, Broekley, S.E.4
(Nearest Station : Ladywell S.R.)

('Phone : Lee Green 0220.)

ADANAPRINTING MACHINES
Print in the odd hours with an
Adana-still the most absorbing

omf crafts.ch N ;4. .11101. /0S

No. 2 II/S Machine
29 . 15 . 0. Will pay

for itself in a month or
two. Send for illus-
trated folder to

Dept. P.M. 20.
Adana (Pr in Hag Machines), Ltd. '

15118. Church St., Twickenham, Mdx.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION

COUNTERS
Ask for

Leaflet No. 18/5
Speed up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B.& F. CARTER
& CO., Ltd., Bolton 5

SILVER PLATING SETS
as supplied to Electroplaters, but in
miniature, for parts, etc., instructive
small sets, 221- inc. post. Send 3d.
stamp for printed folder. A profitable
hobby, materials the standard Cyanide
type for use with low v. electric current.
Suitable for silvering motor headlamp
reflectors, model parts. and radio
components.
ARGENTA PRODUCTS (Dept. C),
40, Harrogate Road, LONDON, E.9.

Free Electricity from the Wind for Your
Radio, Workshop, or Bungalow,

COMPACT WIND -CHARGER
TURNTABLES (to fit any Car or
ex -War Dynamo). Complete with all
parts required. EASILY MADE at very
low cost from quickly obtained parts.
CLEAR DIAGRAMS and INSTRUC-

TIONS, 313d. per set.
J. Maker, 22, Ditton Road, Surbiton,

Surrey.

CATALIN
Large stocks of the wonder cast resin.
Profiles, rods, sheets, cylinders, etc.,
in glorious colours. Worked as easily
as wood. S.A.E. Lists.
Table Lamp Parcel, 9/-, post free.

TOWN BOOK SHOP
ENFIELD, MIDDY.

ENF. 4948
Try our plastic glue. Sticks anything.
Heatproof, 3(6. post free.
Really large Perspex (Aleuts, 5/4 per lb.



One of the following Courses taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, AERO, ETC.
Plastic- Radio -Aero Engines-Aircraft Design-
Welding-Aerodynamics-Electrical Engineering-'
Television-Electric Wiring-D i e s e I Engineering
-Generation and Supply-Works Management-
Metallurgy-Refrigeration-Planning. Estimating.
Rate-fixing-Time and Motion Study-Aero Inspec-
tion-Automobile Engineering-Sheet-metal Work-
Engineering Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsman-
ship-Jig and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and
Die Draughtsmanship-Structural or RIF Concrete
Draughtsmanship-Sanitary Engineering.

GENERAL

Matriculation-College of Preceptors-A.C.C.S.-
A.C.I.S.-Aircraft Apprentice.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE
School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-Housing Manager-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
Engineers-A.R.I.C.S.-L.A.B.S.S.

THE BUILDING BOOM7-
SECURE YOUR SHARE!

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
Courses, Building Draughtsmanshjp, etc. The
great post-war Building programme offers un-
limited prospects to technically trained men.

-BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN_
QUALIFY AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid
positions as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in
Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for those
who are willing to learn-our Guaranteed

"Home Study" courses
will get you in. Those
already engaged in the
General Drawing Office
should study some
specialised Branch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

SOUTH AFRICAN BRANCH : E.C.S.A. P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESBURG.

" PRACTICAL ENGINEERING " said-
We recommend all readers interested in improving their position

to apply for a copy of this valuable book. " Success in
Engineering" is not  a pamphlet. It is a 132 -page book,
containing valuable and vital information on all branches of
engineering....There' are many:engaged in engineering who
owe their success to The National Institute of Engineering.
The FREE GUIDE explains :

 Openings, prdspecfs, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building.

 How toobtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

Write now
copy of this
publication.

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E. M.R.San.I.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.
Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.

for your
remarkable

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY-OVER 100,000 SUCCESSES

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service -then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the asid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached Coupon NOW for further
details and Free Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
and Building ;. This book contains a mine of valuable and exclusive
information an-,well prove to be the turning point in your
career.

00.,

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED

FREE COUPON
To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

(Dept. 29), 148, Holborn, London, E.C.1.
Please Forward your Free Guide to

NAME
ADDRESS

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING (Place a cross against(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING the branches in which
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK you are interested.)

The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(id. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


